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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nature of the Problem 
Accaunting has·been defined.by .the;American Accaunting Assaciation 
as "the process of.· identifying, measuring; and communicating economic. 
infarmation to permit informed judgments and decisiens by users of the 
informatian. 111 ·A primary user of publicly reported accounting data.is 
the investor wha uses data for thepurpase,of evaluating present.or 
potential investments in the reporting entity. 
A key element in the 0ab0ve definitien ef·aceounting is that af 
communicatian; for without cammunieation, identification and measurement 
of econamic·informati,on is af little consequence. Communication is 
accomplished threughthemediaef acceunting reports. In their reports; 
accountants desire and·canstantly strive te repert relevant information 
in a manner which will convey this information ta the users of these 
repe:tts. 
Several resea'!'ch stl,ldies have tested the effects ef alternative· 
acceupting practices en the behavier of peeple. Williams and Griffin 
have summarized same of those· stud·i'es;~ hawever, no study has· been 
1American Accounting Asseciatien, A Statement·of Basic;Accounting 
Theery (Saraseta, 1966), p. 1. 
2Thomas H. Williams and.Charles H. Griffin, "On the Nature of 
Empirical Verification in Acceunting," Abacus, (Dec., 1969), pp. 157-178. 
1. 
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found which tests·· the impact on. actual investors' decisions of changes 
in reporting procedures (a change·in reporting procedure occurs when an 
item which was reported in financial statements for prior periods but 
not included in computation of the final reported ineome-figure·is 
included in cemputation ef,the finalreported inceme·figure fer the 
period of change). For exam~le, a switch in.reparting_procedures by 
banks ta report·Gains or Losses fram Sales or Exchanges ef Assets in the 
income statement rather thanin the analysis ef transfers to Undivided 
Profits constitutes a change in reparting procedure. Changes in 
financial statement reparting precedures are made·te pravide more er 
better infarmation te investars. · Whether er not such changes succeed in 
providing information needs to be tested. 
Purpese of Study 
The purpose of this study is to cantribute to available knowledge 
on the impact of acceunting changes by evaluating communicative effects 
on investors of changesin reporting procedures in. annual reperts of 
commercial banks. In particular, this study determines whether or net 
material changes in the formats of inceme statements in 1969 annual 
reports of commercial banks-provided information to investors. Stock 
market prices are the end results, of investers' actiens; therefore, the 
changes in steck-market-prices provide onevehielein assessing.whether 
or not the accounting changes provided information to investers. 
Reasons.for Selecting the Banking 
Industry for Study 
The banking industry was selected for-study-for several reasons: 
1. Several banks made changes -in the· formats of their 1969 finan-
cial statements which had sizeable:effects an final reported incames. 
Amounts of the items involved in the reparting changes ~veraged about 
18% of net income for all commercial banks in the United States insured 
by theFederalDeposit·Insurance Corporation. Percentages for individ-
ual banks sometimes varied considerably from that average; for example, 
the percentage for The Bank af New York Campany, . Inc. was abaut 40%. 
These changes appear ta be large enough ta-permit development of 
methodolegy to test-effects of the changes on investors. 
2. In the recent past, a substantial controversy raged between 
various accounting and banking representatives over the changes tested 
in this study. The fact that the controversy. became very heated pro-
vides-evidence that the reporting changes wereexpected, by both 
accountants and bankers,·· to have sizeable effects- on the future actians 
of interestedparties, especially investors. It is of interest to 
ascertain the actual impact of. the reporting changes on investors. 
3. The banking system is at- the heart ef the· financial system in 
the United States. Bank stack- prices- greatly- affect abilities of banks 
ta raise-additienalcapital threugh--the issuance.of stocks. Tnus, 
facters which influence these stack prices-are deemed ta be important 
fer individual banks-, the· banking industry, and the free enterprise 
ecanomic system. 
4. Prier studies have faund that reperted earnings of banks-are. 
highly- correlatedwith-bankstock,prices and are increasing in 
3 
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importance. Close associations between reported earnings of banks and 
bank stock prices are desirable.in this study because.the accounting 
changes affected·reported-earnings andbecause•effects·of the changes 
are measured through stock prices. A myriad of factors affect ·stock 
prices. If effects of· reperted earnings are minute,.· an attempt to 
isolate effects ef · changes in -accounting procedures may be futile, 
Strong relationships between reported earnings and stock prices give 
credence to the nation that it is feasible to isolate effects of 
changes in acceunting procedures through analysis of stock price 
changes. 
5. Dividend rates are generally major influences en stock prices, 
Prior studies have found dividend rates paid by banks to be conservative 
and consistent over time, ·Changes in stock prices of banks attributable, 
to changes in-·dividend rates,-are- therefere mitigated, Evidence of 
conservative and consistent dividend.payout rates provides additional· 
credence to the notion that it is feasible to isolate stock price 
changes attributable to changes. in accounting procedures, 
6, Most banks operate en a calendar year basis for acceunting 
purpases, and banks·· are etherwise homogeneous relative to companies in 
other industries.- Comparability between banks is thereby facilitated. 
7. Phil.ips and Mayne have. report~c:i' that comparatively little 
academic- researeh,,.has been· devoted to bank stock· analysis and to bank 
financial statements. 3 
3c, Edwar~ P~i:J .. ip~ ·. and Lucille• S. ·. Mayn.e, - "In.come Measures and Bank 
Steck, Values,·~• Em;eirical Research.:,:!!!_ ,Accounting: Selected Studies, 1970 
(Chicago, 1970)~ p. 179, 
5 
Justification for Study 
Because reporting procedures may affect the efficiency with which 
investors use accounting data, the manner in which accountants report 
data is of utmost importance in the·conununication process. By shedding 
light on unanswered questions concerning effects of reporting changes on 
investors, conclusions of this study will have very significant impli-
cations for the accounting profession in its efforts to communicate 
relevant data to investors via financial statements. 
Numerous authors have indicated that research is needed to assess 
impacts of accounting information on investors. In his review of an 
empirical study of accounting methods and stock prices by Mlynarczyk, 
Neter conunented that "the effect of accounting information on stock 
prices is an important and relevant topic. 114 In another review of the 
Mlynarczyk study, Hakansson made the following conunent relative to 
Mlynarczyk's main hypothesis that investors did not distinguish between 
deferred tax accounting and flow-through tax accounting in valuing the 
earnings of companies in the electric utility industry: 
••• rejection or acceptance of the main hypothesis has 
important implications with respect to resource allocation 
in the economy. However, there are also other significant 
implications which, from the accountant's vantage point, 
are closer to home. The first of these concerns the role 
of the code chosen to conununicate accounting information 
and its effect on the decoding process, i.e., the inter-
pretation of financial statements by investors. 5 
4John Neter, "Discussion of An Empirical Study of Accounting 
Methods and Stock Prices," Empirical Research in Accounting: Selected 
Studies, 1969 (Chicago, 1969), p. 85. 
5Nils H. Hakansson,."Discussion of An Empirical Study of Accounting 
Methods and Stock Prices," Empirical Research in Accounting: Selected 
Studies, 1969 (Chicago, 1969), p. 82. 
Ijiricommented: 
••• a more important question is whether these different 
. profit. figures affect.managers~, ,decisions, and, if so, 
... under what· conditions. Unless we. can show that the 
different figures (or, more precisely, different patterns 
of figures) lead to different,decisions under a given set 
.of conditions, the·re .is .no point in arguing the merits or 
demerits of alternative accounting methods.6 
The comments by Ijiri were specifically directed toward effects of 
alternative· accounting ·.methods on managers •. His reasoning is logically 
extendable to assessing the·impaets of alternative reporting procedures 
on investors. Finally, Gonedes stated: 
It appears that an important task for accounting 
researchers is to design and conduct tests that will 
indicate the (market-determined) informational content of 
(1) accounting numbers produced via a particular set of 
.procedures,,and (2) acceunting numbers produced via 
alternative, sets of ac.counting procedures. As indicated 
earlier, these tests may involve direct use of market 
t . 7 reac ions ••• 
The research methodology utilized in this study has not, to the· 
author's knowledge, been empleyed heretofore. The research methodology 
will add to the store·of empirical research tools available to test the 
effects ·of accounting data on investors. It is anticipated that this 
study will open the door to further research on effects of reporting 
changes involving other time periods, other industries, and other types 
of reporting changes. 
6yugi Ijiri, The Foundations-ef Accounting Measurement (Englewood 
Cliffs, 1967), p. 150. 
7Nicholas J. · Gonedes, "Efficient Capital Markets and Extemal 
Accounting,".·The-AecountingReview, XLVIII, No. 1 (Jan.,.1972), p. 21. 
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Scope,and Methodology 
· This study is ,his tori cal in.nature~ 
to empirically test the effects· on investors of ce_rtain changes in 
reporting requirements · of commercial banks.· in 1969 annual reports, 
Major reportiRg changes,involved t)le,provisian,for loan lasses, 
securities·gains or losses, and designatian and composition of the final 
reparted earnings figure.· 
Banks which had.material changes iR reporting procedures are 
designated. as·testbanks;;.and banks-which had immaterial changes in 
repertingprecedures are.designated as central banks. Test and control 
banks are matched-· to achieve homogeneity. Base years· (1961 through· 
1968, inclusive),price-eamings raties ef a test bank are pairwise 
-correlated withtheprice ... earnings ratios 0f each tQ.atched control bank 
to obtain a prediction af ·--the test bank's- price-earnings ratie for the 
year of reporting change, (1969). The actual price-.earnings ratio of the 
test bank is campared with the.predicted price-earnings ratio to 
determine whether· unexpected changes ·occurred.·· Analyses of unexpected 
changes are made to ascertain the impacts on investors of the changes in 
reporting procedures. 
The, correlatiens inthis,study reflect·relationships between base 
years price-earnings.ratios far-th~·test and. control banks, The 
relatienships may-be used to-predict .a price-earnings ratio for the test 
· banks only if the price-earnings ratios for. the control banks for. the 
test year are known. Thus, the.methodel.ogy is designed fer posterior 
analysis rather-than-predict:l.en of future price-,,,earnings ratios. 
·The analysis of investorreactions to-the reporting. changes is a 
-macro analysis based-on the aggregate effects as reflected in stock 
8 
pri9es as related te reperted earnings of .the banks~· This approach may 
be contra1;1ted :With.a micro approach·whereby one.focuses en specific 
behavior ef a.particular invester. 
Test. of Market Efficiency 
The efficient market hypothesis has been.viewed·in different.ways •. 
On~ way to . view market efficiency er .inefficiency is . irt teriii.e of func.;. 
tienal-fixati£1n. Functional fixation is a term .appli.ed .by Ijiri, 
Jaedicke, .and Knight to managers who· rely on .,certain selec.ted aeceunting 
data. without,.analy~ing the coropesition and quality of. these. data~ 8 ·. The· 
9· term was extended ,te -tnvesters- by Mlynarc~yk. • Beaver co.mmented. an 
functi(mal: fixation :as -follaws: . 
••• In essence, the implicatio:i;1 of the functienal,fixation 
hypothesis is .that -.twe firms. (sec1:1rities) could be alike in 
all "real'' economic .respects and yet sell .for different 
prices·, .. simply because .of t~ way . the acceunta:i;1t repe.rted · 
the .. re_s~lts ,af operat~ons~. '.,rhe· impl;J.catieri is. that the, 
market· ~gnt,'t·e·s .~the. fact; :'t.J:;iat· observed signals<are geri~rated · 
fr~ different infermat:ion: s:xstems •. Hence, it .does .net. 
disfinguish between numl;,ers _generated by diff e:.rent .. 
acc1;>unti:i;1g methods either ev.er _time .. er across firms. 
Needless -ts sax,, th~s imJ>~ies masrket; ineff iciepcy,, • ~ 10 .. _ 
· (Emphasis added) 
Beaver's view·is based.en the pren\ise-that,market efficiency.is. 
accomplished . enly by cerrec.t interpretation and. use of ,the. data. by 
8yugi Ijiri, ;R.. ·Jaedicke, and K. Knight, ','The.Effects·ef Acceunti.ng 
Alternatives en Management Decisiens,n·Reseallc.h.irtA-ccounting Measure-
ment (Sarasota, 1966), pp. 186:...19.9. · · · - ' <' · · "· · 
9F, A. Mlyµ.arczyk,. "Aµ Empirical.Study of A~counting Methods and 
Steck Prices," Empirical Research in AGceuntip.g; Selected Studies; 1969 
(Chicage~ 1969), pp. 63-89, · · 
l©william H •. Beaver, "TheBehavier .of Security Prices.and Its 
Implications for Accounting Research (Methods)," publisp.ed:as Part II of 
Report of the.Cenunittee en Research Methedelegy in:Acee'1nting; The 
Acceunting Review, supplement.ta XLVII (197:2), p. 42Q. · 
9 
investors. Correct interpretation of the data by investors in the two 
firms mentioned by Beaver would yield equilibrium prices which contain 
no difference attributable to differing accounting methods. 
Abdel-khalik argues that correct interpretation and use of the data 
by investors is not·a requirement for market efficiency.II Allowance is 
made fornonoptimal equilibriumprice levels·since investors' decisions 
are based on expectations about. the.future.and investors do not always 
assimilate and use information .. in ways· to yield optimality. Abdel-
khalik stated: 
•.• The fact that the market reacts.to accounting signals 
implies the presence of •.•. an informational content. But 
to imply that another accounting alternative measuring the 
same signal will induce a similar reactien is an unjustifi-
able assertien. Furthermere, it shcmld be emphasized that 
using any .. other accounting alternative in generating 
accounting numbers does not imply that the market will be 
inefficient; Efficiency is a property.of the market, not 
. of, accounting numbers, and,, therefore,. other things being 
equal,. the reaction· of, the market will not be any less 
. efficient but it might be quite different. Accordingly, 
· . drawing implications frem the efficient. market hypethesis 
.te,accounting daes not shed light on the nature of the 
accountingprocess or its alternatives-and such implications 
:may.not be carried any further than showing the relevance 
of .. accounting data unless, of caurse, the scope of research. 
expands to evaluate the differential effect of alternatives 
on the market performance .12 (Emphasis added) 
Thus, Abdel-khalik' s view- ef · the efficient· market hypothesis allows 
for differential effects on equilibrium prices from ecenomic data 
reperted under alternative accounting methods. This cendition can not 
exist in an efficient·market as viewed by Beaver. 
llA. ·. Rashad Abdel".'"khalik,. · ','The Efficient Market Hypothesis and 
Accounting Data: A Point,of View,'-'· The Acceunting Review, XLVII, No. 4 
(Oct., 1972), pp. 792-793, 
12rbid. 
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This study concerns-the.impact of changes in-reporting procedures 
on investors and not with testing the efficient market hypothesis as 
envisioned by Abdel-khalik. · However, a conclusion. on the impact of 
changes in reporting procedures on investors necessarily suggests 
existence or nonexistence-a£ an-efficient market as envisioned by 
Beaver. 
Brief Statement on Findings of Study 
Findings in this study suggest that the changes in reporting 
procedures made by the·test banks in their 1969 annual reports-did not 
provide infoririadon"i:e"investors·in such-a manner that stock prices were 
... 'significantly affected. •Results of the tests-are strong and consistent 
in support of that conclusion. 
Befinitions of Terms 
Selected terms used in this study are defined in Appendix A. The 
terms-are listed inalpha6etical order for easy reference. 
Organization of Thesis 
·chapter I has presentedanintroduction. 
· Chapter II presents•backgreund · information on ,financial reporting 
-by commercial banks and on-items involved in the reporting changes 
tested. 
Chapter III develops a theory of investors' responses and stock 
price determination and explains, within the framework of that theory, 
how investors used accounting information. 
11 
Chapter·IV·reperts·results·af-selected·priar research relevant·ta 
this study. 
·chapter V states·the,hypethesis to be tested • 
.. Chapter VI· explains ·.the development af and justificatian for the 
empirical procedures used. 
Chapter VII contains·• the, empirical findings. 
Finally, Chapter VIII summarizes this study, discusses the 
assumptiens and limitations-in view ef the data and the empirical 
praeeduresused,.and presents·the auther's conclusions and suggestions 
for further research. 
CHAPTER II 
FINANCIAL REPORTING BY COMMERCIAL BANKS 
Historical Information 
Prior to 1964 banks were exempt from the Securities Acts due to 
their regulated status; thus, banks were not subject to fi.nancial 
information disclosure requirements of the Securities and Exchange 
Commission. Securities of less than a dozen banks were marketed 
through a national securities exchange, such as the New York,Stock 
Exchange, which had financial information disclosure regulations. Only 
a small percentage of banks were audited by independent Certified 
Public Accountants •. Financial disclosures were minimal. Financial 
statements emphasized financial positien rather than results ef 
operations •. Edward T. Shipley, farmer chairman of the Accounting 
Principles Committee ef the American Bankers Asseciatien.and past 
president of the Associatien for Bank Audit, Contrel, and ©peratiens, 
commented on bank reporting as follows: 
Prior to the Securities Acts Amendments in 1964, 
not a grea.t deal was done te provide bank shareholders 
and the investment community with.statements, but most 
banks limited their disclesure of their financial 
affairs to the dissemination of the.reports ef cenditien 
(i.e. , balance sheets) required by the varieus super-
visery autherities. Statements ef financ.ial cenditien 
did not reveal earnings except as they might perhaps be 
deducible by comparison of surplus and undivided profit 
figures with the· same acceunts disclosed in earlier state-
ments; comparative figures, showing changes from one 
statement to the next, were never required and seldem 
provided. While mast supervisory authorities did require 
12 
the filing o.f annual reports of earnings and dividends, 
· \ those were· unavailable to the public .1 
13 
.Presumably due to recognition of inereasing activity in trading of 
bank securities and of widespread ownership of sueh securities, the 
Securities Acts were amended in 1964 to vest regulatory authority and 
responsibility for developing and enfereing bank financial disclosure• 
and i-eperting regulatiens with·the Comptreller of the Currency for 
national banks, with the Federal Reserve Board·for state member banks, 
and with the Federal Beposit Insurance.Corporation for insured state 
nonmember banks. 
In late 1964 the·Federall Reserve Board2 and the Federal Bepesit, 
Insurance Corporation3 issued. substantially identical cedes, ,generally 
known as Regulatien F, which specified,rules for financial and other 
information to be made public by state-chartered banks with·mote than 
$1,000,000 ef assets-and more than 750 stockholders. In 1967 the 
required·· number of· stockholders was· lowered to 500. 
M. A. Schapiro &,Co., Inc. reported the-·percentage of Federal 
Reserve state member banks and-all state-nonmember insured banks 
covered by, the rules was,only·2.1-per cent·under the·750 shareholder 
requirement and 3.2 per cerit under the 500 shareholder requirement.4 
1Edward T. Shipley', uBank Accounting Principles: A Progress 
Report," Law and Contemparary Problems, XXXII, No. 1 (Winter, 1967), 
p. 132. 
2Federal .Reserves Board, ,Securities- of·· Member State·· Banks (Washing-
ton, 1964). 
3Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; .:sank Securities Bis closure 
Regulations (Washington, 1964). 
4M •. A. Schapire & .Ce,, Inc., Bank Steck Quarterly (New York, Mar., 
196 7) , p. 15. 
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However, Mills and Luh noted that smaller· banks <were' urged to follow the 
reporting rules required for larger banks, so issuance of the reporting 
regulations by the Federal agencies had broader impact than was indi-
cated by the small percentage of banks<which literally was subject to 
the•requirements.s 
Altheugh national. banks were·required to.issue annual reports·to 
stockholders effective with·their 1963 annual reports, the Comptroller 
of the Curreneydidnot issue regulations for these banks aimed at 
·c 
·establishing full disclosure and·unif0rm accounting pr0cedures until 
May, 1967. Mills and Luh compared these regulatiens with Regulation F 
and found dif.ferencesin methads of distributing information to the 
public, showing of details in financial statements., and treatment of 
bond·:d±scount. r. ·, 
Prior to issuance of Regulation F, many banks carried securities 
gains or losses .(net of income tax effect)·and provisions for loan 
lesses· (net of income ,tax effect) .directly to Undivided Profits or to 
special reserve accounts;. However, included in regulations issued by 
the regulatary agencies were requirements that banks provide their 
stockholders with annual financial statements which included an income 
statement.and which disclosed amounts relating to.securities gains or 
losses and· provision-, for loan losses. · Appendix ,B contains an. income 
statement f0rmat used by many large publicly--heldbanks by the end of 
1968 • 
. 
5Robert H. Mills and Frank Luh, "Financial Reporting of Commercial 
Banks," The Journal 0f Accountancy (Jul., 1968), p. 49. 
6rbid. 
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The Bankers-Accountants,Contr0versy Over 
Format of Bank·Inceme·Statemertts. 
Over the yea.rs controversy developed between bankers and account-
ants,ever use of the current eperating performance·type of income· 
statement~ The- current eperating perfermance,income- statement reflects 
results frem· regular; and-.. recurring eperatiens. · The primary idea under-
lying such,, incame ,statements is. that predictiens af · future operating 
results are facilitated by excluding results from material extraordinary 
events and- transactiens •. · The all-inclusive, inceme statement includes· 
results from material·.extra,ordinary events and transactions under the 
premise that an inceme statement is complete enly if it includes·all 
items which,affect earnings-fer the reportingperiod,·including material 
extraordinary items. 
Shipley summarized the contreversyin the following manner: 
Among the subjects of· continuing .. discussiens in bank 
financial reporting is the possible adoption of the so-
called 'all-inclusive' inceme statement.· This cencept· 
means simply that the income statement·should reflect all 
income and expense- items,. ·including--. even· extraerdinary-,-
nenrecurring items; .the alt.etnative approach ·reflects the 
idea that theinceme statement,should reveal current operating 
performance and that extraerdinary items, unrelated to 
eperatie.ns fer the perieEl, · should by-pass the income statement· 
and be directly credited to er charged against the caP.ital 
accaunts. · The SEC,and the·AICPA have tended to faver the 
all.,,-inclusive income statement;.· although, extraerdinary items 
are. expected· te., be, presented,.','belew· the line," as add.itions 
ta.or deeluctiens fram,net,aperating.income·in arriving at 
net income •. · In banking,, the. debate·'has centered on twe 
importantitems, the ereation.,of abad.debt reserve and the 
.. treatment of· gains- or, lesses, on securities transactiens. · 
.. There. are· substantiaL reasens, why, the. generally preferred 
all-inclusive,. incamec- statement· would, .b.e eletrimental ta the· 
best interests of.banks-and investers in bank securities.7 
7shipley, p.·144. 
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Issuance of Regulation F in 1964 did m>t, resolve, the controversy. 
Regulation F simply represented a compremise,and. did not,fully satisfy 
either income statement,philosophy. 
Major•items involved in thecontroversy were: 
L Provision for loan l0sses. Bankers preferred r-o-'report a, 
·" ·p-rovi:sion for loan losses (net of income tax effect} as a 'Nonoperating 
deduedon' below the final reported. income,f:igu.re designated as 'Net 
operating earnings' (See Appendix B). Accountants.felt that a normal 
provision for loan losses shouldbe includedat the gross amount.in 
'Operating expenses' with the deduction for income taxes applicable to 
operations· approp,t:i,.~teily a.djil§tedffor·~ i.ts.effect. 
2. Securities gains or losses. Bankers preferred to report· 
'Securities gains or losses' (net of income tax effect) as a 'Non-
operating deduction' below the final reported income figure designated 
as 'Net operating earnings' (See Appendix B). Accountants felt that 
'Securities gains or losses' (net of income tax effect) should be 
reported below the operating income,figure but included in.determination 
of the final reported income figure to be designated as 'Net incomes' 
· 3. Designaticm and composition of the final reported income figure. 
Bankers preferred that the final reported inco.me figure be designated.as 
'Net opera.ting earnings w (See Appendix B). Accountants preferred that 
the final reported income figure be designated as 'Net income' which 
would be computed by increasing or decreasing the operating income· 
figure (computed with inclusion of the provision for loan losses as 
discussed above) by the 'Securities gains or losses' (net of income·ta.x 
effect) and 'Extraordinary charges or credits' (net of income tax 
effect). 
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What was .. :,the,;,,Yeasen,,c:fe:r-,the,: cem.tre.versy·? : ,. 'rh«i,:;;:answer . te · this 
question· was previded- by. t:he.,~:editars,.ef. The··.Jearnal-<of. Acceuntancy when 
they stated: 
· ·. Same >'.aceeuntants ':may,.,.wenel:eir-:why ,: the ,:·.Institute ·· appears 
. to•. have . i:ncited , a,. eenfli.ct .cwith:'1:>anke:l!'s ••• , ,, The · answer should 
. be. elear.:.,CPAs<are .. increasingly. censeious., ef their respensi-
.. bilities.-. te third-.. parties.,.whe may.-.rely. en, epinions. of 
.. auditers. that, statements-.-are,, fairly.presented·. . The Institute 
. believes·: that-.:m1der, the. centinually, rising. st,andards ef 
financial. reperting"many bank,. inceme, stat.ements are. simply 
not·fairlypresentedfrem.the viewpeint·ef investors.8 
Arguments -presented .. by bankers- and, by acceuntants" in support ·of 
their positiens in-the·contreversy are,netgermane-to this study. If 
interested-in these pesitioas,-the readeris·referred to Heyt.9 
Develepments .. en· the·Controversy 
-Threugh,1969 
In December,· 1966· the.Aeeo.unting<Prineiples Board.,ef the American 
Institute ef. Cel!'tified.,.Public .Acceuntants · issued Opinien Number 9 
entitled ''Reperting the Results ... ef Operations. ,,10 · This epinion 
basically adapted .the,,all·•dnclusive income- statement approach. However, 
commercial banks were- specifically exempted -frem• previsions ef the 
opinion pendi:ng- cempletien ef a· special study on bank reperting being 
conductedat the time. 
811Editers-' ,:Netebeek: .Censistency-:Gap -. Bank Accounting," The. 
Jeurnal- ef Aeeeuntancy (Aug., 1968), p. 29. 
· 9Hugh. A •.. Heyt, , "The, Relative, Predictive Capacity ef Two Bank 
... Earnings MeasuE:es: sAn, Empirical Evaluatien1' (unpub. Ph~D. dissertation, 
Michigan State University, 1970), pp. 17-33. 
10Aceeunting, Principles-Beard".efc the,.American: Institute of 
.Certified_Public.AeeE>UBtants;; ,.Opini.ens ef. thecAcceunting Principles 
Beard - . Number~ 2..~, Reporting. the- Results ef Operatiens (New Yark, 196 7), 
pp. 105-140. 
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In January;,.1968:results-,ef the·speeial,stucl:yby··the Committee on 
Ban.kAec0untingandAuditin.g,ef the American Institute ef Certified 
Public Acceuntants, which basically adapted the all-inclusive inceme 
hil h ',. bl. h d 1l S b · -,.. 1 . Ma 196 statement• p · · esep y~ ,.were·. pu · · is e .• , , · ; · U· seqt:lent Y·, · 1.n · rch, · . 9 
the-Accounting Principles Beard-issuedOpinienNumber 13, extending 
previsfons ef ©pinian N'Umber 9 ta cemmercial oa:nks •12 These actiens by 
the ·Ame·rican Institute- ef. Certified Public Accauntants brought the 
controversy between bankers and··. aeceuntants • to a head. 
Agreement-en many ef. the major paints in the contraversy was 
reached, in July,. 1969 between-representatives·ef·the American Institute 
of Certified Public" Aceauntants; . the American Bankers Associatien, the 
three Federalbankingregulat0ry authorities, ·and·theSecurities and 
Exchange Cemmissien. · This agreement was substantially in confarmity 
with,reeammendat.iens.ef the American Instituteaf Certified Public 
Acceuntants. Subsequent te the agreement, the three Federal bank 
regulatery agencies,required banks under theirjurisdictiens te report 
the 'Net- inceme' figure·in-theirannual reperts and ta employ ether new 
acceunting and reperting precedures·, beginning with· 1969 annual reports; 
Te add perspective en required· changes in reperting precedures, 
which were the majeritems invelved in the bankers-acceuntants 
centreversy,. Appencl:ix C centains an income statement fermat suitable fer 
inclusion in. annual reperts ·by banks· under the 1969 ·. Federal bank 
llcemmittee,on-,Bank,Acceu:ating, and:.Auditing,of the ·American 
Institute ef .. Certified.-PubH.c Aceeuntants,-Audits ef Banks (~ew York, 
1968). - . 
l?Aecaunting Prineiples-Beard,ef.theAmerican Institute ef 
.Certified .Pub.lie .Aeceuntants~ .,Opiniens•.ef, the-,Aeceunting. Principles 
.. Beard .,.. Nt:unber .13LAmending Paragraph, 6., eLAPB Opinien Ne. !, Appli-
eatien te Cemmercial Banks (New- York,- 1969); pp. 199-202. 
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regulatery agencies ·requirements, ,,and Appendix· D reconciles differences 
between the ·final reperteddneome,amounts under·reporting formats used 
before the · 1969' ehanges (Appendix· B) , .. and·. after· the· 1969 changes 
(Appendix C). ·, In addition, major required· changes in reperting pre-
cedures ·and• in- aceeunting .praetices.are·,swmnarized in Appendix. E. 
Current.··Develepments ·en Items 
Involved in the Controversy 
Provisien for Loan Losses 
Fer tax years starting before July 12, 1969, banks using the 
reserve method wereallawedineome tax deductiens for additiens to loan 
loss reserves of 0.8% of. eligible year-end,leans outstanding until 
tatal reserves built-up tea maximum of. 2.4% of eligible year-end loans 
eutstanding.· The1969 TaxRefarm Aet changed the· formula to reduce the· 
maximum total reserves to.1.8% of eligible year-end loans outstanding 
for taxable years-eommencingafter July 11, 1969 and before 1976, and 
scheduled further reductions in the percentage ta 1.2% and to 0.6% for 
taxable years beginning, after· 1975 and 1981, respectively. As an 
alternative te using the,maximum. reserves formula, a bank may compute 
reserves on the basis of its average lean less experience fer the tax-
able year andthe,five preceding.taxable years. For taxable years 
commencing· after 1987, · each bank- will be required to· base provisiens for 
loan lesses on--average.loan losses experienced. 
To the,extent that useef the ineeme tax.formula allows provisions 
fer lean lesses- in· excess ef loan loss rates- being experienced, 
provisians fer eontingencies are being made. The 1969 Tax Reform Act 
reduces·and-eventually.eliminates· loan lass contingency previsiens. 
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Fer finaneial--statement-,reperting for, 1%9 and subsequent years; 
enly nermal previsions for loan lesses based on loan loss rates being 
experienced are deducted in· the income ,statemen-L ··.· Provisions for 
centingeneies are.charged- to Undivided-Profits. Therefore, the income, 
tax law ehanges,will,reduce-the charges teUnEiivided·Profits. Ne 
ehange, in· amouats : reported· in·. the ineeme statements. results from the 
1969 Tax Reform Act~ 
Securities Gains er Losses 
Federal Income Tax Law Chang~s. Fer taxable years beginning before 
July 12, 1969, banks-and other corporations were permitted to include 
net realized- gains.· from- sales or exchanges of securities (other than 
securities treated as-being sold as dealers)-held over-six months in 
determination of gains-whichwere·subject te favorable capital gains tax 
rates. Foraen--bank, cerperatiens, net' capital lesses were not deduct-
ible in the taxable,yearof the loss. -Hewever, banks experiencing such 
net losses- could deduct-the lesses frem inceme taxable at erdinary 
rates-fer the-taxable yea:r,of:the loss •. In anet securities gain year, 
losses en sales ef-seeurities served te- effset ameunts treated as 
capital gains; therefore, banks--had 0·incentive: ta realize all such losses 
in net·. securities less 0 years · when, the- losses could be deducted from 
.1<~ .• ; 
inceme taxable at ordinary- rates •.. In-a net,,seeurities loss year, gains 
en sales of securities-served to-effset 'lesses· deducted from income 
taxable. at ordinary rates;,. therefere-, bank~ had incentive te realize all 
such gains from sales-of securities-held over-,six-menths in net 
securities gain-years,when such.gains qualified for favorable.capital 
gains treatment·. · The incentive fer a particular bank to realize its 
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securities losses in one year and to realize its securities gains in a 
different year provides a reasen that securities gains or losses for an 
individual bank in a- particular year were likely, to be substantial in 
relation to· the· final reported ·earnings :figure for that year, 
Effective fer taxable years cemmencing after July 11, 1969, the Tax 
Reform Act eliminated favorable capital gains treatment previously 
available to banks fer· net,. realized seeuri ties· gains. The gains are 
includible in income taxable at ordinary rates,· Since the advantage 
from realizing all securities gains in certain taxable years and all 
securities losses in other taxable years has been curtailed, it is 
anticipated that more offsetting of the gains and losses in. a particu-
lar year willoccurwith·the result-that fluctuations of net securities 
gains or losses will likely be reduced compared to what the fluctuations 
would have been under the prior tax law. 
Proposed Changes in Valuation of Marketable Securities in 
Financial Statements. Prior to its termination, the Accounting 
Principles Board of the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants had under consideration a proposal that marketable 
securities be reported in financial statements at current market values. 
Action on the proposal was deferred for the newly established Financial 
·Acc0unting Standards Beard. •If such a preposal is adopted and is made 
applicable to banks; itis likely that the amounts of securities gains 
and losses reported by banks in their future financial statements will 
be materially affected. 
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Impact ef Ct:1rrent I>evelc;rpments-,en This· Study 
Current develepments-have no impact 011-histerical tests utilized in 
this study. -However, such develepments · are ef interest when ccmsidering 
implications-of the findings af-this study. 
CHAPTER III 
A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR STOCK PRICE 
DETERMINATION AND FOR INVESTOR 
DECISION-MAKING 
Significant,relatfonships between reported earnings and stock 
prices are assumed. Support for such relationships is offered in two 
forms: a theoretical model and a review of prior empirical research; 
Chapter III develops a theoretical framework to support the 
assumed relationships between reported earnings and stock prices. The 
developed framework.daes not deal with the normative issue of how 
investors should act, but instead deals with the pragmatic issue of how 
investors do act. Chapter IV contains the review of prior research. 
True Value of a Share of Common Stock 
An investor buys a share of common stock for the purpose of 
receiving payments attributableto that share in the future. Those 
payments are in the forms of cash dividends that will be received 
during the investment period and the cash proceeds that will be 
received upon disposal of the investment. · Consideration should alse be 
given te benefits· such as stock dividends,· steck options, stock 
warrants, and stock rights associated with the investment, 
The cash flows associated with the investment relate to different 
points in time. Due to the time value of money, the numbers of dollars 
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must be adjusted ta a common point in time ta make them comparable. 
The procedure for accomplishing this is·kn0wn as discounting. The 
market normally associates higher expected returns with·higher risk of 
receiving those returns; Thus, the discount rate used in computing the 
true value of. a share ef stock sh0uld beit1le,ratec01funensurate with the 
risk associated with, receiving the returns from· that share of stock. · 
Reasoning similar to thiswas,expressed in 1938 by Williams and has 
strong support in current literature. 1 
· Investor's Reactions to his Environment 
Investors cann0t ascertain with.certainty the true value of a share 
of common stock. In his real world of uncertainty, each investor 
arrives at an estimated value of the share based on his expectations of 
related future cash flows and his judgment of the associated risk and 
discount rate. If his estimated value exceeds the market price for the 
share, the investor will presumably buy (or hold) the share, assuming. 
he has the means t0 do so; and; conversely, if the value for the share 
is estimated to be less than the market price for that share, the 
investor presumably will sell the share (if any) which he owns. 
The investor makes continuous decisions to hold, buy, or sell 
shares of common stock. Holding a share comprises continuous decisions 
in the sense that the investor continuallyopts·to hold the share rather 
than exercising the alternative of selling. The environment in which 
these continuous decisions are made is unstable and uncertain. 
lJ. B. Williams, The Theory of Investment Value (Cambridge, 1938). 
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With an unstable and uncertain envir1:mment, the theary of the 
investor's decision-,.making, process·· must· center on his short-run. adaptive 
reactions. The goal·of theinvest0r has been specified as maximizati0n 
of the present value:af. the future eash flows from investments. Short-
run adaptatiente the unstable en.vironment may involve alteration of 
this goal; hewever, it is unlikely that the goal will be seriously 
violated. 
March and·Simen maintain that an individual in an uncertain 
situation will increase his search for clarification of consequences of 
alternatives under consideration,2 To obtain clarification about 
possible future performance of stock underconsideration, the investor 
seeks additional inf0rmation about the company on which he can base his 
expectations.· However, the investor is limited by the amount of 
information available and by his ability to use·such information in his 
deliberations. The·latter limitations is referred to by March and 
Simonas bounded·rationality,3 Due to bounded rationality the decision-
maker bases his decisions on a limited, approximate, and simplified 
model of the real situation, Information for this model is chosen by 
the investor.based on his past experiences and is commonly derived from 
such sources as the company's financial statements, investment services, 
financial analysts, company·representatives, and friends. 
March and Simon assert that the decisi0n..,.maker, to avaid uncer-
tainties, ·at~empts to structure his environment·by adopting standard 
2James C. March.and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations (New York, 
1958), p. 115. 
3rbid. , p. 200. 
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decisi<m.,.making rules; 4 Such rules rely on learned behavior and, thus 
change slowly 0ver time; s0 when information of a sort experienced 
repeatedly in the past becomes available, resp0nse ,will· 0rdinarily be 
highly routinized. 
· Use of Published Finaneial Statements 
by the,Investor 
From a theoretical viewpoint, it has been argued that an. invest0r 
attempts to reduce,uncertainties 0f his environment through using short-
run adaptive reactions, obtaining additional inf0rmati0n, and using 
simplified and standard decision-making rules. Since future cash,flows 
attributable to a share of common st0ck cannot be,ascertained with 
certainty, the investor must rely on informationandprocedures which 
are operationally feasible to predict future cash flows. It appears 
logically and operationally feasible that simplified and standard 
decision-making,rules are.used by the investor whereby data on past 
operations serve as an,imputinto a decision model which attempts to 
predict results of.future aperatiensof a company. 
Accounting infermation·in,financial statements of companies may 
well serve as inputs into the investor's decision model, as those data 
represent summaries of a.myriad of.transactions and events which occur. 
The·theoretical frameworkwhich,has beendeveloped contends that 
investors.have limitedcapacities for assimilating and using informa-
tion. Under this bounded rationality concept, investors are likely to 
rely on data in financial statements to avoid informational overloads. 
4rbid., p. 140. 
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In additi<m, data in financial statements are presumed to be useful for 
investors because many bankers and accountants have indicated that the 
data are furnished for the expressed purpose of providing information to 
investors, Walter B. Wriston, president 0f the First National City Bank 
of New York, has stated: 
The basic objective of releasing information about the 
banks 0r corporatien is t0 supply the shareholders with 
informatien that is full, frank and. complete about the 
way their corporation er bank is perferming in order 
that they may make a judgment about the investment value 
of the shares that they hold or may plan to acquire.5 
A substantial number of empirical studies, some of which are 
discussed in the following chapter, have shown that accounting data in 
financial statements are widely used by investors. Conceptually, 
investment opportunities are dependent on the market price of the stock 
which the investor holds 0r plans to acquire. Since stock prices will 
likely be affected by actions of large numbers of investors, the 
invest0r should be interested in the financial statement data to apprize 
anticipated resulting effects on stock prices and on his investment 
opportunities. 
Use of Reported Earnings by the Investor 
The American Institute 0f Certified Public Accountants, which 
spearheaded the accountants' side 0f the bankers-accountants contro-
versy, has placed increased emphasis in recent years on reported 
earnings, as opp0sed to balance sheet values; and has geared many of 
its prom'lUncements and requirements toward making earnings figures more 
5walter B, Wriston, "Banker Scores New Accounting," The New York 
Times, Sec. F (Apr. 19, 1970), p. 7. 
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useful to investors •• Uaderlying these efforts ,is-a belief that reported 
earnings are relevant 0.to .iavester decisioas and are ,actually used by 
investors.· In fact, .the-whale bankers-aeeeuatants cantreversy rested en 
assumptians .ay all·· the parties. invelved, that changes in reparting would 
have, substantial· effeets-,an in-vesters-. · Otherwise~ the cantroversy would· 
not ,have arisen and-.beeame, so heated. 
In the steckvaluatian theory, itwas-stated that future cash flows 
are what the investor seeks. -How can it,alse be contended·that reported 
earnings, which are not presented interrilS·of cash flows, are relevant 
for the investor? The answer is that-the investor is-primarily 
interested in future cash flows to himself (comprising cash dividends 
and the selling price of his share of. eommen stock) and not the past 
cash flows to and fram the bank- itself. Cash received by banks may be.· 
expended fer interest,· salaries; purchases- ef ·assets, retirement·. af 
debts; and a variety ef ether purpeses, - Analysis of past cash flows 
-narmallyprovides little,basis-for.assessment,ef future dividends and 
. stock prices. · A better s.tarting .paint· from which to assess potential 
future dividends and stoek-pricesisthe earnings record ef the bank. 
This is particularly true when it can be-shewn· that there is a strong 
relationship between levels of earnings and dividends. 
Research by Adams 6 and by Standard ancl. Peer's·Corporation7 has 
·indicated-that cash.-dividends paid•bybanks havecensistently repre-
sented a conservative pertion of available earnings and that there has 
6sherman Adams; II Are .Bank.Bividencl. .. Pelicies Tc:ie Conservative?," 
Innovatians-in,Bank-Management, .. ·Seleeted Readings, ,.ed, Paul Jessup (New 
York, 1969), p. ·20.s. 
7 Standard and Peer's., Ceriperatieac, Industcy. Surveys·· - Banking. and 
Savings ! Loan Basic Analysis; .Sec. 2 (Apr. 29, 1971), pp. B 41-42. 
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been considerable:adherence,to traditional,payout'policies. If it.is 
reasonable:to assume,that.traditfonal,payout·policies,of the bank under. 
investigation.will·centinue, aninvestor.may predict,future cash, 
dividends based on.estimates of future earnings of the bank,· But can 
past earnings be used te validly· .predict : future earnings? ·· Again, . 
empirical evidence is .reported in the following chapter. In theory, 
past· and currently reported .. earnings should ·be of use- in predicting 
future earnings. TheAmeriean.Accounting Association has-stated: 
Almostall external users of financial information 
reported by profit-oriented firms are involved in efforts 
to predict,the earnings of the firm for some future period • 
••• The past earnings of the firm are·considered to be·the 
most important single· item of informaticm relevant to the· 
prediction of future·earnings ••• 8 
Sprouse·stated that "The.primary purpose of the measurement of last 
year's income reported, to investors is· to provide·a basis for predic-
ting future years' income.'·'9 The Study Group on the ·Objectives of· 
Financial·Statements issued .. a very recent·statement,along the same• 
lines: 
Earnings as reported·in financial statements have 
come te be, and in all probability will continue to be, 
the single most, important critericm for assessing the· 
enterprise's accomplishments and earning power.lo 
Thus, reported· earnings sheuld ., be useful te investors in predic-
ting future earnings, and predictions of future earnings should be 
8American Accounting Association, ! Statement tl Basic Accounting 
Theory, pp. 23-24. 
9Robert T •. Sprouse; ."The Measurement· of Financial Position and 
Inceme= Purpose and- Procedures-;." .Reseat'eh:in,,Acc~,unting Measurement; 
eds. Robert Jaedicke, Yuji Ijiri, and 0swald Neilsen (Sarasota, 1966), 
p. 106 • 
. 10study Group.on the Objectives of Financial Statements, Objectives 
of Financial Statements (New York~ .1973), ,p, 31. 
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helpful· in-. predicting .future ;div.idends. >.To .. the -.extent -that predicted 
earnings exceed-amountsof predicted.cash,dividends,- .future net assets· 
(assets less liabilities) of-.the- bank .. will be increased, .presumably 
resulting in- increased -stock .prices.,, Therefore; -reported earnings may 
be 0f some use to the investor in-estimating future stock prices. 
Still another-reason.why investors are-interested in reported 
earnings is that investors often- consider the variability in reported 
earnings in assessing.risk-asseciated.with an investment in the·share of 
common stock. Both-risk and expected returns are weighed by investors 
when selecting between alternative-investment opportunities. 
In 1952 Markowitz·publicizeda·new dimensiento st0ck investing; 
namely, that- of portfolio-selection. 11 Markowitz-recognized that an 
investor, while -seeking highest-· expected returns, - generally wishes to 
avoid risk. - For an investor who owns more than ene security, Markowitz -
associated risk with the invester's portfolio, se that riskiness of the 
portfolio depends on interrelationships between securities as well as 
attributes of individual securities, - An efficient portfolie is one -
which either maximizes expectedreturnsat a given degree of risk or 
minimizes risk for given expected returns. There exist large numbers of 
efficient portfolios, each of which comprises different combinations of 
risk and expected returns suc?that higher risk is associated with· 
higher expected returns and lower risk is associated with lower expected 
returns. An investor prefers-individual securities which move his 
portfolio toward the efficient-pertfolio determined by his tastes and 
preferences for risk- and· expeet-ed returns. In addition to the at tribu-
llHarry M. Markewitz, "Pertfolio Selection," Tl}e Journal of 
Finance; VII, No, 1 (Mar., 1952), especially pp. ·77-91. -
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tes · 0f individual securities- discussed, earlier,·. inte:rrelatienships 
· between securities must · be , assessed, under· partfolie · theery. · 
T0 determine-the extent-that accounting inc0me·numbers are helpful 
in assessing-p0rtf0li0,·.risk, ... defined-.as c0variances ,0f- returns fr0m 
assets; Ball and Brawn tested ,:the · asseeiation between inc0me numbers and 
risk characteristics .0f.Airms by cemputing- cr0ss-sectianal · c0rrelatfons 
between measuresef,covariability:in aec0unting income·numbers and 
covariability in .ex,,pest-.rates ,af,.return,. , They tentatively c0ncluded 
that at least-30%' to 40%·,ef 0 risk.infermatien.is,eenveyed by accounting 
income numbe.rs. ii,,. Beaver-, -·Ke:tz;tler~ .and, Sch0les ·als0- tested the associ- · 
atien between·acceunting· and market risk data. Support was feund fer 
the argument·· that acc0unting risk measures are reflected in market price 
based risk measures and that the degree of ass0ciati0n was highest with·· 
earnings variability.13 
The abeve discussiens- and empirical evidence"0n·the use ·0f rep0rted 
earnings by investers ·· ce>ntained, ... in. -.the :fol lawing chapter present, sub-
stantial supportunderlying·the assumption of this study that there is a 
significant·· relationship, between, reperted earnings and. stock market 
prices. The earnings figure in.which,the investoris·interested is not· 
the- total.earnings· af the company:butrather the pertion of these 
earnings attributable.-. to ·a· share, of· common stack; that is, the reperted 
earnings:...per-share. ,Hence, earnings .... per-share is used in this study. 
12Ray Ball and Philip Brawn, "Pertfeli0 Theory, and Accounting," 
Jeurnal ef Aceeunting.Research, VII, Ne. 2(Auttimn,1969), pp. 314.-321. 
13williamH.· Beaver-,.'Paul Kettler, and Myren Scholes; "The Associ-
ation Between· Market Be.termined, and Accounting µetermined Risk Meas-
ures,'' The Acceunting Review, JCLV, No~ 4 (Oct.~- 1970), pp. 654-682. 
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Invester's, Reaet:ians,·.te,:Cha-n.ges -,in Reporting 
Proceaures, in-,Finaneial Statements 
It was stated ,previously .. that<the invester attempts·. to structure· 
his envirenmen-t-. te .av:eid ·.1meertainties . threugh ., the· use of s tandarq, 
dee is ion-making rules- se,., that .when:'. infermatien ef a sort . that has been 
experienced repeatedly in- the ,past-·beeemes, available,· his response ·will 
ordinarily be highly routinized. Allowance-must be-made fer the pessi-
bility that the invester,may departfrem or amend his standard decision-
making rules' if 1 he-recegnizes infarmatien of a type which has not been 
experienced- irepeatedly, in, the·· past •. Based- on this reasoning, let us 
explere the effect-that.changes-in repertingprecedures in the financial 
st~tements may have,en theinvester's·decisien-making. 
This, study determines,whether or-net informatien·was previded by 
changes inreperting precedures. ,Fer this purpase; -infermatien is, 
defined- as an .item .-which,.,leads :te .a, change-.·in the equilibrium value ef 
the current market price ef the stack-., A change<in the stock price 
results frem- changes,in investers'-expectatiens with,respect to the· 
stock. 
Expectatiens ef the Invester Changed due ta 
t.he Changes · in Reperting Precedures · 
For many years; . .acceuntants have advised users of financial state-
ments against blind acceptance-.and--use -ef the final reperted earnings 
figure. For example,· the Cemmittee en Aceeunting Precedure, ef the 
American Institute-0£.Certified Fublic Acceuntants has stated: 
• , .the committee has-been-,mindful,e.f the disposition 
of even well"-infermed,perserts-te attach undue importance· 
to a single net income figure and to earnings per share 
shown for a particular year ..• 14 
A net income or earnings-,per-share figure for a single year is 
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based on many estimates in the accounting measurement process and such a 
figure for one company may not be strictly comparable with a net income 
or earnings-per-share figure ·for other companies or for the same company 
in different years due t0 differing accounting practices. In spite of 
these warnings, there is ample evidence in the financial literature that 
investors rely heavily on the·final reported earnings figure. Following 
are examples of such comments from Forbes: "The annual net earnings 
figure tends to have a magical significance,not only for the ordinary 
investor but for the security analysts, 1115 and: 
People tend to demand this kind of simplicity, and 
the single, conveniently packaged net earnings figure 
has always seemed to fill the bill perfectly ••• On their 
reliability, billfons of investment dollars are wagered. 16 
If an investor has repeatedly used the final· reported earnings figure in 
the past in his decision-making processes and his response has become 
routinized with respect to·that figure, Hoyt has said the investor 
suffers from single•figut~ fixation,17 
An investor who has single-figure fixation includes·the final 
reported earnings figure after.the reporting changes in his old decision 
model·in thesame standard, routinized fashion as in the period(s) 
14committee-on·Accounting Procedure of the American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants, Accounting Research and Terminology 
Bulletins ~ Final Edition (New York, 1961), p, 65. 
1511What are Earnings? The Growing Credibility Gap," Forbes (May 15, 
1967), p. 28. 
16Ibid. 
17Hoyt, pp. 34-35. 
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before the reporting_ changes, By so doing, the ,changes, .in reporting 
procedures have an impact en the investor's decision even though he does 
net specifically identify the changes. 
The changes in reporting procedures may also provide information 
when the invester does· net have single-figure fixation. . In this. case 
the investor analyzes the facts underlying the final reported earnings 
figure, However, prier to the reperting changes, the investor chase net 
te include items involved .in the reperting changes in his decision medel 
and, as,a result ef the reperting changes, decides te include the items; 
in ether words, the reperting changes cause the invester to chan~e his 
expectatiens, Thus, results·are the same as if the investor has single-
figure fixation: the final reported earnings figure after the changes 
is included in the investor's unchanged decision model, 
Expectations of the Invester Net Changed due te 
the Changes in Reporting Procedures 
Ari investor whe dees net -have single-figure fixatien analyzes the 
financial statements and identifies the items invelved in the reporting 
changes. If this invester is satisfied with his consideration of these 
items in the past, ne additional information is provided by the changes 
in reperting procedures, Necessary adjustments are made to the inves-
tor's decision model er to the data entered into his deci·sien model so 
the changes in reporting procedures will not affect his decision. 
Suppose such an investor had knowledge in prier years of,a 
particular item which was not included in cemputation of the final re-
ported earnings and, in the current year, the reperting is changed te 
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include that item- in-, the,dneeme, statement~, Assuming metheds of calcula-
ting total amouil.ts"invelved:di.d>not·change;.one may conclude A PRIORI 
· that the· invest:ar!,s, expectations should not ·be affected· in large ,measure-. 
by the changes.· il'l- reperting pr0cedures. 
Several, authers, dncluding S.tandard '.and Poor' s Corporati0n, have 
p0inted out that:· profess.ional·1 investers :.are· an .important facter in, the 
bank stock market.JS ·Cannet 0ne assume that, such· invest0rs make 
adjustments to the final reported earnings figure? A person is net on 
stiregrounds by naively, reaahing<such,a cenclusion, as witnessed by the· 
- following conflicting .. views expressed- by Wilsen:· "n0 one, on Wall Street 
is making much ef an allowance .. for,-. the way earnings are.:reported. This 
is surprising since. the, market-- is- new. suppasedly dominated by prof es-
sionals," and· !'We've always had-.differing methods- af reporting earnings, 
but in -the, past the-.professienals-.have- made-.allowances for them. nl9 
Editors ef The Wall,,Street,.Jeurnal recently stated: "Obvieusly, many 
analysts·· failed, ta .leek.very far behind. Equity Funding' s neat. pregres-
' 
s ien in . earnings per share ••• "20 
If a sufficient .number af. investers '.changed their expectati0ns due 
ta the changes in reparting,.procedures-~. the· stock market price should be 
affea ted. · Through ,.analysis, of .stack prices, this· study investigates 
whether 0r not. the . changes· in 0, reporting procedures made, by commercial· 
banks. in1¥:1969 annual- reparts · previded information to investors. 
\:A 
18standard and .. Peer' s: Co.rporation, p. B 31. 
19Beb Wilsen, "Two.;,,Thirds ~ ·.Exp0sure,," Barron's (May 6, 1968) , pp. 
29-30~ ·, 
20,iReview and- Outlook·"" .On .Equit:y.:_Funding, '' The ·wall Street Journal 
(May 25; 1973), p. 8. 
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Market ;Priee :for,a.,-.ShaJ;e,-ef Cenmien Steck 
If an investor~s·-,.estimated ,value ,fer a-.share-·ef, comman, stock 
exceeds ·the·market,-,pr!l:ee ·a.f-,.that·-.share, the investor will be willing te 
pay mare ,than- the,·market:,.prieecto-eb,tain: .. the··share; in, fact, he will be 
willing- ta pay ameunts up:. ta :his !.estimated· value~· If a sufficient 
number of investers · hold,. similar expectations and have, the means to act, 
the resulting. demand,.for,.the-<stock,will- tend ta. cause·. the market price 
· af a share to increase .. teward.,.the .. es-ti.mated value.- Conversely, if an 
invester's estimated- value•is-belaw the market price fer a share of 
cenunen stock;-the-invester-weuld-selltheshareat the market price, 
and, if a sufficient number,-af.investers held similar-expectations, the 
decreased demand- for the-.stock will tend te cause the market price ef a 
share-.·te drep teward-,the,;estimated value. 
In· an efficient market, such, as· the·. majer securities exchanges, the 
market price af ,a-.. shar.e,,of common.-steck at· a .given time ·represents an 
equilibrium price·based.on thesupply,and demand .for. that stack and 
should b.e a geed estimate ef- the- true value,ef· that share of stock as. 
·perceived-by· a- large :number .of. investers. ·····However, not all investers 
held the-same-expectatiens; therefere, the market price of the stack 
represents the mean.c ef the distribution· ef the values asseciated with· 
investors' expectatiens. 
Infermation eensists ef- anyitem,which·causes the market price of a 
stack ta change (other- than changes, due-ta randem·flucttiatfons) by 
changing·investers'--expectations·ef- futureperfermance, risk, and/or 
discount·rate assaciated·with·the stack. In an efficient market, 
information-is disseminated-iristantaneeusly se very little delay is 
experienced in adjustmentef-the stack prices-ta infermatien. 
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The.foregoing reasoning follows the efficient market hypothesis 
in its semi-strong form which maintains that the market equilibrium 
prices of securities fully reflect all publicly available information . 
and that th.ese equilibrium prices react· instantaneously and· in an 
unbiased fashion to information, To date, empirical research heavily 
supports the efficient ma~ket hypothesis up to and including the semi-
strong form. Lorie and Hamilton have reviewed much of this research. 21 
This study tests the impact on equilibrium price rather than on 
stock valuation by an individual investor. The effect on an individual 
investor's valuation is only an intermediate result; the .end result is 
the effect on the equilibrium price and is viewed as being more critical 
by this. study. 
21James H. Lorie and Mary T, Hamilton, The Stock Market - Theories 
~ Evidence (Homewood, 1973), pp. 70-97, 
.. CHAPTER IV 
REVIEW OF PRIOR RESEARCH 
This chapter presents a review of the literature to (1) reflect 
aspects of the previously developed theory which have been subjected to 
research, (2) determine·facters identified by prior research as having 
material impacts on sto.ck market prices, ·and (3) comment on research 
which has a bearing on the methodology developed in Chapter VI. Since 
this study involves commercial banks, research studies which have been 
directed toward the cemmercial banking industry are of particular 
interest. ·Accordingly, a separate.section of this chapter is devoted ta 
such.studies. 
Research Not Limited, to Commercial Banks· 
Bread Influences en Market Prices 
ef Common Stacks 
There is an unlimited number of factors which conceivably affect 
market prices ef common stacks. ·· It appears impractical to specify and 
weigh all these factors.· However, factors expected to have material 
impacts on bank stack prices-must be adequately censidered befare a 
cenclusien- as. to effects -.on investors' expectations ef the changes. in 
bank reperting ·procedures·· can be substantiated. · Identificatien ef such 
factors is accomplished,in this study by reviewing and relying en 
findings of prier research. 
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Using-stock priee changes-for 63-firms listed.on the-New·York Stock 
Exchange from. 1927 through 1960, .King measured proportions of price 
changes foreaehstoek attributableto differerttclasses of influence. 
By use of multiple, correlation teehniques; King found that the average 
proportions of the changes in stock prices- during the years 1952 through· 
1960 were related to-four-kinds .of influence, as shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
INFLUENCES ON STOCK MARKET PRICES 
Type of Influence 
Average 
Proportion of Variation 
in Stock Price Attributable 
to the Bescribed Influence 
1. A market influence that affected all stocks •••••• , , • , 
2. An industry influence that affected all 
stocks within that industry 
3. A variety of other influences confined to 
limited groups-of stocks-ether than the 
industry group, but including industry 
subgroups · . • . . • • , . 
Subtotal . 
••••••O•til!III 
4. Other influences en individual stecks which 
were· not explained by the above facters • 
Tetal • • • .• ' ,• • • •i • ' • ' • 
31% 
12 · 
37 
80% 
20 
100% 
Source: Benjamin , F. King, ''Market and Indus try Factors in Ste ck Price 
Behavior," Journal of Business; XXXIX, No. 1 (Jan., 1966), pp. 
139-190. 
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While King's study did not inelude,banks,per,se,based on the. 
generality of the influences studied and on the magnitudes·of the 
influences found by King, it appears likely that effects on bank stock 
prices due to general market·,. industry, and industry subgroup influences 
are large·,· The methodology of this .study developed in Chapter VI 
matches· test and control banks.through.use of.price-earnings ratios for 
the base years. Stoek prices us eel in . eomputati0n of these price-
earnings ratios were determined in the stock markets-by actions of 
invest0rs who considereil all· available information, including. general 
market, industry, and industry subgroupfact0rs,· •As discussed in 
Chapter VI, a basic assumption of this study is that such relationships 
established during the· base years continue to hold for the test year. 
The procedure of matching price---earnings ratios for homogeneous banks. 
and·of using the established relationships in·predicting price-earnings 
ratios for the test banks for the•testyearmitigates effects on the 
cenclusions ef this study attributable· to general market, industry, .and 
industry subgroup factors. 
Influence ofReperted•Eamingsor Earnings-
Per~Share on·Market.Prices,ef Cornman Stocks· 
Many authors haveacknowleclged that reported earnings play a 
strategic role in the determination-iof prices for· common stocks. Beaver 
conducted a study to ascertain,infermational,value of annual earnings 
anneuncements released during years 1961 threugh ,1965 by 143 firms 
listed on the New Yerk Steck Exchange.· Beaver made both price and vol-
ume tests. Stock prices are equilibrium prices based en behaviers of 
investors in the aggregate and fluctuate primarily in response.to 
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changes -in,. the::aggregate;;suppiy,,.0r· demand· fer the- steel<. · Shifts 0f 
investments may, be ,,111ade,tby, .individual-. investors .with0u,t affecting the 
aggregate supply,:ar, demand,f0r- the- stack in a manner that will cause a 
shift in the steck,.priee~<·,A·.·way .t:e,.test,. for these effects is ta study 
· the volume ef shares;.;traded ... , ·Thus,. the· price tests-.examined changes in 
expeetatiens, ef, the .market,,,as, .. a whole .while ·the velume- tests examined 
changes in-·expeetatiens .ef'dn.aiv.idual investers. J,. 
If annual earnings anneuncements provide information; expectations. 
0f the investers will-be changed upen receipt ef the infermatien and 
actiens will be taken te buy or sell shares ef stock based.· on the 
changed expectatiens. ·· Thus, velume and price changes in reporting 
perieds sheuld be larger than innenreperting periods.· Based en this 
line ef reasoning-, Beaver used velume and stock price models which, 
after eliminating effects-ef market-wideevents on changes fer individ-
ual securities, yielded pfedictions of expected volume and price 
changes. · Actual volume and price changes were· compared with these 
· · predictions,· and resulting variances we,r,e analyzed to ascertain whether 
changes during the .· reporting periods were greater than during nan-
reporting-perieds. ·Beaver summarized·his conclusions as fellews: 
••• the behavier,ef the-priee,changes uniformly supperts 
the· contentien that .earnings reperts ·. pessess information 
content. · · Observing ·a price reaction as ,well- as a volume 
reaction indicates-that net only are expectations ef 
individual .investers altered-by the-eamirigs report but 
also the-expectations ef the market as a whole, as reflected 
in the changes in equilibrium prices.2 
1William ·.H. Beaver, ''The. Infermatien Content o.f Annual Eamings 
Announcements/'· Empirical Researehdn-Acceunting - Selected Studies; 
1968 (Chicago, 1968), ·pp. 67-85. 
2rbid. , p. 82. 
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Beaver··· alsa , feut1d that, ,in:formatianaL centent 0£ annual earnings 
announcements was not-.entirely, preempted by earlier news releases. 
Investers' reaeti0ns-t0-annualcearnings.announcementswere·found te be 
very rapid-se that ,a.weeks.was-sufficiently l0ngs..t0·pickup responses 
that lagged.behind ,invest0rst0.first•.pereepti0ns af the earnings 
anneuncements. 
Ball and Brown used,,a-.steck,returns madel (stack returns included 
censideratian of. beth dividends paid and changes in stock prices) which 
predicted returns frem a given stock during a given month.after elimi-
nating estimated effects enthase.returns attributable ta market...:wide 
stack price influences .• · Earnings residuals for. the firms were then 
cemputed: positive-earnings residuals resulted when actual earnings were 
higher than expected, and negative earn:i.ngs residuals·resulted when 
actual earnings were·less than expected. C0mparis0nswere made between 
signs of the earnings residuals·and signs of the returns residuals; .and 
close asseciationwas feund.between signs of the.cumulative price 
residuals (summed.over.atwelve-menth-period including the announcement 
month) and signs of.the.earnings .residuals. These findings suggested 
that earnings, reports previded.infannation·to investers.3 
Ball and·Brown.alsa neted an upward.drift in cumulative mean return 
residuals for the,pasitive-.earni.ngs group,·.-and, ,conversely, ·a 
dewnward drift in cumulative mean return residuals for the negative· 
earnings group. These- drifts-.suggested. that stock prices adjusted 
centinually to earnings,er.earnings-per--share information as it became· 
3Ray Ball and Philip,.Brewn,. ''An Empirical Evaluation of Accounting 
Income Numbers," Jetrrnal .ef Aecaunting Research,' VI, No. 2 (Autumn, 
1968), pp. 159-178. 
J. 
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available thr0ugh interim reperts and/er.press releases, s0 enly 10% ef 
the stack price adjustments teek place at the time of the annual 
earnings announcements •. 
Effect ef Change in Acceunt:in~ ~ethed en 
. • ! • : 
Steck Price er Price-Earni:ngs.Ratie 
Although this study is directed teward changes in reperting 
procedures rather than changes in aceeunting methec;ls, these types af 
changes are related, and it is ef interest te review studies in the area 
ef accounting changes .. 
0 1Dennell analyzed the relatienships between reperted earnings and-
steck prices to· ascertai_n the effects· en· investors' expectatiens ef 
changes £ram straight-line-depreciatien te an accelerated method ef-
depreciation. A sample-ef 36 cempanies in the electric utility industry 
was classified into three greups: (1) cempanies that did not change, .. 
(2) campanies that<changed from straight-line to an accelerated method 
of depreciation and reported normalized earnings (i.e~, used deferred 
tax acceunting), and (3) cempanies that changed £rem straight-line 
to an- accelerated me·thad ef depreciatian and used flew-through tax 
accounting •. By .cemparing trends ef average price-earnings raties , 
between the three greups-dtiring years 1956 through 1961, ©'Donnell .· 
concluded that: investors- i.n .electric utility stocks de net blindly 
accept the reported earnings figure but make allewances fer differences 
i · . · h d · 4 n acceunt1ng .met· e, s. , 
4J0hn L. 0 1I>snnell, "~elatienships Between Reperted ~arnings and 
Stock Prices in the Electric Utility Industry," The Acceunting Review, 
XL, No. 1 (Jan., 1965), pp. 135-143. 
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Insubsequent researeh,,@'Dennell studied a larger sample of 
electric utility cempanies,, for years 1961 through 1966 using the same. 
techniques as in his prior.study and.came ta.the same.cenclusiens as 
discussed on the preceding.page. 5 
Mlynarczyk empleyed;multivariate statistical techniques te deter-
mine effects of deferred tax .aeceunting (nermalizing) and flew-through· 
tax accounting ensteckmarket-priees ef,95 cempanies in the electric 
utility industry during years 1957 .threugh·l961. Mlynarczyk's findings 
were· generally, suppertive ef .. the cenclusion reached by O 'Dannel!. 6 
The research by O'Donnell and Mlynarezyk generally support a view 
that investors, in, common stocks of electric utility companies make 
allowances for differing. accounting methods in their evaluations. How-
ever, fiadingsby'Livingstene7 and,Culpepper8 have indicated.that 
empleyment of differiagaeceunting.metheds in, the electric utility 
industry affectedregulat0ry, rate decisiens •. Since similar relation-
ships are unlikely inmost,other industries, implicatiens frem results 
in the studies by O'Dennell andMlynarczyk are highly restricted, and 
caution sheuld be exercised in,extrapel'ating results of those studies 
for purposes · of this study. 
5Jehn L, O'Donnell,.''Further Observations on,Reported Earnings and· 
Stock Prices,'' The Aceeunting.Review, XLIII No. 3 (Jul., 1968), pp. 
549-553, 
6 Mlynarczyk, pp. 63-89. 
7Jehn L. Livingstene, ''A·Behavioral Study of Tax Allocation in· 
Electric Utility Regulation,~~ ,The Acceunting Review, XLII, No, 3 (Jul., 
1967), pp. 544-552. 
8Robert, C. Culpepper, "A·Study ef Some Relatienships between· 
Accounting and Decisien-,Making . Processes,!' The Aeeoun ting Review, XL V, . 
No. 2 (Apr.; 1970)-, pp. 322-332. 
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Cemi:skey;. tested-,effeets ... ,en· steek· priees,, attributable to changes·· 
from straight-line ta·accelerated, depreciation methods by eleven steel 
cempanies . in 1968 •. · · Whether, price.,..earnings raties fer each test cempany 
and·for each of feurteen other companies used as a control group 
increased,.,deereased, er remained-substantially unchanged in 1968 as 
compared with· 1967.· was determined, •. , -By .analyzing numbers 0£ companies· 
with price-earnings .ratic,hincreases, ·.decreases, .and ne-changes, Comiskey• 
cencluded thatinvestors,make adJustments•te allow-fer differences in 
acceun ting methods and- are,.net . feeled-· by accounting manipulatiens. 
• These results- are- censistent .with 0.th0se· eLO'Dennell and Mlynarczyk.9 
Kaplan· and, Rall· used.1:egressi0n.m0dels ta investigate effects en 
steck·prices fer firms in different industries resulting frem twe types 
of aeceunting change made during the 1960s: switch to flew-through· 
acceuntingfer the investment credit, and switch frem accelerated ta the 
straight-line methed,ef-depreciatien. The,sample comprised 275 firms 
fer the,ehanges·in taxacceuntd.ngand-71 firms· fer the changes in 
depreciatien method .• · ·· Earnings., anneuncement dates were· used as the base · 
date· fer· measuril.ng-.effects 0.of, .. the-:ace0unting- changes. Capital asset 
pricing models were· censtrueted in,.an attempt· to eliminate, interest and 
general market aspects ... of ·.stack .priees·,·.,and cress-sectienal. averaging 
over-several heteregeneeusfirms·was perfermed to eliminate·effects en 
stack prices, ef·.ether ·influences·. IO. The conclusion. of the study was: 
9Eugene E. Comiskey,. l'Market Response te· Changes in Depreciatien 
· Acceunting," The~Aeeat:inting Review-; XLVI·, No. 2 (Apr., 1971), pp. 279-
285. 
10Rebert A. Kaplan and. Richard-- Rell, '·'Investor Evaluatien ef 
Accounting Infermatien-:, Seme-0,Empirical-.Evidence," Journal ef Business, 
XXXXV, No. 2 (Apr.,· 1972); pp. 224-257. 
, , , We have '1ad.,difficulty diseerning .any statistically 
. significand effect }hat [earnings .. manipulation] had on . 
. ·,, security prices.· .. Relying .strictly en averages, however, · 
one can conclude thatseeurity.priees increase'around 
.the date,when a firmanneunces.earnings inflated by an 
accounting change, · The effect appears to oe temporary, 
and,. certainly by the subsequent quarterly report, the 
price has resumed a level apprepriate to the-true 
ecenomic,status~of the firm ••. 11 
Findings also. indicatecl that, .on the average, ,stocks of firms which 
increased earnings by changing depr.eeiatienmethods were-generally 
performing poorly prior to< the· change in, comparison with· market 
performance indices. 
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Using regression.techniques of .a capital assets-pricing model, Ball 
examined effects on-steckpriees of.changes in depreciation methods, 
inventory metheds, censolidation.policies, accounting for investments; 
and methods of recognizing-revenue. -The sample of firms studied 
c0mprised 197 firms- from- several industries which made 267 accounting 
changes between 1947-throughl961. The conclusion was that the market 
is net fooled by accounting changes·and that accounting data are not 
important relative,to.the aggregate supply of informatfon. Findings 
indicated that the infermatien- was reflected in stock prices before the 
date of the earnings announcement so there was little change-in stock 
price at the time ef the.earnings announcement. Ball's study also-
revealed. that, , on the average, . stocks· ef firms making accounting changes 
failed to keep-pace with market averages for as long as 11 years prior 
:to the· accounting changes .12 
llrbid,; p.245. 
12Ray Ball, . "Changes·.in .Accounting .. Techniques and Stock Prices," 
EmpiricaLReseareh.in Aeceunting,: ,Selected- Studies, 1972 (Chicago, 
1972), pp. 1-38. 
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Using•data fer.123.New York StackExchattge.firms for which data 
were available.an the,Gompustat tapes;Beaver and Bukes tested the, 
associatian between alternative earnings generated by differing methods 
of accounting for the-investment credit and-the,behavior of security 
prices. Tests .were,:made. for.., three .definitions of earnings: earnings 
based .-on· deferred,.income ,tax .account.ing. (currently reparted earnings), 
nondeferral earnings,, .and. cash ,flaw.,, A,market'madel, was used ta esti-
mate unexpected price changes-after.eliminating general market effects 
an individual ,stack .prices •.. Degrees af association between unexpected. 
price changes, and,unexpected earnings· changes-were·examined. Findings, 
predicated cm the expectations medels used,-.revealed that currently 
reported earnings were ·mast •.cansistent, with· information used in setting 
stock prices, while cash flaw was least consistent. This suggested that 
investars were more-likely te rely on the c~rrently reported earnings 
than on nan-deferral.earnings and cash flow in ferming·expectations 
about the stacke. 13 
Beaver and Bukes expanded theitpriar research.to provide answers 
on whether or natinvestars .rely solely on the final reported earnings 
figure or analyze-dataunderlyingthat figure. Bata were·used for 54 af 
the firms previously studied which,used·the· straight-line depreciation 
method for financial· statement purposes,and,the accelerated depreciation 
method .for inceme, tax .purposes •.. Based .. en,,averages acrass firms, the 
evidence··_ indicated -. that . _the investors,. in . the··. aggregate ·assigned more ·-
depr-eciation-in formingexpectations .about,the stocks than was included 
13william H. Beaver and .Roland,.E •. Dukes, ."Interperiod Tax Alloca,-, 
tion,·Earnings Expectatians,-and the:Behaviar of·Security Prices," The 
Ac·countin~ Review, XLVII, Ne. 2 (Apr., 1972); pp. 320-332. 
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in reported earnings using straight .. line depreeiation. These findings 
suggest that investors analyzed data underl:tii.-i'itaccounting ,numbers, 14 
·~:\4t~~- : 'b 
Adjustments of stock.prices·to changes in depreciation method at· 
the dates of change announcements were examined by Archibald. · Regres-
sion techniques .af a·· ma'liket·,ccmedel• wef'.e ,used• te -,eliminate general market 
effects· on st eek priees--,and,. to .iRvestigate stack market reactions te 
changes from aecele:rated .metheds ,ef ·· depreciation ta straight-line 
depreciation during 1955 thre.agh•, 1966, in. financial statements· of 65 
firms frem vari0t:1s industries.·, Cross-,,sectional average error terms were 
analyzed for 24 months prier.and.2Jmonths after the dates of the 
change announcements.. Archibald. feund, that, en the· average, . firms which 
increased income .by ehanging,,t:heir, deprecdation methed shewed belew · 
normal stock market,perfermance<in perieds preceding, the change. Ne 
immediate substantiaL,effects. en steck market perfermance .· at the dates. 
of the change.anneuncements·were feund,15 
In summary,, studies which have .tested.- effects ef changes in 
acc0unting methods en .. investors threugh ,analyses ef stock prices er 
price-earnings relationships, .. have- generally feund·that investors were 
not misled by the changes· in-,aeceanting .methods. Accepting the premise 
that accounting·. data were . used.·. bye investors, , the general conclusion 
from the studies is: thatdnvestors did .not .blindly accept the final 
reported e.arnings but•.analyzed facts:underlying these data • 
. 14williamH, Beaverand Reland.E.:Dukes, "Interperiod Tax Alloca-
tion andcr..,.J>epreeiatien:Methods:. Some,Empirical,Results;" The·Accounting 
Review, XLVIII, Ne. 3 (Jul., 1973), pp. 549-559; 
15T, Ross Archibald, ''Stock .Market Reaction to the· :Depreciation 
Switch-Back," The Accounting Review, XLVII, No. 1 ·(Jan., 1972), pp, 22-
30. 
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Timing.:'af .•Adjµstment:s".il!l.•· Steck.Prices 
due, ta· Accaundng Infarmati0n 
Timing of stock price adjust:ments'.,to acc01:1nting .infermati0n must be. 
established.;,as,.,a,.bas.e~.fer,. selectien- ef,"dates· .. for ,steek·price ·measurement 
in this study·.·'.· Cerreet: detertnlnatien. of ,the-·.effects- ef the reperting 
changes can:be,mad.e-.enly-if .effeets,af ... the reperting changes, if any, 
were reflected in•thesteck.prices-by the dates·utilized fer stack 
price measurement~· The efficient.market-hypathesis·centends that the 
market adjusts- to in.farmatien. instantaneously. Several research:studies 
en financial statements have fecused-en the timing issue. While same ef 
the studies have feuncl delays in steek market adjustments to acceunting 
informatien, delays weretemperary·sethe·efficierit market hypethesis 
has net been seri0usly centradicted. 
Several researchstudies:discussed previeusly included tests en 
timing ef the-impact ef aceeunting data en stock prices. Beaver found· 
· •that -respenses which ·lagged behind investers '· first perceptions of 
annual earnings anneuncemel'l.ts,were"reflected.in stack prices within a 
week·, after the annual earnin.gs anneuncements .16 Ball and Brawn found 
.. that stack- prices•. adjusted ·.eentinually,. ta· earnings-per-share informatien 
as it·.beeame- available" during . the, year. s0 that enly abeut ,10% 0f the 
stack price adjustments· te·-.reperted, earnings was made' at· the time ef the 
earnings anneuncemen ts , 17 
16Beaver, "The· Irtformatien '.. Centent ef · Annual Earnings Acceunce-
ments," pp. 67-85. 
1 7Ray Ball and Philip ,Brawn• ,"An Empirical Evaluatien ef Accounting 
Inceme Numbers," pp. 159-178. 
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Ball·. f0und.<that,;the .market .prices reflected · infermatien befere the . 
dates ef the earnings anneuneements· sa there was little change in steck 
prices at the time ef the earnings announcements. 1 8 Kaplan and Rell 
cencluded; that ·.security prices increased around the dates when the firms 
announced earnings inflated by accounting changes but that the effects 
were temporary, and abnormal increases were abated by the time of 
announcement of results for the subsequent qual'ter at the latest, 19 
Working with bank.stock prices, Hagerman found that information was· 
incorporated, quickly il'lto hank steck prices and, was reflected in those 
prices within three or feur weeks after release of the information. 20 
The above research results suggest that major effects ef accounting 
data 0n steckprices occur upon l'eleaseof the earnings informatien 
rather than upon announcement thatacceunting changes will be made~ 
Because the 1969 reperting change requirements were net issued by the·· 
Federal bank regulatery agencies until mid-1969, • bank stock prices would· 
not have adjusted on a continual basis threughout 1969 as Ball and 
Brown's· study would infer·, In addition, since accounting information 
is reflected in stock .prices in less than two er three weeks after 
release ef ·· the information and because• annual earnings announcements 
normally occur seme time prior to issuance•of the annual reports, any 
inf0rmatian in the annualrep0r.ts 0 will.n0rmally already be reflected in 
stock prices by the time annual reports are distributed. 
18Ballt pp. 1-38. 
19Kaplan and Roll, pp. 224-257. 
20Robert L, Hagerman, IIThe Effects of Regulation o~ Bank Financial 
Reporting~. An, Empirical Appraisal'' (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, Univer-
sity of Rochester, 1972) .. 
Research en,Commercial·Banks. 
A limited ameunt ,ef. research,,has·.been cenducted en bank stock 
prices _and· en use. ef aacaunting·.data by investers in analyzing cemmon 
stecks··ef eemmercial .banks •.. Since. the 0,ehanges·,examined in this study 
: ·we·re,:made.·by• 'eemniereiaf-1:,anks:,.,,_research:.whieh has dealt ·with. the 
cemmercial- banking .industry .is-·ef,-primary interest. 
. - .. . .. ~ . 
-. Influence: of, Finaneia1°:statement-. Data 
,m, Market Prices .9f., Cennnen Stacks, 
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Te analyze various-factors which-simultaneously affected bank stock 
prices, Durand- used multiple-· regressien ta ·.ascertain the relative -imper-
tance ef facterswhich-influeneed,prices·fer commen stacks of 117 banks· 
,f 
during the eight years 1946 - threugh"1953. As part of his study, Durand 
attempted to isolate effects due•,te such factors as: - (1) be0k value, 
(2) dividends;··. (3)- earnings·, (4) ·- tetal ·.capital,·- as a .measure ef the size. 
ef the bank, . (5) ratie of· as'.sets t0 capital, (6) ratie ef risk assets t0 
capital, (7)-ratie-ef.current dividend rate ta the-average past dividend 
rate~. (8) ·average. annual,-.rate .ef. increase in earn.ings, (9) stability 0f 
earnings, and- (10). facters.,. ,s.ueh .. as, 'reserves-,' .which c0nstituted 
hidden addition to capital that might have. affected stock prices.21 
Facters (1) threugh.(3) had significant effects onbank stack 
prices, but influences- ef b00kvalue,dividends-; and earnings semetimes 
varied appreciably between bank-groups andalse.between years, even 
within the same bank- group .. Durand made· extensive tests te meas~·re. the 
21navid::Durand,-BankSteek.Priees ~ the· Bank Capital Problem, 
Natienal Bureau 0f-Ec0nomic Research; Inc. Occasienal·Paper Ne. 54-(New 
Yark,, 1957). 
effeets · ef faeters .(4)<threugh.,,(l0),~ ... ,In°.partieular, he expected that 
grewth-, faeters.; affected,-,aaa.k,,steek•,pr.aees. ·· ·,.Hawever, ... effects · ef these 
facters· en· bank,. stack priees ·.were'.f.eund-. ta ;be· either- .. tee slight er tee 
·· subtle- te be measured by- .. Durand~.s ·.statistical"techniques. 22 
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a selecteil' saniple, af.122 .large::.eemmerc:d.aLbanks-·far -the ·-five year peried 
· · 1960 ·threugh· 1964·. • · Fd.ndings·".revealed,. that· geegraphic lecatien ne lenger 
· - sharply, distingaished, .. between'-banks·,:•.-that the- influence- of beak value 
and dividends had· declined·;· and, .tha-t·-:.the· in£luence of earnings had 
·., increased: in- imper-tance<in .affeeting.bank- stock prices. 23 
Factars,Which·Influence'Priee"'Earnings Ratios 
Since, the methedelagy- .. ef· this .study- utilizes· price-earnings ratios 
ef cemmercial, banks·;· prier studies are examined to ascertain factors 
which -influenced· these raties. In additien- te- the'· ab eve-discussed 
tests; Drzycimskiused-multipleregressien-and correlatien analysis te 
·· is elate faeters -which· were .most- impertant . in de-term-i:aing price-earnings 
raties- e.f. large cemmercial -banks.· -Payeut raties ·.were found te have the· 
highest cerrelatien .w·i-th,0 priee.,-earnings ·,ratios. > Results ·ef the tests 
were-netstreng as the.m0st 0 highlycorrelated variable(payeut raties) 
had a eeefficient ef,.determinatien .ef only .266. Banks with high payeut 
ratios had the, highest-price-earnings raties, and lowpayeut banks-had 
the lewest price-earnings 0:raties. Drzycimski 's tests revealed ne 
22rbid. 
23Eugene F. Drzycimski, .iiA- Study- efthe- Determinants ef Common 
Steck Price-and-Price-Earnings,Relatives,foraSelected·Sample of Large 
,Commercial Banks'' (utipub-. Ph.D., dissertation, Michigan State University, 
1966). 
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signifieant,influenee·,en,.·.p'.t'iee...-earaings,. raties , due. te ,cenceatra tion ef 
steck 0wne1:ship in a few· steckhelders.,,· . Since staek ceneentratians did 
not ,have significant, impact an ,.the .price-earnings ratias, it is not 
necessary to .examine .the0,degree-c.0f .concentration of stock ownership for 
the banks included in this study. 24 
Adams classified the 5() largest commercial banks whose shares were 
activelytraded in 1966according.to four payeut ratia groupings (under 
35%, 35%-49%, 5()%-,59%; and,ever . .59%) and.found a fairly high correlation 
(.83, compared to a.perfect.correlatien of .LOO) between average payout· 
raties.and averagepriee-earnings .. raties for.the four groups, The 
cenclusion was that largeincreases in thepayout ratio by an individual 
bank wauld likelyresult,in appreciableincreases.in that bank's price-
· earnings ratio; whereas,,•smallincreases.in- .. the payout ratio by an 
individual bank would .net .necessarily affect stack prices at all. No 
significant carrelation-.between earnings .growth··and price-earnings 
ratios was found, Adams also found that payaut·ratias for a representa-
tive sample of banks,did,not·often.·.change noticeably, The finding that 
bank dividend policies were cansistent leads to an A PRIORI expectatian 
that influences ef dividend changes en the price-earnings ratios used in 
. •''b O 1 25 this study were net su.stantia, 
Predictive Capacity of Twa Earnings Figures 
Investers buy sto·eks far .the .purpose of receiving future returns. 
Presumably future returns are £elated te future earnings of the firms. 
24 Ibid. 
25Adams, pp. 205-215. 
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Censequently, · investors,.,she.uld,•be .. ,interested dn :predicting future earn-
ings 0f the firms. 
Using six linear f0recast· medels,, Heyt ,empirically tested whether 
· a 'net .eperating .earnings....,pe:iz~share.-.figar.e,· (eamputeeL·by excluding. securi-
ties gains .·and .losses.;and ... previsiens ,fer. lean lesses), er a net ineeme-
per-share: figure (cemputed by.including-.securities ·gains. and lesses and 
a -normal· previsien fer .. lean,.lesses) • .. weuld, allow .better predictiens ef · an, 
all-inclusive earnings.;,,peF-share., figure: fer future periods. · Tests· were· 
. made· using. data. fer·· each ,,ef. 26 ,large cemmereial banks for the· twelve. 
year· peried 1957 threugh.,·.1968i .. ,;, .. Results .indieated that .neither earnings 
··figure- shewed· a eensistent .. superierity·.as· a predictor. Each figure 
··shewed-a, superier,.predietive·.eapacity ov:er·.aneer mare· of the ferecast 
·· - periods· censidered relevant· ta- investers• in, Heyt' s · study. 26 
The researeh~by.Heyt ·.is,.distinguishable· frem this study. Iselatien 
· of· an,earnings figure with best·.predictive .abiil,it,y;,ha.sdmplicatiens fer. 
specifying the, earnings ,.numb.er·. tha.t . sheuld-·. be ,used by investers; and, . 
consequen.tly·, the, earnings· number . that:,. sheuld be reperted by account ... 
ants •• ·· However,. Heyt did· net ... test. the: impact en actual· stack prices ef 
changes in reperting procedures~ 
Effect ef Regulatienen,Financial·Reperting 
During the· la.Her part ef .. 1964. the:.Federal. regulatery agencies 
·issued,RegulatienF,which prenounced reporting requirements applicable 
te financial reperts 0.0f · sizeable state.;.ehartered banks• for 1965 and 
subsequent years.· .National,.banks.,,had been filing annual reports -prior 
26Hoyt, PP• 1-117. 
to 1964, but regulations s.imilar. to Regulatfon F.detailing reporting 
requirements · for national banks were not issued until 196 7. 
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Hagerman tested,informational cantent .of Regulation.F by comparing 
unexpeetecl price movements-fer 42 state banks (test banks) with unex--
pected price movements for .55 ,natianal, banks . (eantrol banks) during 
years, 1965 through,:1966 •. Unexp,eeted .,price· changes were obtained through 
the-use ef a mark~t model,which.eliminated generalmarket:effects on 
bank s.teck prices.· Evidence suggested . that investors used · financial 
statement data: to revise,· expeetatiens abaut bank stocks; However, 
Hagerman.found that implementation of compulsory disclosure under 
Regulatian F did not increase theinformational content of financial 
statements for state banks over·. that previously provided by voluntary 
disclosure. 27 
InfermatienalContent of Nonaperating 
It'ems in Income Statements· 
Maj or items involvecl in the changes· in reporting pracedures 
examined in thisstudy are securities gains or losses and provision for 
lean losses. The following research tested the infarmatianal content 
of these items. 
Philips and Mayne used alinear multiple regression.model to· 
determine whether nonoperating itemsin,the·incomestatements af 21 
cemmercial banks constituted relevant information for investors by 
testing the·relatianships between calculated stock values and certain 
nonoperating items during years·1958 through·l966. · Tentative·conclusion. 
27Hagerman, pp. 1-158. 
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was that investors cannot safely ignore certain nonoperating items. 
Findings suggested existence of a strong association between calculated 
stock values and realized and unrealized securities gains and losses. 
There was no evidence that 'other ~harges or credits' were related to 
calculated stock values, and further research was suggested in the area 
of loan losses.28 
The research.by Philips and Mayne included nonoperating items 
involved in this study. However, this study is distinguishable as 
follows: 
1. The study by Philips and .Mayne did not concern changes in 
reporting procedures, which is the focus·of this study. 
2. Stock values used by.Philips and Mayne were calculated by 
discounting future.cash.flows assuming a discount rate of 9%, perfect 
foresight by investors;. and that investors planned to hold their shares 
of stock for stated periods. This research avoids these strict assump-
tions by utilizing stock prices as established in the market. 
3. Philips and Mayne were concerned with the normative issue of 
whether nonoperating items in.financial statements of banks should 
constitute relevant information for investors. In contrast, this study 
is concerned with>the pragmatic issue ·Of whether the changes in repert-
ing procedures actually affected investors'· decision making as ·reflected 
in stock prices. 
4. Philips and Mayne considered unrealized, as well as realized, 
securities gains and losses. It is unlikely that unrealized securities 
gaiRs and losses had material:impact on the actual stock prices since, 
28Philips and Mayne, pp. 178-188, 
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as acknowledged by Philips and Mayne, few banks disclosed market values 
of the securities owned. 
• 5. Loan loss provisions used by Philips and Mayne were computed on 
the basis of actual charge-offs. In practice, most banks used a moving-
average procedure for estimating loan losses. 
6. Factors other th•n earnings variation were ignored by the price 
valuation model used by Philips and Mayne but are included in this 
study. 
Summary 
Commercial banking research, as well as research conducted in other 
industries, generally supports the contention that accounting informa-
tion is used by investors and .is reflected in stock prices. Earnings 
data are primary among the influences of accounting information on 
investors. Book value and dividend data have declined in importance 
relative to earnings but have remained potentially significant enougp to 
warrant development af tests designed to elim~nate effects of large 
changes in these items from the results of this study. 
J) 
CHAPTER V 
HYPOTHESIS 
This study evaluates the,communicative effects on investors of 
changes in reporting procedures in annual reports of commercial banks 
for the calendar year 1969. Cash flow patterns are not affected by the 
changes in reporting procedures. Thus, the changes in reporting pro-
cedures did not.reflect changes in re~l economic performance. However, 
stock prices may have been affected if the changes in reporting proce-
dures caused a sufficient number of investors to alter their expecta-
tions about the banks. 
Information was provided if the changes in reporting procedures 
caused changes in investors' expectations which affected stock prices. 
This may occur under either of two conditions: (1) different data were 
entered into formerly-used decision models (e,g,, investors have single-
figure fixation) or (2) different decision models were·instituted to 
allow for changed expectations resulting from the information provided 
by the changes in reporting procedures. To test whether either of these 
conditions existed, the following hypothesis is tested. 
·Null Hypothesis 
Changes in reporting procedures in annual financial statements of 
commercial banks for calendar year 1969 did not provide information 
to investors in common stocks of those banks. Information is deemed 
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to be provided if it led to changes in investors' expectations and 
resulted in a change in the equilibrium value of the current market 
price of the stock. 
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CHAPTER VI 
RESEARCH.DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Research Methods 
This chapter presents the research design and methodology used in 
this study. The types of research methods are reviewed to provide a 
framework and rationale for selection of the empirical research 
approach. An ideal research design for empirically testing the effects 
of accounting changes on investors through use of stock prices is 
presented. Because, at the present.state of the art, the ideal design 
is not operational, an operational design is developed in this study. 
This design and the methodology to implement the design are examined in 
detail. Finally, the pilot study conducted to test the feasibility of 
the research methodology and to further develop that methodology is 
discussed. 
Three basic research methods are: (1) theoretical exposition, (2) 
. experimental study, and (3) empirical research~ The following discus-
sion provides a deeper appreciation for the methodology utilized in 
this study. 
Theoretical Exposition 
In determining the effects of changes in accounting data on 
investors, theoretical exposition consists of applying logic to develop 
models of how investors should or do act to achieve postulated goals. 
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Alternatively,,the theoretical·model can focus on the results of deci-
sion-making processes. rather th;~a .on . the decision-making processes them-
selves. 
Explanatory power of such models may be tested in·two ways: (1) by 
. comparing procedures of the model with detailed decision-making proc-
esses, and/or (2) by comparing the results provided by the model with 
actual measured results. If substantial explanatory power is found, the 
model may be used as an explanatory device in those situations to which 
the model applies until evidence indicates that the model should be 
revised or replaced. 
Computer simulations may bia<used to quantify and formalize such 
models to facilitate development, testing, and application of the 
theoretical constructs. Roby described the aim of computer simulation 
as being: 
••• to use·computers to derive testable and generalizable 
consequences from a set of constructs that are internally 
consistent, having explanatory power, and are themselves 
susceptible to further analysis and test.l 
A classic example of the use of computer simulation in,a business 
research context was provided by Bonini who used computer simulation to 
study the effects of certain informational, organizational, and environ-
mental factors on decision-making within a business firm,2 
A theoretical modelfor stock price determination and for investor 
decision-making was presented in Chapter III. This study goes beyond 
1Thornton B. Roby, "Computer Simulation Models for Organization 
Theory," Methods of Organizational Research, ed. Vietor H. Vroom 
(Pittsburgh, 1967), p. 175. 
2charles P. Bonini, Simulation of Information and Decision Systems 
of the Firm (Englewood Cliffs, 1963)-.-
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theoretical formulation to test the impact of the changes in rep0rting 
procedures on investors through the use of observed results. 
Experimental Study 
Experimental study may be.conducted in either a laboratory or field 
setting. To isolate and measure.the effects of the item being tested, 
the experimenter often controls the experimental environment. Even if 
a natural setting is utilized, the mere fact that the experimenter or 
his representative is present or that the subject knows he·is being 
observed alters the.natural environment. Thus, in an experiment, the 
environment is to some extent artificial and simplified as compared with 
a natural environment. Greatest caution must be exercised when extra-
polating results from an experiment. 
This study investigates the effects of changes which occurred in 
the past. Since it is desired to assess the impact of these changes on 
investors in their natural·environments and since recorded data are• 
available to make the necessary tests, the hypothesis of this study is 
more amenable to testing by the use of empirical analysis than by 
experimental study, 
Empirical Research 
Empirical research is directed toward analysis of data from 
observation and experience. The impacts of accounting information on 
investors may be.assessed by analyzing the effects on some intermediate 
or end result. Pankoff and Virgil suggested four measures: (1) effect 
on expectations, (2). extent to which the information leads to 'good'· 
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expectations, (3) effect on decisions, and (4) extent to which the in-
formation·. leads to·.' good' decisions. 3 
As diseussed in Chapter II, effects of accounting information are 
translated via investor expectations into investor decisi0ns and via 
investor decisions into stock prices. Thus, stock price adjustments are 
an end resttJ:t:-of-acccrunti:ng"·in:fOTilla:t·ion~·and· provide a 'basic variable. 
examined ·in this· study.·· It··shoo.ld ·be noted·· that stock· prices reflect a 
·market response· rather- than· an .individual investor response. · Support 
for use of stock prices·was-provided•·by-Hagerman;- ,Keller, and Petersen 
when they stated.· that· "evidence provided by the market-oriented. studies· 
is preferable•to that·provided by thelaboratory studies for purposes 
of formulating objectives of the [Financial Accounting Standards 
·Board]. n4 Since the·-reporting changes under study are directly cannec-
ted withreported·earnings,figures, this study makes.a posterior 
analysis of the changes·instock prices relative to the changes in 
reported earnings as a measureof the impact-of the reporting changes on 
investars. 
Ideal Research Design 
The ideal design·for an empirical test of the effects of changes in 
accounting data on stock prices is the development·of a stock market 
pricing model which acaurately·specifies relationships between the 
3r.yn D. Panko ff and• Robert L. Virgil, "On the Usefulness of 
Financial Statement Information: A Suggested Research Approach," The 
Accounting Review, XLV, No. 2 (Apr., 1970), p. 272, 
4Robert L. Hagerman, Thomas Keller, and Russell Petersen, "Accoun-
ting Research and Accounting-Principles," The Journal of Accountancy 
(Mar., 1973), p. 54. 
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accounting changes and stock price changes in the environment of the 
test period. By use of such a model· beginning with the time the infor-
mation is first perceived through·the time when full effects of the 
information on,the stock prices is realized, the effects of the account-
ing changes may be determined. 
Due to the interrelationships of many variables which affect stock 
prices and·the changing nature of these relationships over·time as a 
result of the unstructured and dynamic.environmeat in which stock prices 
are established, the ideal design necessitates development of a stock 
pricing model which considers every variable which-affects stock market 
prices and the interrelationships between these variables. Such a model 
would need to allow for environmental and structural changes over time. 
Operational Research Design 
Until a complete and precise,model of stock price determination has 
been developed, alternative approaches must be utilized. Many research.,. 
ers relating accounting data to stock prices have analyzed stock prices 
after eliminating general market effects. As reported in Chapter IV, 
King found·that general market- influences accounted for approximately 
31% of total variation in stock prices.5 For the remaining variation, 
which is quite substantial, factors other than accounting data play an, 
important role. · · Dopuch and Watts ,expressed. some reservations about this 
approach: 
More recently, attempts have been made to measure 
significance by observing the-relationship between stock 
market prices and various accounting methods. This type 
5Benjamin F. King, "Market·and Industry Factors in Stock Price 
Behavior," Journal of Business, XXXIX, No. 1 (Jan., 1966), pp. 139-190. 
of approach relies in part on the actual decisions of 
users as reflected in price movements, thus avoiding any 
biases which might develop from an experimental design. 
However, the approach requires some model which can isolate 
the accounting effect from all other events which affect 
stock prices. Three recent research efforts in this area 
used essentially the same basic model to isolate the· 
accounting effect. Themodel is the familiar Sharpe, Litner 
capital asset-pricing model which defines a security's ex-
pected return in terms of a risk~free interest rate and some 
index of general economic conditions (usually a stock market 
index) • This approach to the·. evaluation.· of accounting 
methods is.quite promising.• ·However empirical tests of the 
capital asset-pricing models have not been entirely consist-
ent, which raises some questions about the ability of such 
models to isolate an accounting effect on stock prices. 
This is particularly a problem if the analysis of accounting 
effects is to be conducted at the firm or even the industry 
level. 6 
Comments by Meyers were made along similar lines: 
, .. our results provide less than a complete defense 
of the market model, especially in light of the numerous 
unexplained components generated by our components 
analysis of both samples. If these components represent 
some persistent significant source of interdependence 
among stock prices, then they, rather than industry 
factors, represent a limitation on the validity of the 
market model.7 
The purpose of the foregoing discussions is not to criticize any 
particular research methodology but to point out that each type of 
methodology short of the ideal research design has restrictions and 
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limitations. A goal· of this research is to develop an. empirical method-
ology for testing the effects of changes in accounting procedures which 
will add to the store of methodologies available. 
6Nicholas Dopuch and Ross Watts, "Using Time...:series Models to 
.Assess the Significance.of Accounting Changes," Journal of Accounting 
Research, X, No, 1 (Spring, 1972), p. 193. 
7stephen L, Meyers, "A Re-Examination of Market and Industry 
Factors in Stock Price Behavior," The Journal of Finance, XXVIII, No. 3 
(Jun., 1973), p. 705. 
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Banks in this studyare,designated as test banks or control banks 
depending on the materiality of the 1969 changes in reporting proce-
dures. The effects of the changes in reporting procedures on investors 
owning stock in the test banks are,assessed through use ofprice--earn-
ings ratios~ This methodology seeks to minimize the effects of factors 
other than the changes in reporting procedures by eliminating banks 
having changes in factors (other than the changes in reporting proce-
dures) which might have materially affected price-earnings relationships 
during the test or base years. 
If the changes in price-earnings ratios of the test and control 
banks for the base years are sufficiently correlated, correlation 
analysis techniques are used to obtain an A PRIORI expected value of the 
price-earnings ratio for the test bank in the year of reporting changes. 
Comparisons of actual price-earnings ratios for the test banks with the 
expected values of the price-earnings ratios yield information on the 
effects of the changes·in,reporting procedures on investors. 
Use of Price-Earnings Ratios 
The changes in reporting procedures under investigation affect the 
determination of earnings for the banks, The theoretical framework 
developed and the empirical investigations reviewed in Chapter III 
suggested a significant relationship between reported earnings and stock 
prices. 
Since the reporting changes under examination affect earnings 
reported by the banks and since stock prices are considered the most 
relevant surrogate for investors' reactions to the reporting changes, 
the vehicles used in this study to measure the impact of the reporting 
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changes are price--earnings ratios.· The numerator·and denominator of the 
price~earnings ratios are measurements in the same scale. The ratios 
provided by dividing the·price for a share of stock by the earnings per 
share of stock are of no~dimensional magnitudes. Therefore, it is 
logically possible to·. compare these ratios between firms or through 
time, irrespective of the scales of operations of the firms. These 
comparisons are particularly important to investors who have the options 
of investing or disinvesting in alternative firms. 
A PRIORI Expected Behavior of Price-Earnings 
Ratios for Banks with Material 
Reporting Changes 
Changes in accounting and reporting requirements of commercial 
banks effective for 1969 annual reports are discussed in Chapter II and 
Appendix E. Two of these changes having major impacts on financial 
statements of several banks involved the provision for loan losses and 
securities gains or losses. 
Banks have historically sustained losses on loans. Prior to 1969, 
many banks accounted for loan losses on an estimated basis. A primary 
reason for this was that Federal income tax laws permitted banks using 
the reserve method to deduct provisions for loan losses which were often 
· substantially larger than loan losses the banks were actually experi-
encing. To secure deductions for income tax purposes under the reserve 
method, banks were required to add the loan loss provisions in the loan 
loss reserve accounts on their books. With few exceptions, banks did 
not deduct provisions for loan losses in the computation of earnings in 
their financial statements. As indicated in Appendix B, provisions for 
·, 
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loan losses were•subtraetedafter.the,final-reported income figure in 
arriving atan amoun:t,to be transferred te Undivided Profits. Occasien.,. 
ally part ef the provision for loan lesses was deducted directly from 
Undivided Profits er fram .reserve ,.accounts other than the loan loss 
reserve·acceunt. Thus, the·laan loss .provisions were·reflected in the 
financial statements but normally elsewhere than in the computation of 
earnings, Financial· .. statement• changes . implemented in 1969 required that 
banks·· deduct · a normal provision for loan lesses as an. operating expense 
in the computation of income; additional provisions for loan losses were 
charged te Undivided Profits in a manner comparable te appropriations of 
retained earnings by nen~bank corporations. 
As indicated in Appendix B; securities gains or losses were normal-
ly reported after the final income figure in financial statements for 
years prior to 1969 in arriving at·an amount,to be transferred to 
Undivided Profits. Financial statement changes implemented in 1969 
required that banks include·material securities gains or losses as an. 
extraordinary itemin the.computation of income. 
For 1969, Federal income, tax .. laws permitted banks to deduct a net. 
securities loss as an.ordinary deduction; whereas, a net securities 
gain often qualified as capital gain,·· receiving favorable· income· tax 
treatment in mest cases. ·.·These income tax provisions enc<:>Uraged. banks 
to avoid netting securities·. gains· and losses, . as an. income , tax advantage · 
was likely secured.if .securities gains and losses were realized in 
separate· taxable ,years. Fer this reason, .it was expected A PRIORI that· 
securities gains 0.r lesses . reported· by several banks, in 1969 would be 
material. 
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Generally, theinelusionof loan loss provisions and securities· 
gains or losses in the earnings computation reduced the final reported 
earnings in the year of.change as compared with amounts that would have 
been reported had there been· :ao change (i.e., the denominator of the 
price-earnings ratio decreased),, Since items involved in the reporting 
changes were reported in the·financial statements prior to 1969 and 
since the reporting changes per se did not reflect changes in real 
econ0mic ·performances of the banks, .A PRIORI it is expected that 
substantial stock price.adjustments did not result from these reporting 
changes as information wot:lld not be provided to investors who had 
analyzed dataunderlying,the final reported earnings figure. If no 
information were provided by the reporting changes, the price-earnings 
ratios based on the final reported earnings are expected A PRIORI to have 
increased due to the reporting changes. 
To the extent that the reporting changes provided information to 
investors, stock prices would likely decrease (i.e., the numerator of 
the price-earnings ratios would decrease) for two reasons: (1) the 
reporting changes generally decreased reported earnings, and (2) the 
reporting changes increased the variability of earnings, which would 
lead investors provided information by the·changes to perceive in-
creased risk associated with the stock. Decreases in the stock prices 
would reduce the price-earnings ratios fr0m their A PRIORI expected 
values toward the expected values had there been no reporting changes. 
Classification of Banks as Test or Control Banks 
This study classifies banks into test and control groups depending 
on the materiality of the changes in reporting procedures. Accordingly, 
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an operational definition of materiality must be established. Material-
ity criteria are presently under study by the Financial Accounting 
Standards Board. Definitive guidelines have not yet been established 
by accounting authorities, and mater:talitydecisions are·base\i primarily 
on the judgments of pers·ens preparing financial statements, 
Traditionally, accounting data have been considered material if 
knowledge of the data were.expected to alter decisions of the users of 
the accounting reports. This notion of materiality was proposed in 1957 
by the American Accounting Association.8 
The literature suggests several pragmatic definitions of material-
ity, By questioning various groups of financial statement users, 
Woolsey concluded that, on the.average, extraordinary items equal to 
or greater than 10.8% of net income should be considered material.9 
Hicks found that when materiality was guaged in relation to the current 
years income, users of the financial statements considered an item to 
be material if it exceeded 10% of net income.10 
Authors have also offered concepts of materiality which consider 
past years incomes as well as the current years income. Rappaport 
suggested that materiality of an item be judged in relation to earnings 
trends.11 Use of this approach has not been widely accepted, 
8American Accounting Association, Accounting and Reporting Stand-
ards for Corporate Financial Statements and Preceding Statements and 
Supplements (Sarasota, 1957), p. 8. 
9sam M. Woolsey, ."Development of Criteria to Guide the Accountant 
in Judging Materiality," The Journal of Accountancy (Feb., 1954), p. 172. 
lOErnest Hicks, "Materiality," Journal of Accounting Research, II, 
No. 2 (Autumn, 1964), pp. 161-162. 
lloonald Rappaport, "Materiality," The Journal of ,/\.ccountancy 
(Apr., 1964), pp. 42-48. ! 
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' Hicks introduced a concept of materiality relating amounts of 
extraordinary i terns to an income figure averaged over s.everal years and 
concluded that an item representing less than 10% of average net income 
should be considered immaterial and an item representing·20% or more of 
average net income should-· be considered material.12 Bernstein recommen-
ded use-of a border zone of 10% to 15%-of average net income in estab-
lishing materiality.13 
An operational difficulty with the averaging concept lies in the 
specification of the period over which the average is to be computed. 
Without definitive guidelines, selection of the period is arbitrary. 
Use of the averaging concept appears particularly appropriate when net 
incomes between years fluctuate widely. 
In-this study changes in reporting procedures which increase or 
decrease net income in the year of the change by 20% or more are con-
sideredto be material while effects of 10% or less are considered to be 
immaterial. Banks having.material reporting changes in 1969 are 
designated as test banks, and banks having immaterial reporting changes 
in 1969 are designated as co.ntrol banks. Banks with reporting changes 
in the materiality border zone between 10% and 20% are eliminated from 
the study as such changes are neither clearly material or immaterial. 
Matching Banks 
The basic method of matching banks in this· study is through 
correlation of price-earnings ratios of the test and control banks. 
12Hicks, pp. 161-162. 
131eop0ld Bernstein, Aecount:1-lJ:rfor Extraordinary Gains and Losses 
(New York, · 1969), pp. 89-93. · ' · 
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Detailed discussion of the correlational matchings of the banks is 
presented in a following section. The effects of the earnings factor 
and many other factors on stock prices are considered therein. However, 
before the correlational techniques are applied, other procedures are 
utilized to isolate non-homogeneous banks. 
Homogeneity difficulties are abated in this study due to the 
involvement of firms from only one industry - the banking industry. 
Within that industry, requirements of the bank regulatory authorities 
tended to mitigate diversity. For example, all the banks in this study 
used calendar years for financial statement reporting. 
As discussed in Chapter IV, prior research has revealed three 
factors which significantly affected bank stock prices - earnings, 
dividends, and book values of the stocks. In this study, initial 
screening is conducted to determine if a bank had significant changes in 
these factors (other than the changes in reporting procedures under 
examination) during the period covered by this study. 
Trends in Price-earnings Ratios, Data in annual reports of the 
banks and in Moody's Bank and Finance Manuals were reviewed and data 
were requested directly from the banks to identify extraordinary, non-
recurring factors which might have substantially affected trends in 
price-earnings ratios. Particular attention was given to mergers, 
consolidations of previously unconsolidated subsidiaries, and changes in 
accounting methods. Banks having such substantial changes were not 
included in this study. 
Dividends and Book Values of the Stocks. Adams found that bank 
dividend policies were conservative and greatly influenced by tradition: 
.•• the dividend policies·of most banks do not often 
change noticeably. Over the past four years, a 
representative list of leading banks paid out, on the· 
average, 45% of net operating earnings in cash dividends. 
For the preceding four years, the ratio was 46%. For 
the past 15 years, the ratio has averaged 46% .•. 14 
Accordingly, material changes in dividend rates by the banks in this 
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study were not anticipated; however, as a precaution, tests to isolate 
substantial changes in dividend rates were conducted. 
This study involves nine years of data: test year 1969 and base 
years 1968 through,1961, inclusive. For each bank, dividend payouts and 
book values per share of stock were calculated for each year. To 
make each set of data comparable, adjustments were made for stock splits 
and stock dividends. For the adjusted dividend payouts and book values 
per share, regression analysis was applied to ascertain the ranges in 
which the rates for a particular year were expected to fall. For this 
purpose, the 5% level of significance was used. Banks having a divi-
dend payout or book value per share in any year outside the expected 
ranges were eliminated from this study; thus, only banks having all 
dividend payouts and book values per share with the expected ranges are 
included in this studyc 
Groupings of Banks by Size. Warberg applied functional cost 
analysis to measure profitability of different operations of 951 banks 
throughout the nation. The conclusion of the study was that functional 
profitability varies with the size of the banks as follows: small banks 
are those with deposits up to $50 million; medium-sized banks are those 
with deposits between $50 million and $200 million; and large banks are· 
14Adams, pp. 205-215. 
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those with deposits of $200 million or more.IS In the'interest of, 
achieving homogeneity between banks,,this·study classifies banks·accord-
ing to the.size criteria established by Warberg. · 
Banks Studied 
In selecting banks for inclusion in,this study, the objective was 
to include all banks for which reliable data could be assimilated. Data 
for 162 banks were examined. These banks included all banks in the 
United States with stocks traded on the New York Stock Exchange, the 
American Stock Exchange, the Midwest Stock Exchange, and the Over-The-
Counter market on March 16, 1970, which in most cases is the date that 
stock prices were obtained for the 1969 test year. Random sampling was 
not necessary because the purpose of this study is not one of predic-
tion. It was hoped that the sample would include small, medium-sized, 
and large banks to permit comparisons of results between banks in the 
different size classifications. However, it was anticipated that the 
concentration would be on the larger banks as those banks would be more 
likely to have their stocks traded in the major established markets. 
Also, since a large percentage of banking assets.in the United States 
is concentrated in a relatively few large banks, the impact of the 
changes in reporting procedures on these banks is of particular 
importance. 
Table II indicates that 80 of the 162 banks considered for inclu-
sion in this study were excluded by the initial screening. The small 
and medium~sized banks were,eliminated because the numbers of those 
15carla M. Warberg, "Functional Profitability Varies with Size of 
Bank," Business Review (Nov., 1971), pp. 5-11. 
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banks for which suitable data were available were insufficient to 
permit adequate testing. Thus, this study is limited to 82 large banks. 
Table III classifies those banks into test and control groupings. 
Lists of the banks are contained in Appendix G. 
TABLE II 
INITIAL SCREENING OF BANKS 
CONSIDERED FOR INCLUSION 
IN THIS STUDY 
Number of Banks 
Banks considered for inclusion in this study •••••.• 
Banks excluded from this study due to: 
Change in reporting procedure in the materiality 
border zone for the test year ••••. 
Unavailability of complete data ••••.. 
Non-innnaterial change•in accounting method 
(other than the changes under 
investigation) ••••••.••. 
Substantial merger , • . • • • • • • • • 
Small and medium-sized banks •••••••• 
Large percentage of outstanding shares held 
by another bank or bank holding 
company l!I .., al l!I • • • Q (I • • e • " • • • • 
Substantial consolidation of a previously 
unconsolidated subsidiary ••••• 
Substantial disinvestment in another bank. 
Banks included in this study • 
162 
30 
15 
13 
11 
6 
3 
1 
1 80 
82 
--· 
TABLE III 
CLASSIFICATION OF BANKS 
INCLUDED IN THIS 'STUDY 
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Large Banks 
Test Banks • • • 23 
· Con tro 1 Banks .· 59 
82 
No non-immaterial change in book values or in dividend payout rates· 
per share of stock was found for the 82 banks included in this study. 
These results confirm earlier discussions which indicated that dividend 
payout policies of the banks did not vary substantially. 
Matching Banks Through Use of Correlation 
Analysis 
The basic methodology of this study involves a pairwise comparison 
of price-earnings ratios of each test bank with each control bank. 
Relationships between price-earnings ratios for the test and control 
banks in the base years are utilized to statistically predict the price-
earnings ratio for the test bank in the test year. Initial screening 
sought to exclude non-homogeneous banks from this study. Nevertheless, 
an additional test was performed to determine whether or not price-
earnings ratios of the two banks being matched were sufficiently 
correlated to warrant application of the methodology of this study. 
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Clark and Schkade present a test of significance for the correla-
tion coefficient that is equivalent to performing an analysis of vari-
ance on the sources of variation.16 The correlation coefficient shows 
the proportion of the variances between the test bank's price-earnings 
ratios that is eliminated by estimating the test bank's price-earnings 
ratio by use of the control bank's price-earnings ratios. The purpose 
of the test is to assess the likelihood that the correlation between the 
price-earnings ratios of the two banks occurred by chance. The critical 
value (6 degrees of freedom, .05 level of significance) for the sample 
correlation coefficient is .7067. Thus, comparisons between a test 
bank and a particular control bank are included in this study only if 
the coefficient of correlation between the price-earnings ratios of the 
two banks during the base years exceeds .7067. 
Basic Research Methodology 
Relationships between price~earnings ratios for each test bank and 
each control bank are established through use of linear correlation 
techniques. These techniques are appropriate due to their emphasis on 
changes in ratios over time (rather than magnitudes of the ratios per. 
se), and changes in the ratios are of primary concern in this study. 
After the test bank and the control bank are matched, there is little 
reason to believe that relationships of the changes in the ratios of the 
two banks would be anything but linear as the same general factors 
influence both sets of ratios. Accordingly, a linear correlation model 
16charles T. Clark and Lawrence L. Schkade, Statistical Methods 
for Business Decisions (Cincinnati, 1969), pp. 569-570. 
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is used. To insure that the linear model is appropriate, assumptions 
underlying the model are tested, as discussed in more detail later. 
Contto'l banks are defined as banks which have immaterial changes in· 
earnings for the test year due to the,changes in reporting procedures. 
Hence; the price-earnings ratio of the control bank for the test year 
is not expected to be materially affected by the changes in reporting 
procedures. This ratio and the,established relationship between the 
base years price-earnings rat.ies of the· two banks are. used to predict 
the price-earnings ratie of the test bank for the test year had there 
been· no reporting change. ·This procedure yields Point·2bc value in 
Figure 1. Point 2bc value represents the most likely value of the 
price-earnings ratio forthe test bank for the test year had reporting 
procedures employed in prior years been continued. Standard statistical 
procedures are utilizeq to set·Prediction Interval 2 around the Point 
2bc value, These procedures involve determining the standard error of 
the predicted value and computing the upper and lower bounds of the 
' prediction interval based on the:standard error and a selected level of 
confidence. Point 2ab value is the upper bound, and Point,2cd value is 
the lower bound of Prediction Interyal 2. As discussed in more detail 
later, tests are made in this study at five different levels of 
confidence. 
The predicted price-earnings ratio and its prediction interval are 
adjusted to A PRIORI expected values based on the final reported 
earnings figure (designated NI) per share of stock for the test bank for 
the test year. Necessary adjustments are derived as follows. 
The value.of the test bank's price-earnings ratio for.the test year 
at Point 2bc is represented by Price/NOE, where Price represents the 
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Figure ·1. Prediction Intervals 
market value per share of stock and where NOE represents earnings per 
share of stock for the test bank for the test year that would have been 
reported had the bank followed reporting procedures used in prior years. 
A PRIORI expected values are based on the assumption that the changes in 
reporting procedures provided no information to investors. In this 
case, there should be no change in the price of a share of stock of the 
test bank for the test year due to·the changes in reporting procedures. 
A price-earnings ratio based on NI is computed by Price/NI, where 
Price is equal to the Price in the formula for the computation of Point 
2bc value and where NI represents earnings per share of stock for the 
test bank for the test year under the revised reporting procedures. 
Holding the price constant, values for Price/NI may be obtained by 
multiplying Price/NOE by the factor NOE/NI, Thus, the price-earnings 
ratios represented by Points 2ab, 2bc, and 2cd in Figure 1 are multi-
plied by NOE/NI to obtain price-earnings ratios represented by Points 
lab, lbc, and led, respectively. Point lbc value represents the 
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A PRIORI most likely expected price-earnings ratio for the test bank for 
the test year when the ratio is based on the actual final reported earn-
ings for the test year. Point lab and Point led values represent the 
upper and lower bounds of Prediction Interval 1 around the Point lbc 
value. 
For each test bank in this study, the changes in reporting proce-
dures reduced the final reported earnings figure for the test year as 
compared with amounts that would have been reported under prior re-
porting procedures. When NOE is greater than NI, the adjustment factor 
NOE/NI is greater than one. This means that Prediction Interval 1 lies 
above Prediction Interval 2, as indicated in Figure 1, It should be 
noted, however, that Figure 1 is for illustrative purposes and is not 
drawn to scale, In few pragmatic cases will the magnitude of the 
changes in reporting procedures be sizeable enough·to move·Prediction 
Interval 1 as high in relation to Prediction Interval 2 as is indicated 
in Figure L 
Computation of .NOE for the Test·Year 
NOE for the test year must be computed for each bank included in 
this study to permit classification of the banks by assessment of the 
materiality of the changes in reporting procedures and, for the test 
banks, to compute the adjustment factor NOE/NI discussed in the pre-
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ceding section. Data in Moody's ,Bank and Finance Manuals and/or annual 
reports,of the banks were·analyzed to ascertain the amounts of the 
differences between NI and NOE for the test year. These differences due 
to the changes in reporting procedures are discussed in Chapter II and 
are summarized in Appendix E, Two major adjustments are for the provi-
sion for loan losses and for securities. gains or losse~, together with 
the related adjustments to the,income.tax provision applicable to items 
included in the computation of income.· NI was adjusted by the recog-, 
nized differences to obtain an estimated NOE. 
Reasonableness of the procedures used for estimating NOE was tested 
by comparing results of the estimates with data on earnings reconcilia-
tions furnished by the banks, Earnings reconciliations were·requested 
from 153 banks, Sixty seven banks (43.8% of the total to whom the· 
requests were sent) furnished responses that were usable in testing the 
reasonableness of the estimating procedures. Results of these tests 
are shown in Table,IV. The results.indicate that the procedures are 
reasenable .enough. to permit reliance.· thereon for estimating NOE for the 
banks included in the study for which usable recenciliations were not 
received. 
Decision Areas and Decision Matrix 
If investors are not provided information by the changes in re-
porting procedures, stock prices should not be affected by the changes 
and the price-earnings ratio based on the final reported earnings for 
the test bank for the test year should be distributed in and about 
Prediction Interval 1 in Figure 2 (part ·of Figure 2 is a reproduction 
of Figure 1). To the extent that the changes provide information to 
TABLE IV 
ACCURACY OF ESTIMATED NOE 
FOR THE TEST YEAR 
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Deviation Between Estimated NOE 
and NOE as Reported by the Banks, 
Stated as a Percentage of NOE as 
Number of 
Banks 
Percentage of Total 
Number of Banks 
Reported by the Banks. 
0.0% - under 1.0% . . . . . . 59 88.0% 
1.0 - under 2.0 . . . . 3 4.5 
2.0 
- under 3.0 
' 
. . . 4 . . . . 6.0 
3.0 - under 4.0 0 o.o 
4,0 
- under 5.0 . . . . 1 1.5 
Totals . 
' 
. 67 100.0% 
--
investors, stock prices will tend to fall for two reasons: (1) the 
changes in reporting procedures decreased reported earnings, and (2) 
the changes in reporting procedures resulted in increased variability of 
earnings, thereby increasing perceived risk by investors. As the stock 
price falls, the price-earnings ratio based on the final reported 
earnings figure for the test bank for the test year would move downward 
from A PRIORI expected values. If investors are furnished information, 
the price-earnings ratio based on the final reported earnings for the 
test bank for the test year should be distributed in and about predic-
tion Interval 2 in Figure 2. 
Whether or not the changes in reporting procedures provided infor-
mation to investors is assessed by locating actual price-earnings ratios 
based on the final reported earnings for the test banks for the test 
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Figure 2. Decision Areas 
year in relation to,Prediction Intervals 1 and 2. To facilitate accumu-
lation and analysis of these data, the prediction intervals are divided 
into Decision Areas la, lb, le, ld, 2a, 2b; 2c, and 2d, as illustrated 
in Figure 2, and results of the tests are accumulated in a decision 
matrix, as shewn in Figure 3. Conclusions yielded by the-decision 
matrix are also presented in Figure 3. 
Significance Levels.· Utilized for Main Tests 
Tests were made at five levels of significance: .001, .01, .05, 
.10, and .20. The primary focus is on results at the .05 level of 
2a 
la (x) 
Ill (x) Q) lb ~ 
r:: 
0 
•r-l 
tll (x) •r-l le CJ 
Q) 
A 
ld (z) 
Result of Test 
Lies in Decision Matrix Block 
(x) . or la,2a . 
lb,2a and 
lc,2a 
(y). or ld,2b 
ld,2c .and. 
ld,2d 
(z) or lb,2b 
lb,2c 
lc,2b 
lc,2c and 
ld,2a 
Blank blocks 
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Decision.Area 
2b 2c 2d 
(z) (z) 
(z} (z) 
(y) (y) (y) 
Conclusions 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Results are within or above Prediction 
Interval 1 but are outside Prediction 
Interval 2. Conclusion is that the 
changes in reporting procedures did not 
furnish information to investors.· 
Results are.within .or below Prediction 
. Inte.rval 2 but are outside Prediction 
Interval 1. · Conclusion is·that the 
changes in. reporting procedures furnished 
information to investors.· 
Results ·are within both Prediction 
Intervals 1 and 2 or are between the 
two prediction intervals. No conclusion 
may be.drawn. 
Results· are.· inconsistent with the propo-
sition that Prediction Interval 1 lies 
above Prediction Interval 2. No results 
should be found in these blocks. 
Figure 3. Decision Matrix Format and Decision Areas 
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' 
significance. The pur_pose of running five sets of tests is to permit an 
assessment of the sensitivity of the conclusions to the levels of sig-
nificance utilized. 
Advantages of the Research.Methodology 
Integration of Materiality of the Changes in Reporting Procedures 
into the Decision Scheme. Widths of the prediction intervals in Figure 
1 are dependent on the degree of correlation between price-earnings 
ratios for the test and control banks during the base years. The extent 
to which Prediction Interval 1 moves upward from Prediction Interval 2 
is dependent on the materiality of the changes in reporting procedures. 
Thus, the size of each decision area in Figure 1 is dependent on both 
the degree of correlation of base years data and the materiality of the 
changes in reporting procedures. 
Interactiqns of these factors tend to eliminate weak conclusions 
from this study, The lower the degree of correlation of base years 
data, the wider will be the prediction intervals, and the lesser the 
materiality of the changes in reporting procedures for the test bank 
for the test.year, the lesser will Pr~diction Interval 1 move upward 
from Prediction Interval 2, Thus, weaknesses of either factor increase 
the overlap of Prediction Intervals 1 and 2. Areas in the overlap are 
represented by (z) in Figure 3. For results in these decision blocks, 
no conclusion is. drawn from the test, Effectively, the test is elimi-
nated from the study, thereby eliminating weak conclusions. 
Use ·of Correlation Analysis. Net.er and Wasserman have stated 
that: 
•.. It [correlation analysis] has proven to be an extremely 
useful management tool for studying the statistical rela-
tionship between two or more variables so that one variable 
can be predicted on the basis of the other, or others.17 
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Because base year price-earnings ratios of both the test and the control 
banks are independent variables, correlation analysis is appropriate for 
use in this study. 
Fresh Approach to Analysis of Effects of Accounting Changes on 
Investors. In designing the methodology for this study, attempts were 
made to avoid problems with other methodologies discussed in the litera-
ture. For example, the methodology minimizes difficulties with grouping 
or averaging data over heterogeneous entities, analysis of time series 
data, and limited consideration of the multitude of variables that 
affect stock prices. 
Use of End Results of Investor Reactions to the Changes in 
Reporting Procedures, Due to the complexity of stock price determina-
tion, severe problems are encountered in attempting to isolate effects 
on stock prices attributable to changes in accounting procedures. 
Nevertheless, the end result of investor decisions (i.e., the effects 
an stock prices) is viewed as the critical variable in determining 
effects of accounting changes on investors. Therefore, it is toward 
effects on stock prices that the methodology of this study is directed. 
Investigation of Effects of Accounting Changes Other Than for 
Changes in Depreciation Methods. Prior research indicates that 
17John Neter and William Wasserman, Fundamental Statistics for 
Business and Economics (3rd ed., Boston, 1966), p. 512. 
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companies have been more prone to change depreciation methods when their 
stocks were performing below market averages, A bulk of prior research 
on effects of accounting changes has involved changes in depreciation 
methods. Since the changes under investigation resulted from require-
ments of the bank regulatory agencies rather than from poor market 
performance, this study is distinguishable from the prio~ studies. 
Requirements That Firms Studied Use the Same Accounting Procedures 
is Avoided. Several studies have attempted to adjust accounting data 
reported by firms to a common reporting scheme. This procedure yields 
an artificial earnings figure that was not available to investors with-
out their making similar adjustments. Validity of matching such 
earnings with stock prices relies on the gross assumption that investors 
made such adjustments to the data. In this study, if price-earnings 
relationships of the .test and control banks employing whatever account-
ing methods the banks used and whatever decision criteria investors used 
are sufficiently correlated during the base period, the assumption is 
made that these relationships continue for the test year. Thus, the 
emphasis is switched from use of the same accounting procedures to 
isolating changes in accounting procedures which would disturb price-
earnings relationships. Use of artificial adjustments and artificial 
data are thereby avoided. 
Assumptions Underlying the Correlational.Model 
Relationships Between Price-earnings Variables of the Test and 
Co~trol Banks During the Base Years Continue to Hold for the Test Year. 
Base period relationships are utilized to project price-earnings ratios 
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for the test bank for the test year with which the actual price-earnings 
ratio of the test bank is compared. This procedure relies on the basic 
assumption that relationships between price-earnings ratios of the test 
and control banks during the base years continue to apply for the test 
year. Support for this assumption is provided by procedures employed to 
isolate events which could reasonably be expected to significantly 
affect the relationships and to exclude banks having such changes from 
this study. 
The Model Adequately Considers Effects on Stock Prices Other Than 
Reported Earnings, The decision variable in this study is the price-
earnings ratio whereby stock price is related to reported earnings, To 
permit a conclusion to be drawn about the impacts on stock prices of 
changes in reported earnings res~lting from the changes in reporting 
procedures, the model must adequately consider effects on stock prices 
other than reported earnings. !his is acco~plished implicitly by use 
of the correlational model and thrqugh the basic assumption discussed 
immediately above that relationships between price-earnings variables 
of the te~t and control banks during the base years continue to hold 
for the test year. 
Effects of the Changes in Reporting Procedures are Reflected in 
Stock Prices Utilized in This Study, Substantial support was offered 
in Chapters III and IV in support of the contention that earnings data 
are important considerations for investors and in support of ,the 
efficient capital market hypothesis which contends that stock prices 
adjust instantaneously to information, Tests were made in this study 
to .insure that data from annual reports were released by the test 
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banks prior to the dates .utilized to establish stock prices for the test 
year. 
Assumptions of the Method of Least Squares are Sufficiently Met. 
The line of regression in Figure 1 is based on the statistical method of 
least squares. Malinvaud discusses four assumptions that underlie the 
method of least squares: the variables are numerical quantities observed 
without error, homoscedasticity, independence of the different observa~ 
tions, and normality. 18 Malinvaud states that "if assumptions 1 to 4 
are satisfied, all the statistical procedures usually associated with 
the method of least squares are completely justified. 1119 The method of 
least squares is so powerful that minor violations of the assumptions 
normally do not result in serious errors. In this connection, Mal.invaud 
stated: 
.• ,method of least squares. Its main advantage 
in econometrics lies in the fact that it gives 
good results without imposing too restrictive 
assumptions about the distribution of the variables 
and therefore has a fairly wide field of application. 
The econometrician, who rarely has detailed 
information available about the distributions, can 
generally resort to this method without the risk 
of making too serious errors.20 
Nevertheless, tests of the assumptions underlying the method of least 
squares are made in this study, 
18E, Malinvaud, Statistical Methods of Econometrics (Chicago, 
1966), pp. 73-94, 
19Ibid., p. 93. 
20ibid., p, 94, 
Tests of Assumptions Underlying the 
Method of Least Squares 
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Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit Test. The goodness of fit of 
the data to the model was tested by use of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov good-
ness of fit test which is described in Appendix H. The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test of goodness of fit is recognized as one of the most 
powerful tests for normality. Ostle stated that "since the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test is more powerful than the chi-square test, its use is to be 
encouraged. 11 21 Matchings of banks reflecting significant departures 
from normality at the .OS level of significance were eliminated from 
this study. 
Serial Correlation Test. If observations of a time series are not 
statistically independent, use of simple correlation techniques may not 
be appropriate. The serial correlation test described in Appendix I 
/tests the dependence between terms in a time series. In .this study, th~ 
non-circular definition of serial correlation is utilized. Tests using 
the non-circular definition are more general than tests using the 
circular definition and yield valid results whether or not a. trend in 
the data exists. Matchings of banks found to have significant positive 
serial correlation at the .OS level of significance were eliminated 
from this study. 
21Bernard Ostle, Statistics in Research (2d ed., Ames, 1963), p. 
471. 
Level of Significance Used 
Cochran and Cox have stated: 
.•. In testing hypotheses, we are interested in the supposition 
that the true differences has some specified value, most com-
monly zero •... difficulty arises because of the variability 
that is typical of experimental data. As a result of this 
variability, the data are never exactly in agreement with the 
hypothesis, and the problem is to decide whether the discre-
pancy between the data and the hypothesis is to be ascribed 
to these variations or to the fact that the hypothesis is not 
true. The contribution of statistics is the operation known 
as the test of significance ... 
This technique enables the experimenter to test his 
hypothesis about the action of the treatments, with the 
assurance that there is little risk of erroneously rejecting 
a hypothesis that happens to be correct. Probabilities of 
.05 and .01 are most commonly used for this risk, and in 
these cases the tests are said to be made at the 5 and 1% 
significance levels respectively. These levels are just 
useful conventions, and a lower probability may be used 
if the consequences of an erroneous rejection of the 
hypothesis are very serious. It should be remembered, 
however, that in lowering this probability value we 
automatically diminish. the chance of rejecting a hypothesis 
that is false.22 ' · 
In accordance with these guidelines, the tests in this study were made 
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at the .05 level of significance, with the exception of the test of the 
sensitivity of the conclusions of the study to the level of significance 
used. The sensitivity test ui~d levels of .001, .01, .OS, .10, and .20. 
Data Utilized in Study 
Price-earnings Ratios 
Stock Prices, Stock prices utilized in this study are averages of 
high and low quotes for stocks traded in the New York Stock Exchange, 
22william G. Cochran and Gertrude M. Cox, Experimental Designs 
(New York, 1957), pp. 4-5. 
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the American Stock Exchange, and the Midwest Stock Exchange. Bid prices 
are used for stocks traded in the Over-The-Counter market. 
It is important that stock prices be selected from a period late 
enough so effects of data in annual reports are reflected in the stock 
prices. However, to avoid effects on stock prices due to subsequent 
operations, the period should precede the release date for financial 
data for the subsequent quarter. Accordingly, the month of March was 
selected as the period from which stock prices were obtained. 
A random number table was used to select the trading dates in 
March for which stock prices were obtained. The following dates were 
used 
Year of Trading Date 
Annual Report for Stock Prices 
1961 March 26, 1962 
1962 March 11, 1963 
1963 March.· 2, 1964 
1964 March 29, 1965 
1965 March 28, 1966 
1966 March 27, 1967 
1967 March 12, 1968 
1968 March 20, 1969 
1969 March 16, 1970 
For stocks not traded on the selected trading date, the stock price on 
the next subsequent trading date was used. 
It is particularly important that financial statement data for the 
test year be released prior to March 16, 1970 by the test banks. That 
this occurred for each test bank was confirmed by checking earnings 
announcements in The Wall Street.Journals or Barron's-or by direct 
correspondence with the banks. 
The bulk of the stock price quotations were obtained from The Wall 
Street Journals, Other sources included the National Quotation Bureau 
in New York and the banks via the data request at Appendix F. 
Earnings·-Per-Share. Net operating earnings per weighted average 
share of outstanding common stock for each bank for each of the base 
years was obtained directly or computed from data in Moody's Bank and 
Finance Manuals. Earnings~per-share were test-checked for reasonable-
ness to data in annual reports. 
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Since the reported earnings~per-share data were often computed 
without consideration of stock dividends and stock splits which were 
effective after year-end but.before the dates of the stock prices used 
in this study, the earnings-per-share were adjusted for such stock 
dividends and stock splits to make the stock price and earnings data 
comparable. Adjustments were made for stock dividends and stock splits 
which were paid after December 31 but which went ex-dividend before the 
date used to value the stock. 
During the period covered by this study, the banks did not in 
large measure use preferred stock as a means of financing. A search 
of Moody's Bank and Finance Manuals revealed only 20 of the 82 banks 
included in this study had convertible debt, convertible preferred 
stock, stock options, or stock warrants outstanding at December 31, 
1969. Annual reports were available and were examined for 12 of these 
20 banks, Five of the 12 banks did not report fully-diluted earnings-
per-share in their annual reports. Of the 7 banks that reported the 
fully-diluted earnings-per-share, only one bank gave equal emphasis to 
both non-diluted and fully-diluted earnings-per-share, while the other 
six banks reported earnings-per-share in the financial 'highlights' 
section of the-annual reports based only on the weighted average shares 
outstanding. In cases where data were available to test differences, 
the two earnings-per-share figures did not materially differ. In line 
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with the emphasis in reporting to shareholders by the banks, this study 
utilizes earnings-per-share computed on the basis of weighted average 
shares of common stock outstanding during the year. 
Dividends-.Per-Share 
Dividend information was.extracted from Moody's Bank and Finance· 
Manuals. These data were checked and missing data were obtained from 
Moody's Annual Dividend.Record or Standard and Poor's Annual Dividend 
Record. Adjustments were made for stock dividends and stock splits so 
each dividend-per-share would be comparable for each bank for purposes 
of the regression analysis. 
Book Value-Per-Share 
Book value-per-share was extracted from.Moody's Bank and Finance· 
Manuals. Adjustments were made for stock dividends and stock splits 
so each book value-,,per-share would·. be comparable for each bank fer 
purposes of the regression analysis. 
Stock Dividends.andStock Splits 
Dividend and capital changes descriptions in Moody's Bank and 
Finance Manuals often provided information on stock dividends and stock 
splits. Additional sources included Moody's Annual Dividend Record and 
... ·standard and Poor's Annual Dividend Record. 
Changes in Accounting Method,· Mergers, 
and Consolidations 
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Opinions of independent Certified Public Accountants, cover 
letters, financial summaries, footnotes, and other disclosures in 
financial statements in the annual reports and/or in Moody's Bank and 
Finance Manuals were reviewed to identify non-immaterial changes in 
accounting methods,.mergers, and consolidations. In addition, earnings-
per-share and book· value.,,,per-,-share data for the prior years presented in 
comparative financial statements were compared with amounts originally 
reported for the prior year. By this procedure, non-immaterial 
adjustments to prior years data to conform with a latter year reporting 
procedure were isolated. An additional procedure to identify factors 
which might alter price-earnings trends involved direct confirmations 
from the banks as follows. 
Data Requested Directly from the Banks 
A sample data request form is in Appendix F. Five types of data 
were requested from the banks. 
Accounting Year. Banks were requested to furnish information on 
the accounting period ending date and on whether or not changes in the 
reporting period were made during the period covered by this study. The 
purpose of this request.was to.insure that banks included in this study 
utilized the same accounting period. 
Income Reconciliations. The methodology of this study requires 
earnings for the test year to be recomputed on the basis of the 
reporting procedures in effect before the test year. Such income 
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reconciliations were requested from the banks for three reasons: (1) to 
permit a test of the reasonableness of the procedures utilized to 
estimate the recomputed earnings for banks which did not provide usable 
reconciliations, (2) to help pinpoint changes in accounting procedures 
during the test year (other than the changes .in reporting procedures 
under investigation), and (3) to obtain the most accurate data possible 
on earnings for the test year as recomputed on the basis that there was 
no change in the reporting procedures for the test year. 
Accounting Changes During the Base Years; Banks were requested to 
identify accounting changes during the base years. This information was 
used to insure that adequate consideration was given to all the 
accounting changes made during the period of study. 
Reguest for Stock Price guotations. Banks were requested to 
furnish stock price quotations which were unavailable from The Wall 
Street Journals, An alternative source of this information was the 
National Quotation Bureau in New York. 
Annual Reports, Annual reports were requested for all years 
included in this study plus the two succeeding years. These reports 
provided insights into actual reporting procedures utilized by the banks 
and provided secondary sources of information about accounting changes 
and other financial statement data utilized in the study. 
Responses to Data Requests, Initial data requests were mailed to 
153 banks. Second requests were mailed to 106 banks. To expedite 
replies, the data requests were forwarded under cover letters containing 
Oklahoma State University letterhead and were addressed to the person in 
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the bank believed ta have-respensibility for the data requested. Pre-
addressed and stamped return envelepes-were-provided. 
Table V summarizes responses by the·banks-to Question 2 on the data 
request.at Appendix F. Seventy-eight usable respenses were·received in 
reply te 153,requests,.yielding a percentage usable response,rate of 
51. 0%. 
TABLE.V 
RESULTS. OF REQUESTS FOR EARNINGS 
RECONCILIATIONS 
Number of Banks -
Included in. 
This·Study 
Number af banks which returned 
usable reconciliations for which 
Number of Banks -
Excluded from 
This. Study 
data to estimate NOE was previausly: 
Available - 41 26 
Not available 5 6 
Subtotals . 46 32 
Number of banks which did not. 
return usable 
reconciliations 36 39 
Totals 82 71 . - ~ 1 
Totals 
67 
11 
78 
75 
153 
--
Percentage 
of Grand 
Total 
43.8% 
7.2 
51.0% 
49.0 
100.0% 
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As indicated in Table VI, 56.2% of the 153 banks furnished one or more 
annual r~ports. 
TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF REQUESTS FOR ANNUAL·REPORTS 
Number of Banks 
Included in 
This Study 
Number of banks which 
furnished one or more 
annual report(s) •• 46 
Number of banks which 
did not furnish an 
annual report 
Totals . . . 
36 
82 
Number of. Banks, 
Excluded from 
This Study 
40 
31 
71 
Pilot Study 
Totals 
67 
153 
Percentage 
of Grand 
Total 
56.2% 
43.8 
100.0% 
A pilot study was conducted to t~st the feasibility of the main 
methodology of this study. Ten large banks in New York City were 
included in the pilot study. These banks were selected with. an intui-
tive expectation that pric~-earnings ratios of these banks were highly 
correlated. Therefore, failure of the matching procedures to provide 
good results in the pilot study would have thrown into serious.question 
the worth of proceeding with this study. 
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Eight banks qtialified·as test banks, and the remaining two banks 
qualified as control banks, Price-earnings ratios for the ten banks 
were developed for the 1961 through 1968 base years and for the 1969 
test year. Regression procedures described,earlier in this chapter were 
used to establish the,prediction intervals with which the actual price-
earnings·. ratio for the test bank was compared, 
Tests were made by,.matching each· test bank with each control bank, 
Results· from. the·· 16. matchings· are shown in Figure 4. Twelve of the· 16 
results were in Decision Matrix Blocks la,2a, lb,2a, and lc,2a, 
which suggested that .the changes in reporting procedures did not. 
furnish information to the investors, · .. The remaining four results were 
inconclusive. 
Decision Area 
2a 2b 2c 2d 
la 4 
2 
i::: 
0 
'M 
C/l 1c 'M 1 () 2 
Q) 
A 
ld 
Figure 4. Decision Matrix - Pilot Study 
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The pilot study shed insights into bank screening procedures that 
needed to be developed, types of data that needed to be accumulated, and 
sources and availability of those data. In particular, information was 
obtained on types of data .that were needed directly from the banks, and 
the data request in Appendix F was developed. 
Personal interviews were conducted in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, with 
Mr. Sidney Barnes, Vice President, Accounting and Auditing Division, 
First Oklahoma Bancorporation, Inc., and Mr. George Hammonds, Control~ 
!er, Liberty National Bank and Trust Company, to obtain reactions of 
bankers to the proposed research, insights into the,nature of informa-
tion that bankers may be expected to furnish, and suggestions for 
improvement of the data request format. Comments of these gentlemen 
were very enlightening and helpful. 
Results from the pilot study were extremely encouraging. In 
particular, the very high correlations between price-earnings ratios 
of the test and control banks over the base years suggested that the 
basic methodology of the study was able to provide definitive conclu-
sions, Ample justification was provided by the pilot study for 
proceeding with the development of the methodology of this study. 
CHAPTER VII 
EMPIRICAL FINDINGS 
Bank Matchings 
Initial screening excluded non-homogeneous banks from this study. 
For the remaining banks .(which are listed in Appendix G), the methodol-
ogy matches test and control banks by correlating base years price-
earnings ratios of each of the 23 test banks with each of the 59 control 
banks. Thus, 59 correlations are made for each test bank, making a 
cumulative total of 1,357 correlations. 
A matching of a test bank with a control bank is eliminated from 
this study if one or more of three conditions applies: (1) the 
coefficient of correlation is equal to or less than .7067, (2) the 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test of goodness of fit (which is described in 
Appendix H) indicates a significant departure from normality at the .05 
level of significance, or (3) the serial correlation test (which is 
described in Appendix I) indic·a·t·e.s a significant positive serial 
correlation exists at the .05 level of significance between the price-
earnings ratios of the test and control banks. 
A coefficient of correlation equal to or less than .7067 between 
base years price-earnings ratios of the test and control banks may be 
attributed to random fluctuations at the .05 level of significance. 
Thus, banks with such low correlations are considered to be inadequately 
matched, and such matchings are eliminated from this study. 
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The goodness of fit test and,the·serial correlation test are made 
to determine the ,adequacy of·. the linear. correlational model. · As 
discussed in Chapter .VI; . the cerrelational model , is powerful enough so 
that minor violatfons ef -the. assumptiens underlying. the ·medel ·will 
normally not · result .. in . serieus erroneous conclusions. However, to 
make the conclusiens-.ef. this'·.study as ;Streng as pessible, all matchings 
ef banks which violate:the.assumptions of the linear correlational 
medel-at the .05 level-ef significance are excluded from this study. 
Rei$ults from the tests 0f the,bank-matchings fer each test bank 
are presented in Appendix-J •. Table,VII summarizes the results for all 
the test banks. 
TABLE VII 
CUMULATIVE'RESULTS FOR.TESTS OF BANK MATCHINGS 
FOR ALL TEST BANKS 
Number of Matchings 
Total number of pessible matchings. 
Number of matchings excluded due te: 
Inadequate cerrelation • • • • • 
Serial correlation test. , • 
Total number of matchings for which 
r:esul ts are accumulated ,· in -this study 
340 
163. 
1,357 
( 503) 
,854 
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Main Tests 
Matchings of the banks remaining after application of the foregoing 
procedures provide the basis for accumulation of data from which 
conclusions are drawn as to whether or not the changes in reporting 
procedures made in 1969 annual reports of commercial banks provided 
information to investors, The research methodology is described in 
Chapter VI. Where the actual price-earnings ratio for the test bank for 
the test year falls in relation to Prediction Intervals 1 and 2, as 
described in Figure 1 in Chapter VI, is determined for each pairwise 
matching of each test bank with each control bank. The result for each 
such test falls into one of the blocks in the decision matrix, as 
described in Figure 3 in Chapter VI. The numbers of test results in 
each block of the decision matrix are accumulated for each test bank 
and for all test banks. The primary level of significance for the main 
tests is .05. Results of the main tests for each test bank at the .05 
level of significance are presented and discussed in Appendix J, 
Cumulative results are presented in Figure 5. 
Observations on Cumulative Results 
at .05 Level of Significance 
From the 1,357 total matchings of banks, only 340 were eliminated 
from this study due to inadequate correlations. Therefore, 1,017 
matchings were sufficiently correlated. That such a high percentage 
of matchings (approximately 3 out of 4, or 75%) were retained for 
further testing is very favorable because a large number of matchings 
provides a broader base from which conclusions .are drawn. 
Decision Area 
2a 2b 2c 2d Total 
la 47 47 
cc 
Q) 
!-I 
<rl lb 232 160 392 
s:: 
0 
•l"i 
Cl) 
•l"i le CJ 51 281 72 404 
Q) 
A 
ld 1 2 8 11 
Totals 331 443 80 854 
Figure 5 .. Decision Matrix: Cumulative Results 
From-,Main 'rests for· All Test Banks 
at the .05 Level of Significance 
As previously discussed, the correlational model is strong so 
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that minor violations of its underlying assumptions will generally not 
result in serious erroneous conclusions. Only 163 matchings were 
eliminated by the serial correlation test, and no matching was elimi-
nated due to the goodness of fit test. It appears that the assumptions 
of the model are adequately met. Nevertheless, to eliminate possibly 
questionable results, matchings found to violate the assumptions of 
the linear correlational model·were eliminated. 
After these eliminations, 854 matchings remained for which results 
were accumulated, and the·cumulative results at the ,05 level of 
significance are shown in Figure 5. The research methodology used 
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is discussed in Chapter VI, and the decisions drawn from the decisiort 
matrix are discussed irt Figure 3 in Chapter VI. The 330 results in 
Figure 5 Decision Matrix Blocks la,2a, lb,2a, and lc,2a suggest that 
no significant amount of information was provided to investors by the 
changes in reporting procedures, The 10 results in Decision Matrix 
Blocks ld,2b, ld,2c, and ld,2d suggest that information was provided 
t0 investors by the changes in rep0rting procedures, N0 conclusion 
is drawn from results in the other decision matrix blocks. Therefore, 
the cumulative results suggest very strongly that investors were not 
provided a significant am0unt of informatfon by the rep0rting changes. 
Sensitivity of the Results to the Level 0f 
Significance Utilized for Main Tests 
To permit an assessment of the sensitivity 0f results to the level 
0f significance used for the main tests, tests were made at five 
different levels of significance: ,001, .01, ,05, .10, and ,20. 
Results reported in the preceding section are based on the .05 level 0f 
significance. Decisi0n matrices containing cumulative results for all 
the test banks at the other levels of significance follow. 
Table VIII summarizes the cumulative results for all test banks at 
all five levels of significance tested. For each level of significance, 
the numbers of results in Decision Matrix Blocks la,2a, lb,2a, and 
lc,2a (which indicate that investors were not provided information by 
the changes in reporting procedures) overwhelm the numbers of results in 
Decisi0cn Blocks ld'~2'li';"1;'\td,2c, and ld,2d (which indicate that investors 
were provided information). Thus, the conclusions of this study are n0t 
sensitive to the level 0f significance used for the main tests. 
Decision Area 
2a 2b 2c · 2d Totals 
la 3 3 
Cll 
Q) 
1-1 
<Cl lb 47 389 436 
s:: 
0 
•r-f 
C/l 
•r-f le CJ 415 4 331 80 
Q) 
A 
ld 0 
Totals 54 720 80 0 854 
Figure 6. Decision Matrix: Cumulative Results 
,From·Main Tests for All Test Banks 
·.at· the .001 Level of ·Signif:tcan1:-e 
Decision Area 
2a 2b 2c 2d Totals 
la 10 10 
ct! 
Q) 
1-1 
<Cl lb 146 283 429 
s:: 
0 
•r-f 
C/l 
•r-f le CJ 16 319 78 413 
Q) 
A 
ld 2 2 
Totals 172 602 80 0 854 
= 
Figure 7, Decision Matrix: Cumulative Results 
From Main Tests for AlTTest Banks 
at the .01 Level of Significance 
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Decision Area 
2a 2b 2c 2d Total· 
la 107 107 
C/l 
ct! 
Q) 
""' < lb 233 99 332 
1::1 
0 
•.-i 
C/l 
•.-i le tJ 69 256 68 393 
Q) 
A 
ld 2 8 11 1 22 
Totals 411 363 79 1 854 
Figure 8. Decision Matrix: Cumulative Results 
From Mai.n Tests for All Test Banks 
at the ., 10· Level ·of S:i:gnif:tcance 
Decision.Area 
2a 2b 2c 2d Total 
la 162 162 
C/l 
ct! 
Q) 
~ lb 226 51 277 
1::1 
0 
•.-i 
C/l le •.-i 100 191 • 49 340 
tJ 
Q) 
A 
ld 14 30 28 3 75 
Totals 502 272 77 3 854 
Figure 9, Decision Matrix: Cumulative Results 
From Mairi Tests for All Test Banks 
at the .20 Level of Significance 
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Number of results 
Blocks la,2a, 
Number of results 
Blocks ld,2b, 
TABLE VIII 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM MAIN TESTS ON A 
CUMULATIVE BASIS FOR ALL TEST BANKS 
AT FIVE LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE 
Level of Significance 
.001 .01 .05 .10 
in Decision 
lb,2a, and lc,2a 54 172 330 409 
in Decisfon 
ld,2c, and ld,2d 0 2 10 20 
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.20 
488 
. 61 
CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY, ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS, 
CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
FURTHER RESEARCH 
Background on the Problem 
The purpose of financial statements is to communicate.relevant 
financial information about the enterprise and about operations of the 
enterprise to users of the financial statements. Attempts are contin-
ually being made to improve that connnunication process. Changes in 
financial statements are proposed with a view toward increasing the 
effectiveness of the financial statements in connnunicating data about 
the enterprise and its operations. 
With that goal in mind, the American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants (AICPA) proposed that connnercial banks change their 
reporting practices and procedures to report a net income figure in 
their income statements. The proposed net income figure was basically 
computed under the all-inclusive concept which holds that all items of 
revenues and expenses, including material extraordinary items, should 
be reflected in. the income statement. 
At the time of the proposal by the AICPA, most banks reported net. 
operating earnings as the final income figure. Net operating earnings 
excluded provisions for loan losses and also excluded gains and losses 
on sales or exchanges of securities. Under the reporting changes 
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recommended by the AICPA, these items are to be reflected ip the income. 
statement. By so doing, it is felt that investors in particular will be 
provided more useful and better information about operations of banks 
and, in addition, the net income figure will be more comparable with 
data in income statements,of non~bank companies so that investors can 
make more reliablecompariscms between investment alternatives. Many 
bankers felt that reporting net operating earnings, with other data 
disclosed elsewhere in the financial statements, provided the information 
needed by investors. Net operating·. earnings basically reflected the 
concept that earnings should include results only from regular and 
recurring transactions and events involved with normal operations of the 
bank and should exclude material extraordinary items. 
A controversy developed between bankers and the AICPA over the 
proposed changes in reporting procedures. That the controversy arose 
and became very heated reflects the,beliefs by both bankers and account-
ants that the proposed changes in reporting procedures would have 
material impacts on investors. Whether or not the changes in reporting 
procedures had material impacts on investors is a critical question. 
The answer to that question provides.significant implication to the 
preparers of financial statements in their attempts·to provide relevant 
information to investors. 
The proposed reporting changes were implemented by the larger 
banks in 1969 annual reports, Data are available to assess whether or 
not the changes in reporting procedures had significant impacts on 
investors. 
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Purpeseof Study 
This study determined whether or not the changes in reporting 
procedures made by banks in their 1969 annual reports provided signifi-
cant information to investors, Information .. was deemed to be provided if 
the changes in reporting procedures altered expectations of investors 
about the banks, thereby resulting in changes in stock prices. Stock 
prices were viewed as equilibrium values determined by actions of many 
investors. Therefore, this study tested the effects on investors in the 
aggregate rather than the effects on individual investors. 
Approach of Study 
A review of the literature was conducted to add perspective on 
financial reporting by commercial banks, on the bankers-accountants 
controversy over the reporting changes, and on the items involved in 
that controversy. Chapter II reported results from the literature 
survey. 
Prior research was also examined to provide background information 
on results of studies which have investigated effects of accounting 
data on investors, In addition, .prior research on factors that influ-
ence stock prices was reviewed to provide a basis for determining which 
factors needed to be given special consideration since this study 
attempted to isolate influences on stock prices attributable to the 
changes in reporting procedures. · Chapter IV reported results from 
these literature surveys. 
A basic assumption of this study was that there existed a signifi-
cant relationship between reported earnings and stock prices. Without 
such a relationship, an attempt to isolate effects on stock prices 
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attributable to changes in income statement reporting.procedures would· 
be futile •.. Reviews of't:he literature provided justification for that 
assumption. Additional.supportfor.the assumption was provided through, 
a theoretical framework for stock·. price determination and for investor 
decision-making presented in Chapter III. 
Research Methodology 
The methodology was developed,on the basis of .the above-mentioned 
theoretical constructs and results of prior research. Since the 
changes in reporting procedures affected the determination of income 
and since reported earnings were assumed.to have material influences 
on stock prices, the methodology recognized the significant relationships 
between earnings and stock prices through the use of price-earnings 
ratios.· To reduce effects on the conclusions due to influences on stock 
prices of factors other than reported earnings, initial screening of the 
banks was conducted to eliminate from this study banks having material 
changes (during the·period covered by thestudy) in factors other than 
reported earni~gs that were shown by prior research to significantly 
affect stock prices.· Banks found.to be non-homogeneous with the other 
banks·were also eliminated from.the· study. One hundred and sixty-two 
banks were considered for inclusion in the study. For reasons pre-
sented in Table II in Chapter VI, 80 of these banks were eliminated, so 
that main testing was conducted using data for 82 banks. All of the 
82 banks were large banks. 
Banks which had material changes in reporting procedures were 
classified as test banks, and banks which had immaterial changes in 
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reporting procedures were classified as control banks. Twenty-three 
test banks and 59 control banks were included in this study. 
Price-earnings ratios of the test and control banks for eight years 
(1961 through-1968, inclusive) prior ta-the-year of thereporting 
changes were matched through the use-of statistical correlations. 
Matchings which were not adequately correlated or which were found to 
violate assumptions underlying the linear correlational model were 
eliminated, If the ratios were sufficiently correlated, the relation-
ships established in the base years and the actual price-earnings ratio 
for the control bank for the test year (1969) were used to predict 
the 1969 price-earnings ratio for,the test bank had there been no 
changes in reporting procedures. The prediction interval was determined 
\ 
through use of statistics and was shown as Prediction Interval 2 in 
Figure·! in Chapter VI. 
If the changes in reporting procedures did not provide additional 
. ~r 
useful information to investors, there should be no change in stock 
prices attributable:to the-reporting changes. Because-the stock price 
would not be affected in this situation and because the-reporting 
changes reduced· reported earnings for.the test banks-in this·study, the 
·price-earnings ratio,for,the testbanks:cemputed on the final reperted 
earnings figure·should·increase(reduction in,the denominator of-a 
ratio while holding the-numerator constant increases the value of the 
ratio) from the above-described prediction levels which were based- on 
the assumption that there were ne·reperting changes. Adjustm~ntswere 
made to· the values in Predictian Interval 2 (s·ee Figure 1 in Chapter VI) 
to arrive _at values for Prediction Interval 1. The price-earnings 
raties for the· test banks-in the test year sheuld. be distributed in 
and about Prediction Interval 1 if the reporting changes did not provide 
information to the investors, 
If the reporting changes provided information to investors, the 
stock price for the test bank was expected to fall because the reporting 
changes reduced reported earnings (and investor expectations based on 
these earnings would be reduced) and increased variability of the 
reported earnings which likely adversely affected investors through 
increasing perceived risk attributa,ble to st.ock of that. bank), With 
complete adjustment of stock prices to the reporting changes, the price-
earnings ratio for the test bank should be distributed in and abeut 
Prediction Interval 2. Thus, distributions of actual price.-earnings 
ratios based on the final reported earnings figure for the test banks 
in the test years were examined in relation to Prediction Interval 1 
(no information provided by the reporting changes) and Prediction 
Interval 2 (infE>rmation was provided by the reporting changes) to 
arrive at the ,conclusion on whether or not .the reporting changes 
provided informatien·tO investors. 
For accumulation of results, areas in and. outside the prediction 
intervals were des.ignated as follows: 'a' was for a valt.ie that was 
above the upper bound of the prediction interval, 'b' was for a value 
between the midpeint of the prediction interval and the upper.bound 
of the prediction interval, 'c' was for a value between the midpoint of 
the prediction interval and the l~wer bound of the prediction interval, 
and 'd' was for a value below the lower bound of the prediction inter-
, ) 
val. Areas for Prediction Intervals 1 and 2 were thus designated: la, 
lb, le, and ld for Interval l; and 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d for Interval 2, 
Results were accumulated in a decisfon matrix (see Figure 3, Chapter VI). 
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Conclusions 
Results· for each, test bank using the . 05 level of significance· for 
the main tests were,,presented in Appendix J. for the individual test 
banks amt were presented in Chapter VII on a cumulative basis for all 
test banks using; five different levels of significance (.001, .01, .05, 
.10, and .20),• · The strongest conclusions result when the actual price-
earnings ratios of the test banks·were distributed in and around one 
of theprediction intervals b11twere outside the other prediction 
interval. These.results were in-Areas la,2a, lb,2a, and lc,2a fora 
conclusion that information was not provided,· and in Areas ld,2b; 
ld, 2c; and ld, 2d fer a .e0nclusion that information was provided by the 
changes,· It should-be noted that Prediction Inter;vals 1 and 2 normally 
overlap so BecisionAreas·la,2a, lb,2a, lc,2a, ld,2b, ld,2c, aml 
ld,2d eften represent extremes·, -As a result,. it was expected that the 
numbers of test results in those areas would be small in comparison with 
the total number of test results; Table IX summarizes cc,:mclusions for 
the individual test banks, Findings for each test bank were· presented 
in AppendixJ, 
Results for 13 test banks suggested that the reporting changes did 
not provide information. Results for seven of those 13 banks were very 
strong in that respect. Results for only one test bank suggested that 
the reporting changes provided information, and the· basis for that 
suggestion was weak. 
Another approach.to arriving atan,overall conclusion is to assess 
r.esults on a cumulative basts for all the test banks. These results 
-are presented in Table X.· The numbers of results in the information-not-
TABLE IX 
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS FOR 
INDIVIDUAL TEST BANKS 
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Numbers of Test Banks 
Conclusion.that the changes in reporting 
procedures didnot provide information: 
Very strong conclusion o o • o • • 0 • 
Strong conclusion. o o • o • • 
Weak conclusion o o •• o 
Conclusion that the changes in reporting 
procedures provided information: 
Weak conclusion. 
Little or no basis for drawing a conclusion. 
Total test banks 
TABLE X 
. • 0 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FROM MAIN TESTS ON A 
CUMULATIVE BASIS FOR ALL TEST BANKS 
AT THE 005 LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
7 
3 
3 13 
1 
9· 
23 
Numbers of Matchings 
Numbers of results in Decision Blocks la,2a, lb;2a, 
and lc,2a (results in these decision blocks suggest 
that investors were not provided information by the 
changes in reporting procedures) • o •••• o •• 
Numbers of results in Decision Blocks ld,2b, 
and ld, 2d (results in these decision blocks 
that investors were provided information by 
changes in reporting procedures) •• , , o 
ld,2c, 
suggest 
the 
330 
10 
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previded categories greatly outweigh the numbers of results in the· 
inf1:>rmation-provided categories. These results were found not to be 
sensitive to the level of significance used f·or the main testing. 
Further examinati.en ef the results .is appropriate. It is pessible 
that actual price~earnings ratios are within Prediction Interval 1 
(which suggests that informaticm was not pr0vided) but are massed at the 
lower end of that prediction interval. Such a result would suggest 
• 
that .the changes in reporting pr0cedures furnished, tsome t information 
to investors. That is, steck prices were reduced in response te the 
changes in.reporting procedures but were not reduced to a level which 
would yield conclusions frem the statisti.cal tests .. that no information 
was provided to the investors. 
An assessment of the materiality of the effects on investers due 
t0 the changes in reporting procedures may be made by observing the 
distributiens of results in and around the prediction intervals. 
Based on a nermal distribution, it was expected that 5% of the results 
would be outside (2~% of the results on each side) of the prediction 
interval at the .05 level of significance and that 95% of the results 
would be inside the prediction interval (47~% of the results between 
the midpoint 0f the prediction interval and the upper beund and 47~% 
of the results between the midpeint of the prediction interval and the 
lower bound). Table XI accumulates total results in each decisien area 
in relation t0 the expected numbers of results. Bata on actual results 
were obtained from Figure 5 in Chapter VIIwhich presented cumulative 
results for all the test banks at the .05 level of significance. 
Actual results were basically distributed as expected in and 
areund Predictien Interval 1. Predictien Interval 1 suggests that 
, · , ; , TABLE. XI 
:.C6MPARIS0Nr0F,. NIJM&ERS.,:.· . .0Fr·RE.SlJ1.l'.S.'.·FROM, MAIN, TESTS 
.AT THE :.0:5iLEYEL<0:F.SIGNIFI€ANCE: 0N·,A CUMULATIVE, 
.. BASIS. F0R ALL TEST : BANKS.,-.WITH,: EXPECTED; NUMBERS 
. OF RESUL.TS., IN,' EACH,<E>ECISION AREA 
'o,,,•,L,0, 0,,,..•,. l, •I'," 
Decision 
Area 
Designation 
a 
b 
C 
d 
· · ·Totals . . 
Predictien 
IntervaLL 
Actual 
Over 
(Under), 
Expected .. Actual Exp.ected 
21 47 26 
406 392 (14) 
406 404 ( . 2) . 
21 11 (10) 
854 . 854 · ' .. ·(i) 
- --
Prediction 
Interval 2 
· .... ·. _ Expe.c ted. - .Actual ·. 
21 331 
406 443 · 
406 80 
21 (i) 
·854 · 854 
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Actual 
Over 
(Under) , 
Expected 
310 · 
37 
(326) 
(~ 
0 
information was not provided-by the,changes-in reporting procedures. 
In relation t0 Prediction Interval 2, which suggests that information 
was provided by the changes in reperting procedures, the actual results 
are much higher than, expe,cted.. . This very strongly suggests that the 
. stock prices did not fall due to the 1-.changes in reporting precedures. 
The null hypethesis that changes in .reporting. procedures in annual 
statements of commercial banks. fo.r.19°69,did net provide .information to 
· investors in cotnrllen, stacks af these,:banks· is· not reje.cted. ·Evidence, 
strongly suggests that investers in stocks of the·'test:banks were·not· 
. provided significant information .by .. the' 1969'''1:'eporting changes. 
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Assumptiens and Limitatiens 
Assumptiens underlying. the carrelatienal model used in. this study 
were discussed_ in Chapter VI. Tests were cenducted en the assumptiens. 
The tatal number ef pessible .. matchings in this study was 1,357. Oae, . 
hundr.ed and sixty th:ree matchings were. eliminated from this study due 
ta violatiens of the,assumptiens-underlying the .linear correlatienal 
medel. The linear cerrelatiel'lal medal is sufficiently strong that 
minor violations of its underlying assumptions will normally not 
significantly affect results. Assumptiens of the ~odel do not appear 
te be seriously violated fer purposes of this study. 
The methodelegy was develeped fer this study by relying an results 
ef prier research_ on .. the behavier ef stack prices, Fer example, 
results from prior research on factors which affect bank stock prices 
were relied on in determining the items which were given special 
censiderati_en and examination- for. the purpose af eliminating non-
hemegeneous banks. Also, prior research and theoretical arguments were 
relied on to support a basic assumption of this study that there was a 
significant relatienship between the reported earn:f:ngs data and stack . 
prices. Particular reliance was placed en the efficient market 
hypothesis by assuming that effects af the changes in reporting 
precedures, if any_, were. reflected in stock p_rices of the banks in 
this study by the dates fat' whi(:h stack prices utilized in th_is study 
were determined. Prier research .hasstrengly and censistently supported 
the effici~nt market hypathesis. 
Since many facters affect stack prices and.since this study 
analyzed stock price relatives to isolate effects on investers 
attributable to changes in reperting procedures, it was assumed that 
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effects of factors other than, the changes in reporting precedures were 
adequately considered in the research methodology, Explicit efforts 
were made to eliminate from this study non-homogeneous banks and banks 
which had occurrences which c(l)uid reasonably have materially. distorted 
the trends in the price-earnings raties, 0the·r· "influences on: the st(i)ck 
price relatives were considered implicitly through the.use of the 
correlational mede;I. whereby price-earnings ratios of the·test and 
control banks were related. 
An assumption was made that the stock values were adequately 
measured by prices per share. This is a cemmen assumptien underlying 
many research studies, Al though no empirical rese.arch has been .. 
conducted in this area,. the theoretical framewerk develeped .in Chapter 
III provided support for the,proposition that ~tock prices reflected 
valuations of shareholders in the aggregate. 
Results of this study were limi.ted due te the :relatively small 
percentage of banks included. However, the banks included were large 
banks fer wh:i,ch the results are interesting and important. This 
study included censide:i;ati9n, of all banks for wl;l.ich data were felt .. to 
be relia,ble for the purposes ef the tests made. For>example, the 
i 
efficient .market hypothesis is applicable to stocks widely .traded in 
active markets, Stqcks ofa bulk.0f the medium-sized and small banks 
were not traded in such markets. 
The time. period c0vered by th:i,s research study was restric.ted to 
nine years. A reasen for this is that many banks in the-not-t00-distant 
past furnished·limited amounts 0f financial inf0rmati0n to invest0rs. 
Also, only in the recentpast hl3.ve large numbers ef bank st0cks bec0me 
traded in the maj0r established markets, Stock price data from 0ther 
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seurces were considered less reliable. Due to the·limited number of 
years·data,.small sample statistical precedures were·necessary. While 
such-precedures were censidered reliable, they were·less desirable than 
preceduresfer larger velumes·of data. 
Effects on investors were-measured in this study through the use 
of stock prices.· These·priees,reflect results ef investor behavior in· 
the aggregate. Resultsof this study are therefore limited to 
aggregate·censiderations and.are net necessarily applicable to individ-
ual inves tars. · 
·Results of this•studyare·limitedto the·ba.nks studied, the time· 
peried studied., and the ehanges•in•reporting procedures studied. 
Caution sheuld be exercised•in extending the results to ether 
industries; ethertime periods,or ether accounting changes. 
- Tmplications From Study 
While caution must-be,exercised in-extrapolating·results from an 
empirical study such.as this ene, it should be noted that the test banks· 
on.which the· tests were·made•are thosebanks·whose earnings were·most 
·sfgnificantly affected by the changes in reporting procedures. Since 
tests for those banks suggested,that stock prices did not significantly 
adjust in response·to-the accounting changes, it appears.reasonable to 
assume A PR!ORI and on the average·that·stockprices of other banks· 
·havingsiinilar or•smaller changes did not-significantly adjust to the, 
repo.rting changes· by those banks. 
To-the,extent that theresultsmay be,generalized, this study 
suggests that justificatien·- for reEJ.uiring changes in -reporting proce-
dures to achieve uniformity, particularly in situations where adequate 
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diselosure·, is ,-etherwise· prev:i:Eled anehwhere· a ,few significant .. items are. 
invelved, will have t"Fbe feund, elsewhere-- than' by a canteation that the· 
changes in· reperting preced1:1res, will·,..previde infermation to· investers. 
Suppert·is previded .. fer·the,full-diselesure.eoncept; and the•results ef 
the' study, are-· eensistent·-;with 0·,the, efficient: market' hypethesis in the 
semi~streng ferm. · 
·· · · · Suggest:ia:as ,. fer· Further Research .· 
·Additienal ·. research ···.·is· needed·, te··apply· the ·methedelegy develeped · 
in -this·.· study te· ether time,f)erieds,,,ether reperting changes, and 
· · eempanies•:in industries-,·etherc;than•.the banking, industry.·· Also, since 
this study investigates'. the effects ef. the changes in reporting 
precedures,at the-aggregate·level,-additienal research is in erder te 
testthese effects,enandndividual-investor,level. 
The implicatienfrem this study that uniform accounting procedures 
de net, necessarily provide··mE>re• infermatien• to investers than do nan ... 
uniformprecedures-with·adeEJ.uatedisclesure•emphasizes that the area 
ef acceunting disclesuresshould-be thoreughlyinvestigated.and. 
explered. Fer example,•- de, aceeunting ,.disclosures provide information 
· te .· iavesters? ··If so, what, types ef discl0sure. are most effective in 
· previding: that, informatien? - · AlsEl'F since· additional, disclosures 
increase the ameunt·ef· infermation·that'investers must·assimilate,.a 
· maj0r·.·question· arises -·as,.te· the-paint .at· which additienal disclosures 
everburden, the· inv-ester~se- that 0 he,, is,.·ne•- lenger· provided- irifermation 
by. the· disclesures ·• ·. The,·area:. ef, infermational overloads, is considered 
prime; fer.: intensive ·investigatiens because· ef - the· inclinations ef 
· aceeunting· peliey-making greups ,, to .utilize the additional disclosµre · 
procedure in respense,te problems facing the-accounting prefession. 
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APPENJHX A 
DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 
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Base Years 
Base years are years 1961 threugh 1968, inclusive, 
Change · .in Reper ting Precedure 
Changes in.reporting procedures occur when all or part of items. 
which were reported in financial statements for prior periods but. 
were not included in the earnings,computatfon are.included in. 
compu1:ation·.of. the. final reported .earnings figure ·for the period of 
change. See the example cm Page 2. 
Control .Bank ... 
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A control bank-.is a bank with data includible in this s 4udy for 
which 1969 changes in reporting procedures had an immaterial impact on 
the final reported earnings figure, 
Earnings 
This term is used as.a synenym for income. 
Immaterial 
Changes in inceme statement data which are 1©% or less of the final 
reperted earnings figure are considered toe small te appreciably affect 
investors' decisiens and are.thus considered imm;:tterial. See,the 
discussion ef materiality in Chapter VI. 
Inf<!, rmation 
Fellowing Beaver., an it.em is said te have· informatienal centent if 
it leads. to a change in investers' assessments of the probability 
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distribution 0£ future returns (or prices).resulting in a change in.the 
1 
equilibrium value of the current market price ef the stock. 
Invest0r 
An investor .is an ewner. or prespective owner of one er more shares 
0f common. steck. 
Large Bank 
Banks with deposits of $200 million or more are considered large. 
Market Model 
2 3 4 Markowitz· developed a model, subsequently.refined by Sharpe; ' 
which expressed individual security returns as a linear function of 
general market returns. This model, and adaptations thereof,.is 
referred to as the market model. 
Materiality 
Changes in income statement data which are 20% or more of the 
final reported earnings figure are considered substantial enough to 
1 Beaver, "The Information Content ef Annual Earnings Announce-
ments," pp. 67-85. 
2 Markowitz, pp. 96-101. 
3william F. Sharpe, "A Simplified Model for Portfelfo Analysis," 
Management Science, IX, No. 2 (Jan., 1963), pp~ 277-293. 
4wi11iamF; Sharpe, "Capital Assets Prices: A Theory of Market 
Equilibrium under Cenditiens ef Risk," The Jeurnal of Finance, XIX, No. 
3 (Sept., 1964), pp. 425-442. - ---
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appreciably affect investorst,decisions and are thus consid~red to be 
material. See the discussion ef materiality· :i,n Chapter VI. 
Medium-sized Bank 
Medium-sized banks are those with deposits ef. over $50 million but. 
less than $200 ~illion. 
Net . Income (N:i:) 
' Net inceme is the final reperted earnings figure and is computed 
in accerdance with generally accepted accounting principles. For banks, 
net inc0me, computed as illustrated in Append{x C, is.the final rep0rted 
earnings figure in.1969 annual reports. 
Net Operating Earnings (N0E) 
Net operating earnings, computed as illustrated in Appendix B, is 
I ' 
the final 1reported earnings figure of the banks prior· t0 1969. 
Prediction Interval 
Prediction intervals are used in the-main. tests (see Figure 1 in 
Chapter VI) as the base fer analysis ef data tE> ascertain whether er net 
I 
the reporting changes previded .information to investers. 
Price-earniµgs Ratio (P/~) 
The price~earnings ratie is the market-price for a share ef commen 
stock divided by an earnings-per·shareof common stock figure. Unless 
noted ethe:i:wise, the earnings'.""per-share used in computat;i.en 0f the 
price-earnings rati0s are based on the final reported earnings figures.· 
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Reclassification .. 
A reclassification constitutes a change in categorization of items 
presented within the income-statement. Reclassifications have no 
impact on the final reported.earnings figure. 
Single~figure Fixation 
Following Hoyt, single figure fixation occurs when investors focus 
on the final reported earnings or earnings~per-share figure for 
decision-making purposes, without analysis of the financial statements 
to discover items which perhaps should be used to modify the final 
reported earnings or earnings-per-share figure. The term as used 
relates only to data in the financial statements and not to other 
factors such as forecasts of general market conditions, industry 
conditions, and other factors which may influence investors' decisions.5 
Small Banks 
Banks with deposits up to and-including $50 million are considered 
small. 
Stock Price Relative 
See price-earnings ratio, for which this term is a synonym. 
5Hoyt, pp. 34-35. 
Test Bank · 
A test bank is a bank with data includible in this study for 
which the 1969 changes in reporting procedures had a material impact 
on the final reported .. earnings figure. 
Test Year 
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The test year is 1969, the year.for which the changes in reporting 
procedures were·· first required. 
;~. 
APPENDIX B 
TNCOME'STATEMENTFORMAT USED BY MOST LARGE· 
PUBLICLY-HELD BANKS'BY THE END OF 1968 
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Statement of Income, 
For the Years Ended December 31, 19 and 19 
Operating Income: 
Interest on lo·an:s·, . ·. -. . . ·· . 
Interest and dividends on: 
U. S. ·. Government secttrities 
Other securitie~ •• 
Current 
.Year 
. •• $1,240,000 
Other operating income. .. . . 
190,000 
70,000 
200,000 
• $1,700,000 Total· •••• 
Operating Expenses: 
Salaries • • • . ••• 
Other employee benefits .•• · •••• 
Interest , , ·, , , , , , 
Other operating expenses . ' . . 
Total , , , • , 
Operating earnings before income,taxes • 
Less applicable income taxes* ••• · •• 
• • • • $ 230,000 
25,000 
460,000 
145,000 
• $ · · 860,000 
•• $ 840,000 
336,000 
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Preceding 
Year 
$1,142,000 
210,000 
68,000 
180,000 
$1,600,000 
$ 
$ 
$ 
210,000 
25,000 
440,000 
125,000 
800,000 
800,000 
320,000 
Net operating earnings ••••• $ 504,000 $ 480,000 
Net eperating earnings per share 
• =$==5=. 0=4= 
Nenoper-ating add-i-t·ions and (de-dtrct-ie.ns) : 
S-e·curiti:es·, gai.ns (·loss·es·),. · less' relat·ed income 
tax effect-: of $40,00B in· 19_-_ and $48,000 
$ 4 .so. 
.in19_* ••• ,,·,· •.•••• ·., ••••• $ (60,000) $ (72,000) 
. Prevision• for loan losses,·- less income tax 
reduction of $16,000 in 19 and $8,000 
_in_l9_· * • , • • • •••••• , • • ( 24,000) ( 12,000) 
Other, les_s incoril.etaxreduction of $12,000*. (18,000) 
Total • • • . • • • • • ••• $ (102,000) $ ( 84,000) 
Transferred to undivided profits •• $ 402,000 $ 396,000 
*Assumes the income· tax rate was a flat 40% (Emphasis added) 
Source (with minor modifications and 
excluding amounts): Hugh A. Hoyt, "The Relative Predictive Capacity 
of Two Bank Earnings Measures:' An Empirical 
Evaluation It (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, Michigan 
State University, 1970), p. 3. 
1APPENDIX C 
INCOME STATEMENT FORMAT SUITABLE FOR INCLUSION 
IN ANNUAL REPORTS BY BANKS UNDER 1969 
FEDERAL BANK REGULATORY 
AGENCIES REQUIREMENTS 
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Statement of Income 
For the Years Ended December 31, 19 
Operating Income: 
Interest on loans ..••••. 
Interest and dividends on: 
U. s. Government securities 
Other securities •.• 
Other operating income • · • • ·• 
Total •.•. 
Operating Expenses: 
Salaries . . . . . . . 
Other employee benefits . 
Interest . . . . . . . . . . 
Loan--loss•provisions (Note 1) • 
Other operating expenses • 
Total . . . . 
. 
. 
. • . 
. 
. 
. . . 
.Income before income taxes and securities 
gains (losses) . . 
Less applicable income taxes:* 
Current 
Deferred . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Income before securities gains (losses). 
. 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
Securities .. ~ains (losses), less related income 
tax effect of $40,000 in 19 and $48,000 
in 19 * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
-- -
.Income before.extraordinarritem . . . . . . . 
. (Loss). on. sale. of branch.· bank building, .. less 
related reduction in•income tax of $12,000*. 
Net income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Earnings data per share: ** 
and 19 
Current 
Year 
. $1,240,000 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 
190,000 
70,000 
200,000 
$1,700,000 
$ 230,000 
25,000 
460,000 
10,000 
145,000 
$ 870,000 
$ 830,000 
$ 320,000 
12,000 
$ 332,000 
$ 498,000 
( 60,000) 
$ 438,000 
( 18,000) 
$ 420,000 
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Preceding 
Year 
$1,142,000 
210,000 
68,000 
180,000 
$1,600,000 
$ 210,000 
25,000 
440,000 
20,000 
125,000 
$ 820,000 
$ 780,000 
$ 312,000 
$ 312,000 
$ 468,000 
( 72,000) 
$ 396,000 
$ 396,000 
Income before extraordinary item 
Extraordinary item, less related 
in income tax 
• • $ 4.38 $ 3.96 
reduction 
( .18 ) 
-,------
. $ 4.20 
:::::::::::======= 
Net income .. $ 3.96 
See accompanying Notes to Financial Statements (Emphasis added) 
*Assumes the income tax rate was a flat 40% 
,~*The bank may. elect to present in this section an additional per-share 
amount for income before securities gains (losses). 
Source (with minor modifications and 
excluding amounts): Committee on Bank Accounting and Auditing of the 
American Institute of Certified Public Account-
ants, Audits of Banks: Supplement (New York, 
1969), pp. 5 and 7, 
Notes to Financial Statements· 
\l 
For the Year Ended December 31, 19 
Note 1: Loan Losses 
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Transactions in the reserve for loan losses for the year were as 
follows: Current Preceding 
Year Year 
Balance, January 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 400,000 $ 384,000 
Provision charged to operating expenses. 10,000 20,000 
Transferred from undivided profits . 18,000 
. Deferred tax charged against income. ·• . 122000 
$ 440,000 $ 404,000 
Less loans charged off, net of 
recoveries of $3,000 and $5,000 . . . . 5,000 4,000 
Balance, December 31 . . . . . . . . $ 435,000 $ 400,000 
The loan-loss provision charged to operating expenses is based on 
the bank's past loan-loss experience and such other factors which, in 
management's judgment, deserve current recognition in estimating 
possible loan losses. The amount so provided during the current year 
exceeds by $2,000 the minimum provision re·quired by the regulatory 
authorities'. The amount transferred from undivided profits represents 
a provision for loan losses in addition to the amount charged to 
operating expenses, less the related tax effect. 
The balance in the reserve at year end approximates the maximum 
allowable for tax purposes. 
Additional Comments 
Other notes to the financial statements are not reproduced here 
as they are not pertinent to this study. 
··APPENDIX D 
RECONCILIATION OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE FINAL 
REPORTED INCOME AMOUNTS UNDER REPORTING 
FORMATS USED BEFORE THE 1969 CHANGES 
(APPENDIX B) AND AFTER THE 1969 
CHANGES (APPENDIX C) 
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Reconciliation of the FinaLReported Income Figures 
for the Current Year in Appendix B 
and in Appendix C 
Current Year 
Total Dollar Per 
Amounts Share 
Final reported income designated as 'Net operating 
earnings' under the reporting format used before 
the 1969 changes (Appendix B) •..••..•.. $ 504,000 
Adjustments: 
1. Include the normal loan loss provision 
in the computation of 'Net income' 
2, Reduce,income taxes by the tax effect of 
( 10,000) 
the loan loss adjustment immediately above. . 4,000 
3. Include securities losses, less the related 
tax effect of $40,000, in the computation 
of 'Net income' • • • . • . . . . • . ( 60,000) 
4,.Include the loss on.the sale of the branch 
bank building, less related tax effect of 
$12,000, in the computation of 'Net income' • ( 18,000) 
Final reported income designated as 'Net income' 
under the reporting format used arter the 1969 
changes (Appendix C) . • • . . . • • . . . • . . • . $ 420,000 
$5.04 
$4.20 
APPENDIX E 
SUMMARY OF MAJOR CHANGES FOR 1969 IN REPORTING 
PROCEDURES AND IN ACCOUNTING PRACTICES OF 
COMMERCIAL BANKS UNDER JURISDICTION 
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE BOARD 
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Changes in Reporting Procedures for 1969 
Provision for Loan Losses 
Income Tax Requirements, For Federal income tax purposes, banks 
using the reserve method were permitted to compute provision for loan 
losses as a percentage of total outstanding loans. The resulting 
amount was normally larger than the actual rate of losses which the 
banks were experiencing. Thus, the tax formula provided for a contin-
gency, and, for banks to be allowed the tax deduction for amounts in 
excess of their experienced rate of losses, the total amount deductible 
for income tax purposes was required to be recorded on the books of the 
banks. 
Prior Practice. Banks included the total amount of the tax-
deductible provision for loan losses (net of income tax effect) in 
nonoperating transactions. 
New Procedure. Banks on the reserve basis are required to charge, 
in computing operating income, a reasonable amount to cover losses that 
may be expected in the current loan portfolio. This normal provision 
for loan losses is based on a five-year average of loan losses or an 
amount representing actual net loan losses for the current year. 
Excesses of loan loss provisions over the normal amounts are treated as 
provisions for contingencies and are therefore chargeable directly 
against Undivided Profits, with deferred income taxes provided, if 
appropriate. 
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Securities Gains or Losses 
Prior Practice. Banks included securities gains or losses (net of 
income tax effect) in nonoperating deductions. 
New Procedure, Securities gains or losses (net of income tax 
effect) are reported as a separate item in the computation of net 
income. 
Extraordinary Charges or Credits 
Prior Practice. Extraordinary charges or credits (net of income 
tax effect) were reported in nonoperating transactions, 
New Procedure, Extraordinary charges or credits (net of income 
tax effect) are reported as a separate item in the computation of net 
income. Miscellaneous but recurring losses and recoveries are 
reflected in operating income or expense accounts. 
Interest on Capital Notes and Debentur~s 
Prior Practice. Interest on capital notes and debentures was 
included with dividends on preferred stock and shown as a distribution 
of earnings. 
New Procedure. The interest is deducted as an operating expense. 
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Changes in Accounting Practices for 1969 
Use·of Accrual Accounting 
Prior Practice. Most large banks had been reporting on the accrual 
basis for some time. There were, however, some banks still reporting on 
the cash basis. 
New Procedure. Accrual accounting is required for significant 
accounts in calendar year 1969 for all banks with total resources of 
$50 million or more and in calendar year 1970 for all banks with total 
resources of $25 million or more. 
Consolidated Income Statement 
Prior Practice, Many larger banks had been reporting on a 
consolidated basis for some time. There were, however, some banks 
still reporting on an unconsolidated basis. 
New Procedure. Consolidated statements are required. 
Discount on Securities Purchased Below 
Par or Face Value 
Prior Practice. The discount was most commonly shown as profit 
when the related securities were sold or exchanged; in some cases, the 
discount was systematically amortized and recognized as income during 
the period the security was held. 
New Procedure. Accretion of discount in current income is 
encouraged but not required. Deferred income taxes applicable to the 
amount accreted are to be provided for currently, 
Income Tax Accounting 
Prior Practice. Most large banks were already reporting income 
taxes on an accrual basis, There were, however, some banks still 
reporting on the cash basis. 
New Procedure, All banks must accrue income taxes. Reported 
taxes must be allocated between operating income before taxes, 
securities gains or losses, and extraordinary charges or credits. 
Source (with modifications): Federal Reserve Bulletin, 
LVI, No. 7 (Jul., 1970), 
pp. 565-566. 
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APPENDIX F 
SAMPLE DATA REQUEST 
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Oklahoma State University 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
Mr. Ernest M. Zollers, Comptroller 
I STILLWATER; OKLAHOMA 74074 (405) 372-6211, EXT. 258 June 21, 1972 
American Bank & Trust Company of Pennsylvania 
35 North Sixth Street 
Reading, Pennsylvania 19601 
Dear Mr. Zollers: 
I am engaged in research investigating effects on investors 
(as measured by adjustments in stock prices) of changes in reporting 
procedures by commercial banks. Knowledge of these effects should 
be useful to bankers and accountants in designing effective financial 
statements. 
To enable me to conduct this research, please furnish me the 
data requested on the attached sheets. 
The attached sheets are prepared in the formats of 'inter-office 
communications' to facilitate routing within your organization to 
persons who will complete the data request. 
Your favorable, prompt consideration will be appreciated. 
Approved: 
Dr. Dale E. Armstrong 
Associate Professor 
Director of Research 
Sincerely, 
John .B. Barrack 
Researcher 
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AMERICAN BANK & TRUST COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA 
INTER~OFFICE COMMUNICATION 
TO: 
THEN MAIL TO: Mr. John B. Barrack 
· College of Business,Administration 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, .Oklahoma 74074 
FROM: Mr •. Ernest M. Zellers, Comptroller 
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Page 1 ef 2 
June 26, 1972 
Complete the·folfowing requested data for the above named company 
(including its majer predecessor company for prior years; if applicable) 
and then mail this form ta Mr. John B. Barrack at the above address (a 
stamped, addressed envelepe is attached for your use): 
1. On what date does the cempany's accounting period end? 
Was this date·changed during years 1961-1969, inclusive? 
2. Recenciliation of incomes·fer 1969: 
Net Income for 1969, ,computed under banking authority 
regulatiens and procedures used for 1969 •••• 
Add: Losses on Sales of Securities: Net of tax 
Provt$ion for Loan Losses: Gross 
Less tax 
Others (describe): 
_-A. 
Less: Gains on Sales of Securities: Net ef tax 
Others (describe): 
Net Operating Earnings After Income Taxes fer 1969, 
computed·under banking.authority regulations and 
procedures used for 1968 •••••••••••••. 
Yes er No 
Consolidated 
$5,696,598 
$ 
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Page 2 of 2 
3. Was there any change(s) in ~ccounting method(s) (Examples below) 
used by the·company during years ended in 1961-1968, inclusive, 
which increased or decreased 'Net Operating Earnings After Income 
Taxes' and/or 'Book Value Per Share of Common Stock' by 5% or more? 
Yes or No 
If the above answer is 'No,' skip the remainder of this question. 
If the above answer is 'Yes,' state: 
Year of change(s): (Describe change(s) for each year 
separately. Attach additional 
sheets if needed) 
Describe the change(s): 
Adopt accrual method of accounting for all accounts 
when another method was used in prior years •.• 
Adopt accrual method of accounting for income taxes 
when another method was used in prior years • 
Begin amortizing premiums or discounts on loans 
when this was not done in prior years .••.•• 
Begin accretion of discount on securities purchased 
below par or face value in current income when 
this was not done in prior years ••••.••• 
Prepare consolidated financial statements to include 
.subsidiary companies when data for eligible 
subsidiaries owned in prior years were not 
included in consolidated prior year statements 
Others {describe): 
Check 
if applicable 
.Dollar amount of increase {decrease) in·'Net Operating.Earnings 
After Income Taxes' in yearof change(s) and attributable to 
the change(s) was: $ 
------
Dollar amount·of increase (decrease) .in'BookValue Per Share of 
Common Stock' in year of change(s) and attributable.to 
the change(s) was:· $ 
------
4. The market prices for a share of common stock of Berks County Trust 
Co. {predecessor to American Bank and Trust Company of Pennsylvania) 
on the following dates,·· or. the first date thereafter that the stock 
was traded, were: 
March 2, 1964. 
March 11, 1963 
March.26, 1962. 
Bid. Ask.·· or High Low 
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AMERICAN BANK -& TRUST COMPANY OF PENNSYLVANIA 
INTER;.,.OFFICE COMMUNICATION' 
TO: June 26, 1972 
FROM: Mr. Ernest M. Zellers, Comptroller 
Mail one c0py of the 'Annual Report -- to Stockholders' of the above 
named company for each year ended in 1961 through 1972, inclusive, to: 
Mr. John B. Barrack 
College of Business Administration 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahema 74074 
For the year(s) during 1961-1972 which the above named company was 
not in existence; -- if any, furnish the 'Annual Report to Stockholders' of 
the major predecessor company(ies) for that(those) year(s). If the 
annual reports-for the predecessor company(ies) are not available at 
your office, forward-a copy.of this letter to the office which can 
supply those annual reports--· or send Mr. Barrack the name and address of 
the person to contact for these annual reports. 
If annual reports,are.not available for all years requested, send. 
a copy of the ones-,which are available. 
APPENDIX G 
BANKS IN THIS'STUDY 
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Large ·Banks 
Test·Banks• 
1. American Fletcher,corporation, Indianapolis; Indiana 
. 2 •.. The Bank of. California, San Francisco, . California 
.. 3. _ Bank.. of Delaware, . Wilmington,. Delaware 
4 •.. ·Bankers. Trust New: Yark Corpoi:i;ltion, New York, ,New York 
5 •. Central. National: Bank of. Cleveland, .. Cleveland, . Ohio 
·. 6. Central. National, Chicago Corparation, Chicago, Illinois 
.7. The.Chase ManhattanCerporation,.NewYork, New York 
.8 •. The:Citizens- & Southern National Bank, .Savannah, .Georgia 
. 9 •. City National: Corporation, Beverly .Hills, California 
10. _Fidelity. Corporation. of .Pennsylvania,. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
11.. First Natiortal Bank in,Dallas, Dallas., .. Texas -
12 •. First.Security.Corporatien, Salt Lake City, Utah 
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13 •. First Union National Bancorporation,. Inc., Charlotte, North, Carolina 
.14. Industrial Valley Bank and Trust Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
15 •.. Liberty National· Corporation, Oklahoma. City, Oklahoma 
16. J. P. Morgan & eo~~, Inc., New York, New York 
17. National City Bank of Cleveland, Cleveland, Ohio 
18. National·Cemmerdal Bank & Trust Company, Albany, New York 
19. The Northern Trust Campany, Chicago,. Illinois 
20. Republic.National·Bankof.Dallas, Dallas, Texas 
21.. Southern California First National Corporation, San Diego, · 
California 
22. Texas Bank & Trust Company, Dallas, Texas 
23. Union Plant~rs National Bank of Memphis, Memphis, Tennessee 
Control Banks· 
. 1. American Bank & . Trust· Company. of Philadelphia, Reading, Pennsylvania 
. 2 •. American. National . Corpe ration, Chicago, .· Illinois 
3. American.Security & Trust Company, Washington, n.c . 
. 4 •. The Arizena Bartk, -Pheenix, Arizona 
5 •. Bank of the, Southwest N .A., Haus ton, Texas 
6 •. Bankamerica Corporation, Sa;n,, Franci~c~, California 
. 7~. :!31:tystate. Corpe.ration,. Bosten, Massachusetts 
8. Boatmen's Bancshares Inc.,·St. Lauis, Missouri 
9. CBT Corporation, Hartford, Connecticut 
10. Central Baµcorporation, Inc., Cincinnati, Ohio 
11. Central'. 13a:nkiiig'. System, Inc.,:. Oakland~ California 
12. 'Centrar:&ational· Corporation,. Richmond, Virginia 
13. Cominerce·Bancshares, Inc., Kansas:City, Missouri 
14. The Connecticut Natienal·Bank, Bridgeport, Connecticut 
15. CP Financial Corporation, ·Bala-Cynwyd, Pennsylvania 
16. Crocker National Corporation, San Francisco, California 
17. Detroit Bank & Trust Company, Detroit, Michigan 
18. Equitable Trust Company, Baltimore, Maryland 
19. Fidelity Union Trust Company, Newark, New Jersey 
·20. Fifth Third Bank, Cincinnati, Ohio 
21.. First Bankshares Corporation of South Carolina, Columbia, South 
Carolina 
22. _ First Bank System, Inc~ , Minneapolis, Minnesota 
23. First Chicago Corporation, Chicago, Illinois 
24. First & Merchants Corporation, Richmond, Virginia 
25 .. First. NationaL Bank of New. Jersey~ Totowa, New Jersey 
26. First National State Bancorporation, Newark, New Jersey 
27, First Oklahoma Bancorporation, Inc., Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
28. __ First at Orlando Corporation, Orlando, Florida 
29 •. First Pennsylvania Corporation, Philadelphia,_ Pennsylvania -
30. _ First Union, Incorporated, St. __ Louis;. Missouri 
31. First. Virginia Banksh. ares Corporation, Arlington.~ Virginia 
32. Franklin New. York Corporation,. New York, New Yor1<1 
33. Girard Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania I 
34. HarrisTrust and Savings Bank, Chicago, Illinois 
35 •. Hartford National Corporation, Hartford, Connectfcut 
36 •. Industrial National Corporation, Providence, Rhode Island 
37. Marine Bancorporation, Seattle, Washington 
38 .. Marine Midland Banks, Inc., New York, New York 
39. Mercantile National Bank at Dallas, Dallas, Texas 
40 •. Mercantile Trust Company N.A., St. Louis, Missouri 
41. National Bank of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan 
42. NCNB Corporation, Charlotte, North Carolina 
43. Northwest Bancorporation, Minneapolis, Minnesota 
44. PNB Corporation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
45. _Provident National-Corporation,. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
46. SeattleFirst.National Bank, Seattle, Washington 
47. Shawmut Association, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts 
48. _ Southeast Bancorporation, Inc.,_ Miami, Florida 
49. _ State Bank. of Albany, Albany, New. York 
50. State Street Bank &.Trust Company, Boston, Massachusetts 
51. _ Texas _Bank, N. A. , Houston, Texas 
52. Unionamerica, Inc., Los Angeles, California 
53 •. Union Trust Company of_ Maryland,_ Baltimore, Maryland 
54. United States Trust Company.of.New York, New York, New York 
55, Valley.National.Bank·of Arizona, Phoenix, Arizona 
56. Virginia National Bank, Norfolk, Virginia 
57. Wells Fargo & 'co'.",' San· Francisco·, California 
58 •. Western Bancorporat:ion, -Los Angeles, California 
59.-WPNB Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
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APPENDIX H 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TEST OF GOODNESS OF FIT 
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The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test of Goodness of Fit utilized in this 
study was described by Ostle as follows: 
(1) Let F(x) be the completely specified.theoretical cumulative 
distribution function under the null hypothesis. 
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(2) Let Sn(x) be the sample cumulative distribution function 
based .on n observations. For any observed x, Sn (x) = k/n. 
where k is the number of observations less than or equal 
to x. 
(3) Determine the maximum deviation, D, defined by 
(4) If, for the chosen significance level, the observed value of 
Dis greater than or equal to the critical table value, 
the hypothesis will be rejected.l 
The theoretical cumulative distribution function appropriate for 
this research was described by Fama. 2 The formula, described in terms 
of the above symbology, is: 
3i - 1 
= 3i + 1 
where i = 1, 2, n 
and n = Number of observations in the sample 
The sample cumulative distribution function was obtained by 
computing the ordered unit normal deviate of the residuals from the 
correlational analysis and utilizing resulting values to derive the 
cumulative distribution function using,Hastings' approximation as 
described by the U.S. Department of Connnerce, National Bureau of 
Standards as follows: 
1ostle, p. 471. 
2Eugene Fama, "Behavior of Stock.Prices," Journal of Business, 
XXXVIII, No. 1 (Jan., 1965), p. 52. 
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Formula 26~2.19: 
= 
where d = .04986 73470 d4 = .00003 80036 1 
d = ·• ©2114 10061 d5 = .00004 88906 2 
d3 = .0p327 76263 d = .00000 53830 6 
and. X = ordered unit nermal deviates of the.residuals fre>m the 
ce>rrelation.3 
As discussed in Chapter VI, the.Kol'1}ogor0v-Smirnov Test of Ge>odness 
! . 
of Fit.was used te test the normality assumption underlying the method 
of least squares which was applied when matching the test and control 
banks. Matchings of banks reflecting significant departures frorii: · ·. · .. · ·. 
normality at the .05 level of significance were eliminated from this 
study. 
3u. S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau of Standards, 
Handbook of Mathematical Functions, eds. Milton Abramowitz and Irene 
Stegun (Washington, 1970), p, 932. 
APPENDIX I·· 
SERIAL CORRELATION TEST 
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The formula for the non-circular definition of serial correlation 
is based on tests developed by Andersonl and is described by Tintner2 
as follows: 
N-L N-L N 
r XX +L-( r x· )( r X )/(N-1) 
t=l t t t=l t t=L+l t 
rL N-L N-L N N 
[ L X 2-( L X ) 2/(N-L)]~ [ r X 2-( L X )2/(N-L)]~ 
t=l t t=l t t=L+l t t=L+l t 
where t = 1, 2, 3, ... N 
N = Number· of observations in the sample 
L = Number of time periods between terms being compared in the 
time series. · Orders greater than 1 test for lags. For 
this study, L = 1. 
X = Residuals from the correlation 
and r = L The serial correlation coefficient 
Calculated values for r1 are significant for purposes of this 
study if they equal or exceed the table values for the positive tail. 
lR, L. Anderson, "Serial Correlation in the Analysis of Time 
Series" (unpub. Ph.D. dissertation, The Iowa State University, 1941). 
2Gerhard Tintner, Econometrics (New York, 1952), p. 243. 
APPENDIX J 
CUMULATIVE RESULTS FROM MAIN TESTS 
FOR EACH TEST BANK AT THE .05 
LEVEL OF SIGNIFICANCE 
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Bankers Central Central Fidelity First 
.American The Bank Bank Trust, National National The Chase The Citizens City Corporation National First 
Fletcher of of New York Bank of Chicago Manhattan & Southern National of Bank Security 
Decision Matrix B_l_o_c}c._§_ Corporation California ~ Corporation Cleveland Corporation Corporation National Bank Corporation Pennsylvania in Dallas ~oration 
la,2a 
-
9 
-
8 - - - - 1 - 3 
lb,2a 1 23 1 35 10 2 42 1 1 11 13 15 
lc,2a - - - - 4 - 3 1 - 26 - 14 
ld,2a - - - - - - - - - 1 
la,2b 
lb,2b 2 14 4 2 8 18 - - 9 2 18 1 
lc,2b 35 1 19· 1 21 5 3 - lO 12 7 9 
ld,2b 
la,2c 
lb,2c 
lc,2c 4 - - - 1 14 - - 2 - 1 1 
ld,2c 1 - - - - - - - 1 
la,2d 
lb,2d 
lc,2d 
ld,2d 
Totals 43 47 24 46 44 39 48 2 24 52 42 40 
= = 
Summari of Results -
Decision Matrix Blocks 
la,2a, lb,2a, and lc,2a 1 32 1 43 14 2 45 2 2 37 16 29 
ld,2b, ld,2c, and. ld,2d 1 0 0 0 0 __ o 0 0 1 0 0 0 
= = 
t,,o.:;; 
Analysis of Bank Matchings 
Total Number of Control Banks 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 
Number of Matchings Excluded 
due to: 
Inadequate Correlation ( 8) ( 8) ( 22) ( 8) ( 9) ( 5) ( 10) ( 57) ( 14) ( 4) ( 6) ( 9) 
- Serial Correlation Test ~} ..L_!) .i..__g) __L__j_) L_§_) i......12_) L .. !.> i.__Q_) .L..W .L.]_) .. L!l> L..!Q) 
Total Number of Matchings 
For Which Results Are 
Accumulated 43 47 24 46 44 ------1.2. 48 __ 2 24 52 ~ 40 
I-' 
°' N 
Industrial National Southern Union 
First Union Valley National Commercial The Republic California Texas Planters 
National Bank and Liberty J .. P, City Bank Bank & Northern National Fir!lt Bank & National Cumulative 
Bancorporation, Trust National Morgan of Trust Trust Bank of National Trust Bank of For All 
Decision Matrix Blocks Inc. Company Cprporation & Co., Inc, Cleveland Company Company 
.Q!!!!!. Corporation .£2!!!P.!& M-phis Tes_t Banks 
1a;2a - - - 8 - - - - - 18 - 47 
lb,2a 
-
1 
-
22 7 
- 13 1 4 28 1 232 
lc,_2a 1 - -
-
2 
- - - - - -
51 
ld,2a - - - - - - - - - - - 1 
la,2b 
- - - - -
-
- - - -
- -lb,2b 3 8 - 8 6 3 8 18 18 
-
10 160 
lc:,2b 37 19 3 2 25 7 23 19 8 
-
.- 15 281 
ld,2b 1 
- - -
1 
-
- - - -· -
2 
la,2c 
lb,2c 
lc;2c - 11 10 -· - 23 1 3 - - 1 72 
ld,2c 3 2 - - - 1 - - - - - 8 
la,2d 
lb,2d 
_lc,2d 
ld,2d 
--
-- --
-- -- -- -- --
--
Totals· 45 41 13 40 41 34 45 41 30 · 46 27 8S4 
= = = = = = = = 
Summary of Results -
Decision Matrix Blocks 
la,2a, lb,2a, and lc,2a 1 . 1 o· 30 9 0 -13 1 4 46 1 330 
--
~ = = 
ld,2b, ld,2c,_ and ld,_2d 4 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 il 0 0 10 
~ = = . 
Analysis of Bank Matchings 
Total Numbar of Control Banks · -59 59 59 59 · 59 59 59 59 59 S9 59 1;357 
·Number of Matchings Excluded 
due to: 
Inadequate Correlation ( 13) ( 6) ( 46) ( 11) ( 5) ( 17) ( 8) ( 15) ( 28) ( . 7) ( 24) ( 340) 
_Serial Correlation Test 1.._!) 
.Lll> ..L.Q) -1.__!) ..LJJ) .L_!) _{___!) ..L.1) ..L...!) .L..!) .L....!) ..llli) 
Total Number of.Matchings 
For Which Results Are 
45 Accumulated 45 . 41 13 40 41 34 41 30 46 27 854 
= 
I-' 
0\ 
w 
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American Fletcher Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios for American Fletcher Corporat:i,.on correlated 
very well with those of the controLbanks, Tests of the linear correla-
. tionaLmodel suggested that .assumptions. of the model were not seriously 
violated. Even so, matchings whichwere not adequately correlated and 
which did not adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 47 matchings remaining, one test suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. Like-
wise, one test suggested that the changes provided information to inves-
tors. These results suggest no basis for drawing a conclusion as·to 
whether or not investors in.common.stockof American Fletcher Corpora-
tion were provided informatien by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting 
procedures. 
The Bank .. of California 
Price-earnings ratios for The Bank of California correlated very 
well with those of the control banks. Tests of the linear correlational 
model suggested that assumptions of the model were not seriously viola-
ted-0 Even so·,- matchings which were not adequately correlated and which· 
did not adequately fit the linear correlational model were eliminatedo 
For the 47 matchings remaining, 32 tests suggested that the changes 
{ 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes.provided information to investors. 
These results suggest a very strong conclusion that investors in common 
stock of The Bank of California were not provided information by the 
bank's 1969changes in reporting procedures. 
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Bank of Delaware 
Price-earnings ratios for the Bank of Delaware failed to correlate 
well with those of the control banks. Comparisons with 22 control banks 
were eliminated due to inadequate correlations. Thirteen matchings were 
eliminated due to violations of assumptions underlying the linear 
correlational model. 
For the 24 matchings remaining, one test suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest little basis for drawing a conclusion as to 
whether or not investors in common stock of the Bank of Delaware were 
provided information by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
Bankers Trust New York Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios for Bankers Trust New York Corporation 
correlated very well with those of the control banks. Tests of the 
linear correlational model suggested that assumptions of the model were 
not seriously violated. Even so, matchings which were not adequately 
correla t ed and which did not adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 46 matchings remaining, 43 tests suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest a very strong conclusion that investors in common 
stock of Bankers Trust New York Corporation were not provided informa-
tion by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures . 
. \
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Central National Bank of Cleveland 
Price-earnings ratios for.the Central National Bank of Cleveland 
correlated well with those of.the control banks. Tests of the linear 
correlational model-suggested. that.assumpti0ns of.the--model werenot 
seriously violated. Even so, matchings which were-not-adequately 
correlated and which .did not adequately.fit the.made! were eliminated. 
For the 44 matchings remaining, 14 tests suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided. information to investors • 
These results suggest a strong.conclusion that investors in common 
stock of the Central National Bank of Cleveland were not provided 
information by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
Central National Chicago Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios for Central National Chicago.Corporation 
correlated very well with those of the control banks. Only· 5 of the 
matchings with control banks were eliminated due to inadequate correla-
tions. Fifteen of the matchings were eliminated.due ta violations of 
assumptions underlying the linear correlational model. 
For the 39 matchings remaining, two tests suggested that the 
.changes in reporting procedures did not.provide.information to inves-
tors. · No test suggested- that the: changes provided information to 
investors. These results suggest little basis for drawing a conclusion 
as to whether or not investors in common.stock of Central National 
Chicago Corporation were provided.information by the bank's 1969 
changes in reporting procedures. 
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The Chase Manhattan Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios for The Chase Manhattan Corporation correla-
ted well with those of the control banks. Tests of the linear correla-
tional model suggested that assumptions,of the model were not seriously 
violated. Even so, matchings which were not adequately correlated and 
which did not adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 48 matchings remaining, 45 tests suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest a very strong conclusion that investors in common 
stock of The Chase Manhattan Corporation were not provided information 
by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
The Citizens & Southern National Bank 
Price-earnings ratios for The Citizens & Southern National Bank 
correlated very poorly with those of the control banks. Fifty-seven of 
the 59 matchings were eliminated due to inadequate correlations" For 
the remaining two matchings, tests of the linear correlational model 
suggested that assumptions of the model were not seriously violated. 
After the above eliminations, only two matchings remained in this 
study" Both of these tests suggested that the changes in reporting 
procedures did not provide information to investors. This being the 
case, a conclusion may be drawn that investors in common stock of The 
Citizens & Southern National Bank were not provided information by the 
bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. However, such a conclusion 
must be viewed as weak due to the.small number of tests on which is is 
based. 
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City National,Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios fer City-N.a:tienal,Corporation.adequately 
· correlated with those of the controL.banks.. Faurteen matchings were, 
· eliminated due · t0 inadequate"' co.rrelatians •.... Twen ty,-one ·matchings were· 
eliminated due to vielations of assumptions underlying the linear 
correlatienal model. 
For the 24 matchings remaining, 2 tests suggested that the changes, 
in reporting procedures did net. provide· informatien to. investors. · One 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest little basis-for drawing a conclusion as to wheth-
er or not investors in common stock of City National Corporation were 
provided information by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
Fidelity Corporation of Pennsylvania 
, Pri,ee-ea,r,nd.1,1,gf;!, .r,atias ,for-- ,Fidelity. Carper-atian- -ef- Pennsylvania 
corrlated very well with those of the central banks. Tests of the 
linear correlational model suggested that assumptions of the model were· 
not seriously violated. Even so, matchings which were not adequately 
correlated and which did not adequately-fit the modelwere·eliminated. 
For the 52 matchings remaining, 37 tests sugges:ted·that the 
changes in reporting procedures did not provide information to.inves-
tors. No test suggested that the changes provided information to 
investors., These results suggest a very strong conclusion.that inves-
tors in common stock of Fidelity Corporation of Pennsylvania were not 
provided information by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
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First National -Bank in. Dallas 
Price-earnings ratios for.First National.Bank in Dallas correlated 
. very well with those of the" controL.banks •... Only six matchings were 
eliminated due.to inadequate correlations.· Eleven matchings were 
.eliminated due· to vielations of assump.tions . .underlying the linear 
correlational model. 
For the remaining 42 matchings, 16·tests suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedure·s· did not provide· information to -investors. No 
test suggested that the:changes provided· information.to investors. -
These results suggest a strong conclusion.that investors in common 
stock of the-First National Bank in Dallas were not provided information 
by the bank's 1969· changes in -reparting procedures. 
First Security Corperation 
Price.,..earnings ratios for First Security Cerporation correlated. 
well· with those of the cantrol banks o . Nine matchings were eliminated -
.due.,to inadequate cerrelations.,. .- Ten.matchings were•elitninated.due ta 
violations of assumptions underlying. the linear .correlational model. · 
For the remaining.- .40 matchings, 29 . tests suggested. that the changes 
in reporting pracedures did•-- net-. provide informatian to . investors. No -
test suggested. t.hat the changes provided. information to. investers. 
These results suggest a very strong cenclusionthat investors in common 
stack of First Security Corporation were.not.provided information by 
the bank's 1969- changes in reporting procedures. 
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First Union National.Bancorporation, Inc. 
Price-earnings ratios.for.First Union National Bancorporation, Inc. 
correlated well with those of the control banks. Thirteen matchings 
were eliminated due·to inadeq.uate·correlations.· .Tests of the linear 
correlational model suggested that assumptions of the model were·not 
seriously violated.. Even. so, the matching which did not adequately fit 
the model was eliminated. 
For the remaining 45 matchings, one test suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to-investors. Four 
tests suggested that the changes provided information to investors. A 
.conclusion may be drawn that investors in common stock of First Union 
National-Bancarporation, Inc. wereprovided information by the bank's 
1969 changes in reporting procedures. However, such a conclusion must 
be viewed as weak due to the small number of tests on which it is based. 
Industrial Valley Bank and Trust Company 
./ 
Price""earnings ratios for·Industtial Valley Bank and·Trust Company 
correlated very well with those of the control banks. Only six 
matchings were eliminated due to inade.quate correlations. Twelve 
matchings were-eliminated due to violations of assumptions underlying 
the linear correlational model. 
For the remaining 41 matchings, one test suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to.investors. Two 
tests suggested that the .changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest little basis for drawing a conclusion as to 
whether or not investors in connnon stock_ of .Industrial :V~lley Bank and 
Trust Company were provided information by the bank's 1969 changes. 
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Liberty National Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios for Liberty National Corporation correlated 
poorly with those of the control bankso Forty-six of the 59 matchings 
were·eliminated due to inadequate correlations. For the remaining 13 
matchings, tests of the linear correlational model suggested that 
assumptions of the model were not seriously violated. 
For all 13 of the remaining matchings, tests yielded results in 
decision matrix blocks for which no conclusion may be drawn, Thus, the 
results suggest no basis for drawing a conclusion as to whether or not 
investors in connnon stock of Liberty National Corporation were provided 
information by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedureso 
J, P. Morgan & Co., Inc, 
Price-earnings ratios for J. Po Morgan & Co,,·Inc. correlated well· 
with those of the control banks. Tests of the linear correlational 
model suggested that assumptions of the model were not seriously 
violated. Even so, matchings which were not adequately correlated and 
which did not adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 40 remaining matchings, 30 tests suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest a very strong conclusion that the changes in 
reporting procedures in the banks's 1969 financial statements did not 
provide information to investors in the common stock of J, P. Morgan 
& Co:~ ·rnc. 
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Natfonal City Bank of Cleveland 
Price-earnings ratios for-National·City Bank of Cleveland correla-
ted very well with those of the control banks. Only five of the match-,. 
ings with·control ba:nks were eliminated due•to inadequate correlations. -
Thirteenmatchings were eliminated;due•to.violations of assumptions 
underlying the-linear correlational model. 
For the remaining 41 matchings_, -- nine· tests suggested that the· 
changes in reporting procedures did.not provide information to inves-
tors4 Only one test suggested that the-changes provided information to 
investors. A conclusion may be drawn that investors in common stock of 
National City Bank of Cleveland were not-provided information by the 
bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. However, such -a conclusion 
should be viewed as weak due to the small number of tests on which it-
is based. 
National Commercial-Bank &•Trust Company 
Price-earnings ratios for National Commercial Bank &Trust Company 
adequately correlated with those of the control banks. Seventeen 
matchings were eliminated due to inadequate correlations.· Tests of the 
linear correlational model suggested that assumptions o~ the m,odel were 
not seriously violated. Even so, matchingswhich did not-adequately fit 
the model were eliminated. 
For the 34 remaining matchings, no test suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not provide informatian to investors. One 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest little basis -for drawing a conclusion as to 
whether or not investors were provided information by thel969 changes. 
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The Northern Trust Company 
Price-earnings ratios for The Northern Trust Company correlated 
very well with those of the control banks. Tests of the linear correla-
tfonal model suggested that assumptions of the model were not seriously 
violated. Even so, matchings which were not adequately correlated and 
which did not adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 45 remaining matchings, 13 tests suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not.provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. 
These results suggest a strong conclusion that investors in common 
stock of The Northern Trust Company were not provided :information by the 
bankws 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
Republic National Bank of Dallas 
Price-earnings ratios for Republic National Bank of Dallas 
adequately correlated with those of the control banks. Fifteen match-,. 
fogs were·eliminated due to inadequate correlations. Tests of the 
linear correlational model suggested that assumptions of the model were 
not seriously violated. Even so, matchings which did not adequately 
fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 41 remaining matchings~ one test suggested that the change.s 
in reporting procedures did not provide information to investors. No 
test suggested that the changes provided information to investors. Due 
to the small number of tests on which a conclusion would be based, the 
results suggest little basis for re.aching a conclusion as to whether or 
not investors in common stock of Republic National Bank of Dallas were 
provided information by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
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Southern California First National Corporation 
Price-earnings ratios for Southern California First National.Corpo-
ration failed to correlate well with those of the control banks. Com-
parisons with 28 control banks were eliminated due to inadequate 
correlations. Tests of the linear correlational model suggested that 
assumptions of the model.were not seriously violated. Even so, match..,. 
ings which did not·adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the 30 remaining matchings, four tests suggested that the 
changes i.n reporting procedures did not provide information to inves-
tors. No test suggested that the changes provided information to 
investors. A conclusion may be drawn that investors in common stock of. 
Southern California First National Corporation were not provided infor-
mation by the bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. However, 
such.a conclusion must be•viewed·as weak due to the,small number of 
tests on which it is based. 
Texas Bank & Trust Company 
Price-earnings ratios for Texas Bank & Trust Company correlated 
very well wi.th those of the control banks. Tests of the linear 
correlational model suggested that assumptions of the model were not 
se1r.·h,usly violated. Even so, matchings which were. not· adequately 
correlated and which did not adequately fit the m0del were eliminated. 
Tests for all 46 of the remaining matchings suggested that the, 
changes in reporting procedures did not provide information to·inv~s-
tors. These results suggest a very strong .cenclusion that investors in 
common stock ef Texas Bank & Trust Company were not provided information 
by· the·. bank's 1969 changes in reporting procedures. 
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Union.Planters National 1 Bank of Memphis 
Price~earnings ratios for Union Planters National Bank of Memphis 
failed to correlate wellwith those of the con:t;ral banks. Cam.parisons• 
with 24 central banks were elim.inated.due·to inadequate·carrelatians. 
Tests of the linear correlational model,suggested that assumptions·af 
the model.were ·net seriously violated •. Even so, matchings which did not 
adequately fit the model were eliminated. 
For the remaining 27 matchings, ane test suggested that the changes 
in reporting procedures did not.provide information to investars. No 
test sugge.sted that the changes provided information to· investors. Due . 
to the. small, number of tests on which a conclusion may be .based; . the 
results suggest little basis.for reaching a conclusion as to whether 
or not investors .in common, stock o.f Union Planters National Bank af 
Memphis were provided information by the bank's 1969 changes in 
reporting procedures. 
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